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MARLBOROUGH, WILTS.

Phone

:

657/8

SABIR
-

COMMERCIAL TV
DON'T GIVE UP BEFORE YOU HAVE

TRIED

OUR

BAND

III PRE -AMP
Separate coaxial inputs for Band and Ill

MAINS FLUCTUATION OF
150

I

Aerial Downleads. No
changing of Aerial
leads.
No Diplexor
required. Attractive
black crackle finished

300 V

will have no observable effect on the performance
of your TV set if this revolutionary new AutoAt the
matic A.C. Mains Regulator is fitted.

same time, the complete elimination of surges
will greatly lengthen the life of all components.
especially of tube and valves.
Price £11.15.3. Write now for illustrated tech n

cal

leaflet, giving full specifications.

case

fitted with non rubber feet.

scratch
Easily

installed -just

plug in mains and
aerial leads.
A sensitive unit complete with built -in power
supply specially designed for use in ultra -fringe
areas. High signal to noise ratio. Will produce
excellent results in localities where the signal is
normally unusable.
Dimensions 6in. x 4in. x 2tin. Will fit inside most
receiver cabinets. 200 -50 v. A.C.

PRICE C6.6.8.

C.W.O. OR C.O.D.
3 6 extra.)

(Fly Lead

" AIRVISION "
(Electronic Equipment Manufacturers)

MERCIA ENTERPRISES LTD.
Godiva

House' Allesley Old Road

'

Coventry

14

Boulton Road, SOUTHSEA
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Completely up -to -date method of giving instruction infora
arranged
wide range of technical subjects specially designed and
home under the skilled guidance of our teachers.
at
self-study
Experimental outfits and lesson manuals sent on enrolment remain the student's property. Tutor allotted to each student
for personal and individual tuition throughout the course.
componRadio and television courses, with which specially prepared
(amplifiers,
ents are supplied, teach the basic electronic circuits
complete
the
to
stages,
by
easy
lead,
and
oscillators, detectors, etc.)
design and servicing of modern radio and T/V receivers. hobby, comlí you are studying for an examination, wanting a new
business,
mencing a career in industry or running your own part-time
moderate cost.
these practical courses are ideal and may be yours for
no
obligation
Fill in the coupon to -day for a free Brochure. There is
whatsoever.

ki.

%

SUBJECTS
INCLUDE:

-

RADIO

SHORT WAVE RADIO

TELEVISION

PHOTOGRAPHY ELECTRICITY CA RPENTRY
ELECTRICAL WIRING DRAUGHTSMANSHIP
ART, ETC.
COURSES FROM
PER

MONTH

The only Home Study

15 -

College run by
a world -wide

É.M.I. INSTITUTES, Dept.

.pwsex,

CHEMISTRY

MECHANICS

138 x

LONDON, W.4

Industrial
organisation

NAME
E.M.I.
Factories

--.--

at Hayes.
England

AGE

Of under 11)

ADDRESS

INSTITUTES
rfti4,fadtere Voice:" /ylarcoaiphone,
............... ............................... _ ...

thout equip-

JAN. 58 (We shell not worry you with personal nit ts)

-Port

of
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TOP QUALITY
FULLY GUARANTEED VALVES
ALL GOODS LISTED ARE ACTUALLY IN STOCK

EXPRESS SERVICE! !
C.O.D. ORDERS RECEIVED BY 3.30 P.M. EITHER
BY LETTER, PHONE OR WIRE, DESPATCHED
THE SAME AFTERNOON. ALL ORDERS RECEIVED
BY FIRST POST DESPATCHED SAME DAY

FOR ONLY 6d. EXTRA PER ORDER WE WILL
INSURE YOUR VALVES AGAINST DAMAGE IN
TRANSIT.
ALL UNINSURED PARCELS AT
CUSTOMER'S RISK.

1

0Z4

6 -

A3

3 -

AS

6 -

A7
D6
H5

15 10 6
I I 6 6
5 -

L4

LD5
LN5
N5

5
I

R5

-

-

9'- 6K7GT
7'6 6KBG
B 6 6K8GT

T4
US

7 -

2A3
2A7
2C26
2D13C

12 6

10 6

4

-

7 6
4 6

2X2
3A4
3A5

7 -

12 6

3L7
3D6
3Q4
3QSGT

8 6
5 -

9 - 6E5
9 6 6E1
8 - 676G
9 - 6F6GT

354

2V4

li 6

8 6 65G7GT
14'- 65H7

T-

6 6

12 6

-

12 6
9 13 9 6
12 6

6F82

6Z5

6AK5
6AL5

-

5 6 6

6J7G

6J7GT

6K7G

6-

6130L2

5-

10/6

1203
14,/- 4033L

II/-

2001

10/16!-

20L1

13/6

25L6GT
2575
25Y5G
25Z4G
25Z5
25Z6G
2807

10!10'6

9 9 6
8 6

8-

3 6

9415 -

II

10.6 956

8 -

-

191-11

30
30C1

6 3095
12'6 30FL1

83V
85A2

8/6 807
816 866A

I9AQ5

IS

10E18

12SR7

8 8 -

8-

10E1

10'6 10F9

I2SQ7

12.6 1274
12 6 14R7
12 6 1457

1

8

-

6
6

6 6
12 6

5X4
10 - 6F13
7A7
rY3G
8 - 6916
7B7
5Y3GT 816 6F17
7C5
5Y4
10,1- 6F32
10 6 7C6
5Z3
12'6 6F33
7 6 7H7
5Z4G
10'6 6G6
6.6 7Q7
SZ4GT 12 6 6H6GT G
757
6A8
0 3'- 7V7
6A67
8- 6H6M 3'6 7Y4
6A88
14 - 6J5G
5- 802
6AC7
6 6 6J5GTG 5'6 8D3
6AGS
6 6 6J5GTM
6- 902
6AG7
12.6 6J6
S 6 10C1
6AJ8

6/-' 15062

6

7-

6X4
7 - 6X5GT
8'- 6Z4/84
S

8,%-

8 7
14
7
8

7'6 6U7
6 6 6V6G
12 6 6V6GT

5763
7193
7475
9002
9003
9006

9.6 ACEPEN
9,6 ACiHLi
10 6

13'6 CV63
76 CV85

6 EAC91

716 EF92

5

6

EAF42

10¡6 EL32

6.- EB34
7

AZ3I

12'6

4 -

76
66

:

S

A T S. 8.30-1 p.m

EF41

15 -

EF42

9 6
8 9 -

EF50(A)
EF50(E)

I0;-

816 EFES

2/- EF86
9'6 EF89
8/- EF91

'

EBC41
EBF80
EBF89

EC52
EC54

66

EL81

7'6 EL84

10- EL9I
9 6
-

9 6

9 6
12 6

75 -

5 -

KT2
KT33C
KT44
KT63

7

6

7/-

QV04!7

KTW63
KTZ41

14.6 KTZ63
10'- L63
9; - LN I52

10/6 VP4(7)

I5/-,

7 - R12

KTW6I 6'6 SD6

106 KTW62
14 -

5/-

10,1-

8

-

SP4(7)

8

-

SP41

6;6 SP42
1016 SP61

6-- TP22
14:- U16

12/7;- U1820 12 6
7/6 U22
8/12;6 U25
13/6
12/6 UM
9/6
6/6 U50
8/IOI- U52
8/6
12/6 U76
8/5/- U76
710 OA71
5/- U25I
15 10 6 0072
30/- U404
10 6
961
3;6 UABC80
126 PABC80I5'106

MH4
5'6 MHL4
I I
- MHLD6
ML4
I I IS - ML6
10 6 MU14
OA10
S_
OA70

EM34
EM80

5.6 EY51

6!- (Sm,,.)

7'-

VP41

7

'

X79

Y63

7 6

Z63

106
20.-

Z66
Z77
Z719
Z729

BENTLEY ACOUSTIC CORPORATION LTD.
THE VALVE SPECIALISTS
PRJmrose 9090

NOT LISTED.

3d. STAMP, PLEASE.
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XSG(I.5)66

DIFFERENT VALVES 3d.

PLEASE ENQUIRE FOR ANY VALVE

,

12 6

.

9 -

14146

ALL VALVES NEW, BOXED, TAX PAID, AND
SUBJECT TO MAKERS' GUARANTEE.
FIRST
GRADE GOODS ONLY, NO SECONDS OR REJECTS. GOODS ARE ONLY SOLD SUBJECT TO
OUR TERMS OF BUSINESS, OBTAINABLE FREE
ON REQUEST. CATALOGUE OF OVER 1,000

CHALCOT ROAD, LONDON, N.W.I

6

XD(I.S) 6 6
XFWIO 66
XFYI2 6 6
XH(I 5) 6 6

When comparing our prices, remember just what we offer. Bentley valves
are not
GUARANTEED NEW AND BOXED," and " GUARANTEED TESTED AT TIME only
OF
DESPATCH," Bentley valves are NEW, BOXED, AND SUBJECT TO THE
MAKERS'
STANDARD GUARANTEE AS WELL. Only our enormous turnover enables
us to select
the products of the world's finest manufacturers at lowest prices and pass
the benefits
on to YOU.

38

I5 -

VPI3C

12/6 VRI50,309 12/7 VT6IA
5 15/- VT501
S;3/6. W76
7 6
12/6 X61
12-6
3/6 X65
12 6
15/- X66
12.6

6 6

8i6 EL42

EB9I

8-

10'-

2/6 EL4I

6 EB41

7 6

14,- BL63
12,6 CK505

ECC3I
ECC32

5

7,- AP4
7 6 ATP4
14 -

EC70

6
6
6
6

EF54
EF73
10/6 EF80

DDD IS'- EBC33

96 AGP4

6
6
10
12

12'6 DK96
15
DL2
IS'- DL33
7.6 DL92
13 6 DL94
3 - DL96
7 - DLSIO
12'6 DM70
12 6 EA50
5 - EA76
7 6 EABC80

TERMS OF BUSINESS -CASH WITH ORDER OR
C.O.D. ONLY. ORDERS VALUE E3 OR MORE SENT
POST PACKING FREE. ORDERS BELOW E3 PLEASE
ADD 6d. PER VALVE. C.O.O. ORDERS: -MINIMUM
FEE, INCLUDING POST AND PACKING, 3' -. WE
ARE OPEN FOR PERSONAL SHOPPERS. MONFRI. 8.30 -5.30.

CK506
CK523

125K7

6 -

6S57

12 6
15

12SJ7

6 8 -

7 6

12:6 6U4GT
12;6 6USG

I

6

7

6SK7GT
6SL7GT
6SN7GT

17'6 30P4
IS - 30P12

7 -

9 -

14,- 65J7
6 6

-

8 6
8 6

6SA7GT

8 6 30L1

10P13
11E3
12A6

7 6

8

8'- 6R7G

6BW7
68X6

6CH6
6D6

9 6

.

1116

-

13 8 8 6

5:- 6N7
7'6 6Q7G
7 6 6Q7GT

10LD3

126 EY51
PCC84
8:'-'UAF42 10 6
IS/- (Large) 12.6 PCC85 I2161UB41
12.7
10 6 EZ35
6 6 PCF80
14/USC41
6'6 31
ECC33
6 6 EZ40
8- PCF82 12/6 UB980 8'6
9'6
I2AH7
8'- 33A; I58M
CV27I 10'6 ECC35 8 6 EZ41
10 6 PCL82
12/6 U8F89 ID 6
12AH8 10 6
30'- CV428 30'- ECC81 6 6 EZ80
9/6 PCL83 14%- UCC85 106
I2AT6 10 6 35'51
126 DI
3 - ECC82
7 6 EZBI
10!- PENSODD
UCH42 10 12AT7 8'6 35A5
11 - D42
10 6 ECC83
9 - GZ30
10'6
25/-, UCHBI 11,6
12AU7 7 6 25L6GT 10/- D63
5-- ECC84 10 - GZ32
12'6 PEN45 19/6 UCL82 13 6
I2AX7
9 - 35W4
8 6 D77
6/6 ECC85 9 6 GZ34
14.- PEN46
7/6 UF41
9'12BA6
9:- 3523
10'6 DAC32 11/- ECC9I
S 6 H30
5 - PL82
9/6 UF80
I0:6
128E6
10 - 35Z4GT 8 - DA991
8/- ECF80 136 H63
126
PL83
11/6UF85
106
12E1
30,- 35Z5GT 9 - DAF96 I0i- ECF82 136 HABC80
PM2B
12'6 U989
106
12J5GT 4,6 4IMTL
8-- DF33
11 - ECH35
1217GT I0/6 5005
12 6 DF91
7.- ECH42 10;6 HK90
I0,6 PM12M 6'6 UL46
IS6
I2K7GT 7/6 50L6GT 9 6 DF96
10:- ECH81
8!- HL23
10/6 PY80
9 - UL84
I 16
12K8GT
6I BT
15 - DH63
8'6 ECL80 141- HL4I
12/6 PY81
9 - UY41
8 6
I4/- 615PT 15 - DH76
7-6 ECL82 14!- HLI33DD
PY82
9 - UY85
10,6
12Q7GT 716 72
4 6 DH77
8i6 EF36
6-.
12 6 PY83
9.6 VI507
S.I2SA7
816 77
8 - DK32
IS'- EF37A
9 - HVR2
20 - QP2I
7/- VLS492A E3
12SC7
7,6 78
8'6 DK91
8-6 E939
6:- HVR2A 6- QP25
15/- VMP4G 15 I2SG7
7'6 80
9'. DK92 12 6 EF40
15 - KL35
8,6 Q5150/I5
VP2(7) 12,6.
I2SH7
5/6

-

I I

6.6 6L6G
10'6 6L7M
4:6 6LI8

6B8M
6BA6
68E6

6C4
6C5
6C6
6C8
6C9
6C10

6 -

8
G

10'6

8 6 6BJ6
8 - 6BR7
7 - 68W6

SS

5V4

I

6AM6
6AQS
6AT6
6AU6
684G
687
688G

,
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PREMIER RADIO CO.
(Regd.) B. H. MORRIS & CO. (RADIO) LTD.

OPEN TILL

6

Te!ophons :
AMBASSADOR

(Dept. P.T.1) 207, EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2

P.M. SATURDAYS

Build the NEW

PADDINGTON

4031
3271

"MAYFAIR" TELEVISOR

which gives complete SAFETY
to the constructor !
These Televisors use a double wound mains transformer
which gives you complete safety from contact with the
mains supply when handling the chassis or controls.

* B.B.C. & I.T.A. DESIGN
.7
Turret Tuner may

be

built for

£33

With New

. I I off C.R.T.
C Ceaf

Full Construction details available.
5 easy stages.
Instruction Book, 3/6 Post Free.
Console Cabinets with full length doors for 14ín., 16in., and

Build in

17in. tubes.
H.P. Terms

Price ¿14.14.0.
Deposit E7.7.6 and 9 monthly payments of 18/6.
:
Console Cabinets. Half door £12.12.0.
H.P. Terms : Deposit E6.6.0 and 8 monthly payments of 18/3.
On above cabinets add 21 / -for pkg. and carr.

" Petite " PORTABLE

The

The Nell,
De -Lu.ve

MAY BE BUILT FOR

£7e70
*

plus

3 -

TAPE RECORDER

post & packin..

TR 3

size only Bin. x Bin. x

Batteries extra.
HT 10/- (Type 8126) or
equivalent.

for

LT 1/6 (Type AD 35) or

DEPOSIT &

equivalent.

8
now

eliminator
available for 37/6.
Battery

RECORD

CHANGERS
49.15.0
RC456
Dep. £1.5.0 & 8 monthly
payments of £1.5.9.
Steer Galaxy ... ¿9.15.0
Dep. L1.5.0 & 8 monthly
payments of £1.5.9.

B.S.R.
3

TU8

Collaro 4 554
Collaro Junior

--

plus 2/6 postage &

packing.

¿7.7.0
E4.14.6

New PREMIER
TAPE RECORDER

KIT for L33.15.0.

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOMED

F.M. TUNER

NEW

for the Home
Constructor

-WATT

AMPLIFIER
8
This design includes 5 miniature
Valves of the latest types, an

3 and 15 ohms and a very
attractive Perspex front panel
with gold lettering, complete
set of parts, £8.8.0.
Postage & Packing, 5/- extra.
Instruction Book I/6.

of

buy surplus or reconditioned tubes when these Fully
Guaranteed Wide Angle Tubes are available
The
latest type 17in. Rectangular Tube MW43/64 by Telefunken at Ell
Also 14ín. Rectangular
(inc. tax) post and packing 21'- extra.
Tube type 14 LPA ¿13.17.6 (inc. tax) pkg. & carr. 15 - extra.
Wily
1

Write for

details of the

Case finished in Red and Cream with gilt styling and fittings.
Size 181ín. x I5in. x 9in. for A.C. Main; 200/250 v. 50 cycles.

speed record player Ultralinear
TransOutput
former suitable for Speakers

f3. 19.6.

MONTHLY

PAYMENTS
OF LS- I7.1I
OR CASH 45 GNS.
plus 21/- post & pk,.

RECORD
PLAYERS

-

Collaro

¿6.5.0

?

A new design using the latest

circuit

techniques.
Includes
tuning
indicator, permeability tuning
and an integral power supply. Two controls only, a gear driven
slow motion tuning control and an output volume control
with on /off switch. Suitable for fringe area reception.
All components may be purchased for £8.15.0, plus posta,e
4 valves plus magic eye

and packing 3 6.
OR less Mains Transformer & Rectifier £7.123, plus postage
and packing 3j -.

Power requirements H.T. 230 v. 50 mA., L.T. 6.3 v. 1.5 A.
Dial size 31ín. x I (in., overall size I I lin. long, 5_.in. deep,
41ìn. high. Instruction Book l'6.
1
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DO YOU SUFFER
FROM THIS TYPE
OF INTERFERENCE?
This filter has been designed to eliminate the
principal causes of l.F. interference : R. F. Heating
Equipment, Diathermy Equipment, Industrial and
Medical Equipment, Local Oscillators, Forward
Scatter Transmissions.
Type C.263 is supplied in an aluminium can,
having a co-axial socket mounted at one end and a
short length of co -axial feeder, suitably terminated
with a plug, at the other end. The filter is connected
directly in series with the aerial feeder of a T.V.
receiver and no further adjustments would be
necessary.
The Unit offers very high attenuation at
frequencies of 38 m /cs. and below, and thereby
prevents pick-up of the interfering signal by the
I.F. Amplifier circuits.
This unit bas been approved by and
supplied to the G.P.O.
Dimensions of the can 4 -1- x IV diameter

T.C.C. SCREENED
HIGH -PASS FILTER,
TYPE C263.

:

together with a co-axial lead 9' long.

LIST PRICE

29/6

EACH

THE TELEGRAPH CONDENSER CO. LTD
RADIO

NORTH

DIVISION

ACTC N

LONDON

GUITAR AMPLIFIER

!

output. For use on A.C. Mains 200 -250 v.
Complete with 4 valves, speaker, all controls,
':eon level indicator, gram and mike inputs.
Speaker in lid, but movable to any position by
using lead supplied. In smart case with carrying
handle, size closed 81in. x Blin. x 19in. long.
5-6 watts

Brand new and unused.

L10.19.6

Car r. &
LASKY'S PRICE, absolutely compete
Pkg. 5&
Available as Amplifier without Case and Speaker. 16.19.6. Carr. & Pkg. 51 -.
NOTE : Can also b: used as tape -recording amplifier (pre- amb'ifie' and erase).

-

TURRET TUNERS.

All types in stock
Cyidon, Brayhead, Telenge and Valradio. Write us make
and model of your Set ; we will quote
for the Tuner you need.
Prices from

III

CONVERTERS

supplie., .n att.-active

Casas.

Leading makes rom

with own power

£5
L7

1

9
6
7 V

17in. C.R. TUBES.
unused.

Few only. Brand new and
Rectangular, aluminised or ion trap, 0.3 heater.
LASKY'S

PRICE

£12.19.6
Carr. & Ins. 22/6.

COLLARO
4 -SPEED

AUTO- CHANGER
Mixer Model RC.456, with Studio
crystal pick-up. List E13 /17 /0
LASKY'S PRICE.
Post 5/ -.

Tel

:

ACOrn 0061

MAKER'S SURPLUS
COMPONENT BARGAINS
{VIDE ANGLE 38 mro.
Line E.H.T. trans., Ferroxcube core. 9-16 kV
Scanning Coils, low imp
line and frame
25.Ferroxcebe cored Scanning
Coils and Line Output
Trans., 10-15 kV.
EY51
winding Line Trans. Complete with circuit diagram, the pair
50,Frame Output Transformer 6,8
Scanning Coils low imp. line
and frame
17;6
Frame or line block ose.
transformer
4,8
Focus Magnets Ferrox-dure 19/8
Y.M. Focus Magnets. Iron
Cored
19/8
Duomag Focalisera
22/8
300 m: a Smoothing Chokes 15/ Electromagnetic focus coal,

40

79/6

BAND

W.3

i8/19/6

with combined scan coils 254 STANDARD 35 mm
Line Output Transformers,
No E.H.T
12/6
Line Output Transformers,
6.9 kV. E.H.T. and 6.3 v.
winding. Ferrox -cube
19/8
Scanning coils. Low imp
line, and frame
12/6
Ditto by Igranic
14,9
Frame or line blocking
oscillator transformer
4,6
Frame output transformer
7,8
Focus Magnets
Without Vernier
12.6
With Vernier
17,6
Focus coils, Electromag
12,6
200 ma Smoothing Chokes 10,8

LASKY'S (HARROW ROAD) LTD.

Open All Dhy Saturday. Early Closing Thurs. .Hail Orders to Harrow Ra.
42, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, W.1. 370. HARROW
ROAD, PADDINGTON, W.O.
Telephone AfUSeum 2605.
¿ADbroke 4075 and CU.Yningham
1979.
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TELEVISION TIMES
Editor

Vol. 8

:

SUBSCRIPTION RATES

including postage for one year
19s. per annum
- -

Can, da

-

-

ils.

-

-

-

6d, per annum

ter annum

16s.
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260
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will be pleased to consider
practical nature suitable
for publication in "Practical Television."
Such articles should be written on one
The Editor
articles of a

of the paper only, and should contain the name and address of the sender.
Whilst the Editor does not hold himself
responsible for manuscripts, every effort
will be made to return them if a stamped
and addressed envelope is enclosed. All
correspondence intended for the Editor
should be addressed to ' The Editor,
" Practical Television," George Newnes,
Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street,
Strand, W.C.2.
Owing to the rapid progress in the
design of radio apparatus and to our
efforts to keep our readers in touch with
the lates! developments, we gire no
warranty that apparatus described in
our columns is not the subject of letters
patent.
Copyright in all drawings, photographs and articles published in
side

0

p

Practical Television"

is

specifically

reserved throughout
the
countries
signatory to the Berne Convention and
the U.S.A. Reproductions or imitations
of any of these are therefore expressly

forbidden.
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TELEVIEWS
LIMIT ON ADVERTISING
THE Independent Television Authority has instructed
commercial television programme contractors to limit
advertising to eight minutes in the hour, and that the

average must remain at six minutes in the hour. Although the
Authority has previously stipulated an average of six minutes
advertising in the hour, spot advertising rose by 60 per cent. last
autumn. The conclusion to be drawn from this is that the
Authority has decided not to draw on the Government grant of
£100,000 in the new financial year, which was intended to assist
in obtaining a proper balance in programmes. This Government offer, it will be recalled, is part of the £750,000 a year mention in the Television Act. It has already been rejected by four
of the programme companies as being too small and unrealistic.
The final decision whether to accept or reject could only be made
by the Authority. In the third Annual Report it is stated that
" As the year drew to an end, the Authority could not fail to
recognise that the atmosphere in which it had been found.
necessary to press for a grant had been greatly changed by the
marked improvement in the companies' advertisement revenues."
Sir Robert Fraser, Director General of the i.T.A., said that
next year Independent Television intends to make a further effort
to cater for those who love the arts. He did not explain nor
expound upon this theme. We can only hope that programme
time is not wasted on those arty -crafty programmes which have
been so severely criticised when the BBC put them out. The
report shows an average operating income of £1,702,152 and
that no further sums have been drawn from the Government.
Sir Robert made a passing reference to the speech by Mr.
Gerald Beadle, BBC Television Director, by stating that in recent
weeks ancestral voices had been putting Independent Television
firmly in its place, awarding it a sort of second -class moral
status, the innuendo being that I.T.A. is lower in character and
aim than the BBC programmes. " To both services, the sound
of applause is sweet, and the louder the sweeter. Both want the
` house full '
signs out, not the shutters up. The conventional
characters of Good BBC and Bad I.T.A. belong to the land of
myth and fable. Already in news, politics, public affairs and
religion, the I.T.A. has more regular programmes than the BBC."
He went on to claim that thel.T.A. Political Discussion Programme
" Free Speech," has an audience seven times bigger than the
BBC Brains Trust and that the magazine " This Week " had twice
as big an audience as the comparable BBC programme,
" Panorama." " We do not talk about the taste of the mob,
we talk about what ordinary people like. What some regard
as the herd, we respect as the human family." These are sound
words. -F. J. C.
Our next issue, dated February, will be published on January 22nd.
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4. -SETS WITH

FAULTY I.F. AND R.F. STRIP
(Continued from page 226, December Issue)

Video Demodulator
THESE are either diode valves or crystal rectifiers. Troubles met with here are generally
indicated by no picture. The faults are
mostly either valves or crystal rectifiers.
The
easiest way out is to change them. Be careful
when changing crystal diodes that heat from
soldering iron is kept away from the body of
crystal itself.
Having eliminated the remainder of the
receiver and cleared, or found it clear, of faults,
and there is still no vision and /or sound, we are
now left with this part of the receiver to investigate. We will presume the receiver is a superhet
and that therefore the vision strip has an I.F.
section. A set that is a T.R.F. will be dealt with
later.
In a superhet, there may be as many as four
stages of I.F., of which sometimes one or even
two may be common to both vision and sound.
Therefore, if the fault be no vision and no sound,
the section we will investigate first will be this
common section. Should, on the other hand, the
fault be no vision, but sound O.K., then we can
ignore for the time being this common section
and concentrate on the portion that is for vision
'only. This will be that part of the circuit between
where the sound is tapped off and the video demodulator. Fig. 16 gives a typical arrangement.
Looking at this diagram, we can see that if the
fault is vision and sound, then we investigate V1,
V2, V3 and intermediate transformers I.F.
and
I.F. 2. Should the fault be no vision, but sound
O.K.. then it will be V4, including I.F. 3 and
I.F. 5. Should it be vision O.K., but no sound,
then it will be I.F. 4, and further on in the
sound circuit.
Now, as in all other sections of a television
receiver, the valves will be the first suspects.
Having eliminated these, the components come
next. The transformers should be checked for
continuity and coupling and decoupling condensers substituted for known good ones. Voltages
on electrodes of valves should be checked and
compared with data given on the service sheet.
As this series of articles is written for the
reader who only possesses a meter. realignment
is out of the question. If, after thoroughly checking all components and it must be realigned, let
it be done by a thoroughly experienced man
equipped with the necessary apparatus and
information to do it.
1

Valve Testing and Changing
When removing valves, especially those in tuned
circuits, it is very advisable to mark the valve
and the position in set from where it was
removed. This is essential. as although presentday valves are as near as possible alike (of the
same type), they do vary slightly in inter -electrode
capacity. Now this capacity is part of the tuned
circuit, so that casual interchange of valves can
in some circumstances cause slight mis- alignment.
Should a valve in a tuned circuit
have to be replaced, it may be necessary slightly
to readjust the I.F. that is connected with it. If
great care is taken, this can be done, but remember only a very slight alteration will be necessary.
A non -metallic trimming tool should always be
used.

Instability
This fault will occur in the R.F. I.F. strip, and
generally means no sound, no vision, only a flared
screen and loud hissing on sound. It is often due
to cathode decoupling condensers and also
decoupling condensers in heater circuit gointg
open. In replacing these use known good ones
of the correct capacity and connect the earthy
side to the same point where the old one was connected. This is necessary, as earthing points in a
television receiver are critical, and you will
notice that they are' generally brought down to
one point in each valve circuit.

R.F. and Oscillator Sections
Quite a number of sets have adjustments at the
back for adjusting the aerial, R.F. and oscillator

Warning
Do not try and realign the set yourself unless
}ou know exactly what you are doing and have
the necessary instruments and the alignment data.
The chances of realignment equipped only with a
meter are about as good as the treble chance in a
football pool. You may perhaps be able to get
signals but the bandwidth, which is essential to
good reception, will be poor.

Fig. 15. -A typical cathode -follower video stage.
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sections of the set. They are generally means of found very critical. Pains should be taken to
adjusting the position of the slug in the coils. In set this correctly, if good viewing is desired. As
the case of sets for the five channels of Band 1. regards the last, most sets have a sound rejector
there is often a cursor marked with the appro- circuit, which eliminates any residual sound being
priate channels. This is naturally not dead passed on in the vision circuit. A good method
accurate, but is only a guide, but it will generally of adjusting this is as follows. Adjust line hold
be found that only a slight alteration is needed until it is nearly slipping then if there is sound
from the marked cursor.
on vision it will appear as a ragged edge. Adjust
Troubles here in this section will be applicable sound rejector trimmer until the ragged edge
to no vision, no sound. Valves as usual should disappears. A slight adjustment of oscillator after
be checked, and in the case of the frequency this may be necessary. There is one other fault
changer, a known good one should be substituted. that may cause sound on vision, this is a micro Coils should be checked for continuity, and also phonic valve. This can generally be cleared when
any controls, such as " sensitivity " or contrast, sound volume is reduced. By the way, micro where it should be checked that the moving arm phonic valves do not generally show up on a
or slider is making good contact. In checking valve tester, so substitution is the best cure for
continuity of these controls, it is best to remove this.
one end connection as in some cases there is
a parallel circuit across, which will cause a wrong Sets With Vision on Sound
reading to be given on the meter.
This is a fault similar to previous one, but
which can be mistaken for ordinary hum. due to
Sets With Sound on Vision
lack of smoothing. However, it can be checked,
This is a very common fault and it can be as if it is vision on sound, the hum will disgenerally stated to be due either to too large appear when picture transmission ceases, whereas
a signal input, wrong adjustment of oscillator or if it is ordinary hum it will still be there whether
the programme is on or not.
Causes can be,
sound rejector trimmer incorrectly adjusted.
In dealing with the first, it should be investi- firstly, too strong a signal input, or faulty adjustgated if the sensitivity or contrast controls are ment of oscillator, or faulty video valve or misin position where too much signal is being applied matched aerial and /or transmission line.
In the case of the second, the
t-o the receiver.
oscillator trimmer will need a slight adjustment. R.F. and Video Strip of T.R.F. Receiver
Although this type of receiver is obsolescent
In adjusting this, it will be found that as one
sweeps across the frequency width of the receiver, there are still many in use. Fig. 17 gives a typical
firstly vision on sound will occur (this is manifest circuit. It will be noticed that in this typical
as a low hum), then the correct position is circuit only two valves are concerned with both
reached and further on occurs sound on vision. sound and vision. Thus any fault that affects
In some sets the position of the oscillator will be both sound and vision will be in the circuits of

I

Fig.

16.- Typical

S.Het. diagram.
sound),

Sound

VI is the R.F. amp., V2 the frequency changer, V3 1st I.F. (visiun anl
V4 second vision I.F.. and V5 video demodulator.
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these two valves, that is if all other things such
as H.T. and heater supplies are O.K. The same
procedure should be adopted as with a superhet.
Check valves first and then components. The
contrast control in the circuit given is in the
cathode circuit of VI and acts as a gain control
for that valve. In some circuits it may be across
the cathodes of the first two valves. Coils should
be checked for continuity and particular attention
paid to the cathode decoupling condensers.

Voltages should be taken whilst varying contrast
control.

Sound on Vision in T.R.F. Sets
This is generally caused by either to big a
signal input, or mis- alignment, or incorrect setting
of sound rejector.

Alteration of Trimmers
The same warning applies as with a superhet.
these radio frequency transformers are
aligned on a different frequency to give the
correct bandwith and indiscriminate altering
unless the necessary instruments are available
will result' in either no signals or poor signals

All

with insufficient bandwith. The only two trimmers that it is really safe to alter are the grid
R.F.T.I. and the sound rejector
circuit of V
Again non -metallic trimming tools
trimmer.

t-

must be used.

Vision on Sound in T.R.F. Sets
This is nearly always due to mis-alignment
although too strong an input signal can cause it.
In very bad cases a slight movement of R.F.T.2
towards sound may cure the trouble.

Thirteen Channel Sets

into the set and those with an attached tuner
unit or a converter
Taking the first type the receiver is very much
the same as an ordinary superhet with the exception that the aerial, R.F. and oscillator circuits
can be tuned to, or are pre -set tuned to any of

the thirteen channels. The valves used are in
most cases a double diode used as a cascode
amplifier and a triode pentode frequency changer.
This last valve changes the incoming frequency
to the I.F. frequency of the set. Troubles here
will generally be found to be valves, although as
the channels are switched, trouble may be
expected with switch contacts. Use a proprietary
switch cleaner to do this job, rotating switch
whilst applying.
Warning : A lot of makers
seal their tuning units and will not accept them
for servicing if the seal is broken. My advice in
this case is to send a faulty unit back to makers.

Sets

With Converters

The most frequent of these is the type where
the higher frequency channels are converted to
the lower frequency Band I channel that the
set is tuned to. Some have a power pack incorporated, and in others the E.T. and heater current
Here again, valve
is taken from the receiver.
trouble or switch trouble will be the most likely
cause of faults, although a check of components,
and also the input and output circuits and connectors, should not be missed. In all these note
that the frequency changer valve may show O.K.
on a valve tester but is still not satisfactory in
the set. This may be because the valve will
oscillate perfectly at the lower frequencies but
will not do so at frequencies of the higher
channels.

These sets include those with a tuner unit built

(To be continued)

Fig. 17. -A T.R.F. circuit. VI and V2 are R.I . amplifiers
for vision and sound, V3 the sound R.F. amplifier, and N'4
the video demodulator.
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ACCOUNT OF THE METHODS OF

BRIEF

ASSESSING

THE

SIZE

OF AUDIENCES

AS USED BY THE BBC AND I.T.A.

FROM

time to time one reads in the daily
press that a certain programme was
watched by so many viewers to I.T.A. to
the detriment of an alternative programme on
BBC, only to see a few days later a contradiction
by the BBC. At the annual meeting of the I.T.A.
recently Sir Robert Fraser. for instance. said,
inter cilia, that " in homes able to choose between
them, ` Free Speech ' has an audience seven times
bigger than the Brains Trust.' Youth Wants to
Know ' twice as big as Press Conference,' This
Week ' twice as big as Panorama.'
Three or four days later the BBC issued a
statement in which it said, " The BBC did not
understand figures issued by Sir Robert Fraser in
in fact the audiences
his press conference
for This Week ' and Panorama ' are fairly
equal, with rather more viewing ' Panorama.' on
the average than view ' This Week.' Again . .
Sir Robert is reported as saying that I.T.V.'s
' Roving Report ' has a larger audience in homes
with a choice than the BBC's ` Hancock's Half
Hour.' But a recent week -quite typical -shows
Roving
7 per cent. of the audience viewing
Report' and 17 per cent. viewing Hancock's Half
Hour.' Sir Robert Fraser says Alan Taylor's
last lecture was delivered to more people than
saw It's Magic'- again. presumably in homes
with a choice. The figures were: 4 per cent. of
those homes heard Alan Taylor's lecture and 18
per cent. say It's Magic.'
How do the respective authorities arrive at
their figures? In the case of the BBC. personal
interviewers are employed as will be described
later, whilst the independent company use reports
from an organisation known as Television
Audience Measurement. who employ what may
We therefore
be termed mechanical methods.

1`

`

`

`

`

`

.

.

`

`

.

`

`

`

think readers would be interested in an explanation of these two systems, although such explanation must necessarily be brief. They can then
draw their own conclusions as to the reliability
of the statements.

The BBC System
Every day a cross section of the public are
asked about their previous day's listening (or viewing). Every Sunday people are questioned about
Saturday. every Monday about Sunday. every
Tuesday about Monday, and so on. In this way
every day's broadcasting is covered.

Sampling the Population
It is unnecessary to question more than a cross
section of 'the population because. as has been
proved time and again, a properly chosen
sample " can be a reliable guide. The survey
samples the population by questioning about 2,800
people each day. and as they are different people
every day this means that getting on for 1.000,000
people are questioned in the course of the year.
But the question is always the same, " what programmes did you listen to (or view) yesterday? "
The questioning is done by BBC interviewers
scattered all over the United Kingdom who
record the answers they receive on special " log
sheets " on which all the programmes broadcast
are printed. It is the interviewer's job to see that
the person being asked recalls his listening and
viewing accurately. Each interviewer is told to
question a certain number of people daily, and
he is told the kind of people they must beso many men, so many women, for example, so
many of each age group. so many occupied people
and so many unoccupied, etc. This is extremely
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important, for the 2,800 or so people questioned
each day must be a representative cross -section of
the whole adult population.

Result of the Survey

January, 1958
all outward appearances an ordinary but attractire looking clock, suitable for use in the sitting room or elsewhere. It has, however, a precision
'

built movement and, connected to the back of
the television set by a lead, it can be placed
wherever required in the room.
At the back of the clock face and enclosed in

As soon as each day's " log sheets " come back
to the head office, the number of people recorded
as listening or viewing is counted,
broadcast by broadcast. These
figures are then expressed as percentages of the number of people
questioned. Thus, one broadcaster
may have a " listening figure," as
it is called, of 5 per cent., another
of 10 per cent., or another of
20 per cent. But, thanks to the
laws of sampling, these figures can
be taken to apply to the whole
adult population so that it is fair
to say that a broadcast which has
a listening figure of, say, 10 per
cent., was in fact heard by about
10 per cent. of the entire adult
the
United
population
of
Kingdom.
viewers
there
is
a
In addition
panel which is a voluntary body,,
and consists of viewers of all
It is organised on a
kinds.
" family basis, " its membership
consisting of 600 viewing families,
each serving on the panel for
three months. They complete
questionnaires sent to them weekly. Transferring the information received

by interviewers to punched cards
ready for the sorting machine.

The TAM Method
According to Television Audience Measurement
Ltd. audiences need to be measured scientifically,
on a minute -to- minute basis. This is done by
means of a Tammeter, an electro-mechanical
measuring device designed by them. This is, to

a locked cabinet to which the householder does
not have access is a specially designed tape which
is fitted in conjunction with the mechanism of the
clock. The mechanism is so designed that when
the set is switched on, the particular channel to
which it is tuned is recorded on
the tape.

A BBC interviewer, with a complete list of the previous day's programmes,
asks a visitor to London which, if any, had been seen sir heard.
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Tammeter tapes are collected
and replaced each week by field
workers. When the used tape is
removed from the Tammeter, the
field worker checks the time of
the clock with a chronometer. The
clock is wound and a new tape,
marked with a datum line
showing the time it is put in, is
inserted.
Analysis of Tammeter Tapes
The analysis of Tammeter tapes
is done at the TAM Operations
Centre at Berkhampsted, Hertfordshire. As tapes arrive from each
I.T.V. area at the-centre they are
booked in on a Kardex system
indicating the breakdown of the
household, its social class, the
number of children, the number
in family, and the age of the
housewife.
The tapes are then analysed on
a
Tamalyser,
an
electromechanical machine with a clock
face and hands. The clock is set
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to the time a'. which the tape was installed in the
Tammeter and the datum line marked on the tape
is set at the appropriate position on the
Tamalyser. The tape is wound through and the
Tamalyser gives an exact reading of the true time
of when the television set was on and to which
station it was tuned.
The information on the tapes is then transferred, together with the panel number, to
punched cards, which are then passed through a
verifying machine to bring to light any errors

which may have occurred during this process.
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are calculated on an arithmetical average as
above.
Since a figure for the total number of homes
able to receive T.T.V. is known from the random
survey. Tamratings can be converted into homes
viewing. So far as commercial Tamratings are
concerned this enables the cost per thirty seconds
per 1.000 homes reached to be calculated.
All relevant figures resulting from the analysis
of Tammeter tapes are presented in weekly Tamratings reports.

Audience Composition
In addition to minute -by-minute programme
and commercial Tamratings. it is important to
know the actual composition of the audiences by
persons. This information, too, is provided by
Tam and is compiled from a sample of homes
equipped with Tammeters and Tamlogs. Members
of these households record individually in the
Tamlog. which is connected to the Tammeter and
is fitted with an electric reminder device, whether
they have viewed during each fifteen minute
period.
'The completed Tamlogs enable Tam to measure
the percentage of housewives and other members
of each family on the Tamlog panel viewing at
any particular time. This percentage figure is
then applied to the number of housewives.
children. etc.. in those homes in which the Tammeters show the sets to have been switched on
at that particular time.
By this means an accurate indication of
audience composition broken down into the
number of men, women, housewives and children.
together with age groups for adults, is obtained.
The panels who have the Tammeters were selected
as follows:

How Panels Were Selected
The panel in the London I.T.V. area was
established from the surveying of a series of
large random samples of homes throughout the area. The first sample taken was in
I he
rammeter, Mach looks just like a simple clock.
June, 1955, when 1000 homes throughout the
The punched cards are then placed into a area were surveyed. In addition, in order to gain
mechanical sorter which places them in correct a complete picture of homes throughout the whole
order, day -by -day and minute -by- minute. Next. area able to receive I.T.V. programmes, a
they are transferred to a tabulation machine which further 2,000 homes in the outer regions were
produces a sheet recording. for each minute. the surveyed.
number of sets tuned (a) to BBC and (b) to I.T.V.
It was important that the field work for these
This sheet is used for the computation of com- random samples should be carried out scientifiparative ratings known as Tamratings for (a) each cally and for this reason investigators entrusted
fifteen -minute period (b) each complete pro- with this work were previously trained to recoggramme, and (c) for the plotting of graphs in nise the various types of television sets, adaptors,
the weekly report.
convertors and aerials, and to assess the quality
These Tamratings are an arithmetical average of reception. It was their task to discover which
of the minute -by- minute percentage of homes homes in the samples had television; to examine
viewing in each fifteen minute period or watching TV sets found in the households visited, in order
a specific programme as the case may be.
to determine whether the set was able to receive
I.T.V. transmissions; and to assess, by having the
Commercials
set switched on, the quality of BBC and -when
Tamratings are also prepared for each commer- transmissions had begun-I.T.V. reception. To
cial. Where the commercials are less than sixty ensure that the households visited matched as
nearly as possible the theoretically perfect sample
seconds the Tamrating represents the percentage
of homes viewing for the particular minute in which was selected in advance, up to six or seven
which the whole or greater part of the commer- calls were often made to make sure of contacting
cial falls. Where they last over sixty seconds. they all the households selected.
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A S[U/TCHED TU/F.M.
`
A COMBINED TV AND BAND
SOUND RECEIVER

II

By R. Shatwell
(Continued from page 206, December
issue.)
THE I.F. cans used throughout
the set are somewhat taller
than usual and were
obtained from Radio Clearance in
sets of three, wound for 34 Mc /s
I.F. Seven are needed, but three
sets were obtained.
It will be
found that if the connections to the side wires are
unsoldered it is possible to force the existing
windings along the former, and the sound I.F.s
can be made up by so doing and removing a few
turns as necessary. Other I.F. transformers can
be made up using part of one winding, and the
wire carefully removed from the other and used
for the secondary. Only the discriminator transformer T6 and diode transformer T8 actually need
a new start: These taller cans are not necessary
in all cases, but their height protects the valves
and enables the T bridge sound rejector to be in
a common can with its input coil. The two spare
cans will no doubt prove a useful addition to the
spares box. T7 contains C44, C47 and C48 and
care is necessary to avoid shorts to the can.
Fig. 11 gives the position of the base pins and the
cans are 22in. high. The pin 2 position used in
T6 and T7 necessitates the insertion of a wire in
this position.
The coil table gives the pin connection, top and
bottom of winding, and all necessary data, but
Fig. 12 gives additional data necessary for the
discriminator. The tertiary and centre tap of the
secondary are joined inside the can. The pass

A view of the completed
combined receiver.

Before any I.F. cans are fitted it is advisable
to bolt down the tuner with 8 B.A. bolts, and then
from the spare switch a length of actuating rod is
cut, sufficient to extend from the existing rod
to the rear of the chassis. Position a switch
plate in alignment on the rear of the chassis,
facing forward. Make certain that the contacts
are in alignment throughout the full range and
mark through the fixing holes, which should be
at the position shown in Fig. 10.
The two wafers here need simple modification
as shown in Fig. 6 (B and C) for. wafers 8' and 9
respectively. Wafer 8 needs the contacts removing at the F.M. positions, this being neater than
leaving them blank. Wafer 9 switches the heater
line to video and timebases, and it was with some
trepidation that a trial was made of the capabilities of a single contact. It was found that
that would make, break, and carry 5 amp. at
6.3v. without heating or measurable voltage drop.
To provide a good margin this wafer was modified to provide two contacts at all TV positions,
making use of the stabilising contacts previously
mentioned. This involves removing three contacts, refitting one in a new position, and moving
the rotating contact to a new position, at the
same time inserting another taken from the spare
wafer. These can be removed and repositioned
by slightly lifting the securing plates at the back
of the switch. Removal of the spare one from
the tenth wafer will make the process obvious.
The fixed contacts are then all linked with
22 s.w.g. wire.
Spacing between these wafers,
and to chassis, is 3116m. The linking of the
actuating rod is made by a simple thin metal
sleeve, bent about the joint and squeezed tight.
No mechanical strain is involved. In all sketches
the wafers are shown in the first TV position,
the apparent change in the position of the actuating slot is caused by the fact that whilst wafers
1 -7 face the rear, wafers 8 and 9 face forward.

band of the transformer is broader than good
quality necessitates, as is the whole sound channel,
to simply switch tuning.
The sound input may appear unusual in that no
tuned circuit is used at V4 grid. There are
several reasons for this. Firstly, two I.F. stages
after the common I.F. provide ample output.
Secondly, as the switching necessitates a fair
amount of switching at I.F., a tuned input must
be heavily damped to avoid instability. Lastly,
even a damped input circuit increases sound
channel selectivity to a degree that makes tuning
critical. If the set is to be used by the household
it must be accepted that it will invariably be
turned to the switch position desired and the fine
tuner normally ignored. The present circuit makes
this possible, particularly on F.M., without the
average listener noticing any ill effect, even Wiring
The I.F. cans. tag strips, and other fixed comthough a slight movement of the fine tuner may
be necessary for exact tuning. The circuit also ponents can now be fitted and the heaters wired,
sound and tuner to the input to wafer 9 and
has negligible effect on the video channel.
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video to the output from this wafer. Similarly
the H.T. parts can be taken to the appropriate
tag at the chassis rear. After the cathodes and
all decoupling condensers have been wired in.
along with the H.T. resistances to each valve.
the general wiring can be completed. Note that
C32 f s, repeated at T5 and T6. The tuner takes
its H.T. and 6.3v from V3 and its adjacent tag

strip.
The

photos show the output transformer
secured on top of the chassis between the video
and sound stages. and it will be found that there
is room here for a standard -sized component.
No " tone correction " is fitted and quality is
good. being nicely balanced and quite up to
commercial standards.
This chassis completed the tuner unit should be
bolted down and wired in. The interconnection
consists of H.T. and 6.3v lines. V3 grid to T2.
V5 anode, T5 and T6. and three connections
R27. R28 and C38 are wired
to wafer 7.
The
between the wafer and the main chassis.
volume control is mounted on the main chassis
and is ganged with the on /off switch. This is
the only practical arrangement as this is the
only control operative on both TV and F.M.
The introduction of hum is avoided by screening the leads and by introducing the control
The switch leads should
after the L.F. stage.
be of twisted flex taken with the screened leads
in a straight line to keep them clear of the
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1025 of 28 s.w.g. enam. layer wound
with tissue interleaving.
Secondary (1) 30T of 2 X 16 s.w.g. enam.
Secondary (2) 30T of 22 s.w.g. enam.
Primary and secondary turns are compensated
for voltage drop and wire gauges assume home

Primary

winding, which is rather less compact than the
commercially -made transformer, and hence runs
somewhat cooler. The 2 X 16 s.w.g. winding is
simply wound, bifilar fashion, the ends being
joined externally and is used to avoid cumbersome wire gauges.

334
4

>4

Figs. 11, 12 and 13. -The
pin connections and
the transformer data.

coil

F.M. detector.

Power Supply
This follows standard practice. using a heater
transformer but taking its H.T. direct from the
mains via an RM4 metal rectifier. The transformer can be purchased or made up to the
following data. Fig. 13 gives the laminations
used but so long as the core area and winding
space is correct use can be made of other types:
Secondary watts 10 X 6.3) 70 w
X 6.3(
Efficiency 80 per cent.. therefore primary watts

-

1

87 w.
Core area 1.75 sq. in. or 1.4in. stack of 1.25in.
centre limb.

T.P.V. 4.5.

2
4

9

4

3

5

EF9/-64M6

ECC84

7

2

6

2

6

F.

4
64L5

3

4 5

4 5
EA8C8O

6CH6
14.

-Valve

base connections.

Fig. 4 gives the circuit and Fig. 15 the under
chassis layout. The choke is on the chassis top.
RS. RV and RTB are small 5 watt types and

should be adjusted so that HT(s) is about 180 190v. H.T. (v) 200v, and H.T. (TB) 190v. This
is normally obtained with all three resistors
about 350 ohm. but varies with the mains voltage
and also with the condition of the rectifier used.
Assuming a new rectifier and 240v. mains, 350
ohms will suit practically all cases.
18 s.w.g. aluminium is suitable for the chassis.
and after the receiver and power supply are
bolted together, the whole is made rigid by
angle aluminium as shown in the photos. The
fixing bolts for switch plates 8 and 9 pass through
both chassis and the grommet holes must similarly
be continued through each. The heater chassis
connection from the transformer secondary
should be made to a bolt passing through both
chassis. The RM4 is secured to brackets on the
transformer as shown in the photos. Note that
its orientation is such that it is correctly ventilated in either horizontal or vertical use of the
receiver. The only other point worthy of
mention is that if possible the large capacity
condensers should be reformed before use by
being placed in series with a meter and about
150v. until the current flow has settled at a
minimum. usually in about 15 -30 minutes. If
the voltage can be increased gradually to the
working voltage so much the better. Although
most condensers are now date stamped, it is surprising how heavy a current can be drawn if
the full voltage is applied and storage conditions
have not been good. All electrolitics, including
bias condensers. etc.. were obtained with the coil
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cans from a dealer in surplus, and would have
been quite safe to use directly, as reforming
was completed in a matter of minutes, but the
practice is still a safeguard.
When heater and H.T lines are connected the
set is ready for testing and the signal balancing
wafer should have all fixed contacts earthed for
the time being. At this stage it is advisable to
insert a meter in the rectified H.T. before CR.
Assuming no timebases are connected the
current will be 90 -110 mA approximately. If
no cause for alarm and no untoward symptoms
after a few minutes. remove meter and inserts
in video H.T. line. If this is in order, remove
the meter and alignment may be started.

Alignment
This should be started with the sound channel
as this is the channel used to establish the signal.
For the sake of the household in general the
speaker should be disconnected and the volnme
control turned down, lining up being done by

:
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the meter to the junction of R.25, 26 and
of R27. C39, and adjust secondary until meter
gives a " nil" reading. Further adjustment will
send the meter pointer baçkwards. For this
method of lining up the generator must give an
unmodulated output. The whole sequence should
be repeated to ensure accuracy. as the cores may
interact to a slight extent.
The phones should be left on the sound
channel and the Band III signal should now be
sought. Procedure here will assume the actual
signal is to be used. and a flexible insulated lead
should be connected to the aerial lead -in (inner
conductor), and terminated in a prod of about
22 s.w.g. clean wire, hooked to enable it to be
connected as necessary, and insulated with a
sleeve up to the hook. The outer braid of the
aerial lead can be connected to chassis, but at
all times ensure that the chassis is neutral and
not live to earth. If one channel is available
on Band III it should be tuned on the second
switch position, if two are available the highest
channel should be on position 1, but it will be
necessary to line up initially on the strongest
available signal. The only other accessory needed
is a " tuning wand " of insulated sleeving with
a piece of iron dust core inserted in one end
and a piece of brass in the other.
Connect the aerial hook to Ce C" junction
and adjust C15 for sound output, which should
be within its range.
If the harsh modulation
of the vision channel is heard C15 needs closing

phones connected across the volume control,
isolated by two .1 uF condensers. Set the tuner
to position 2. Inject 38.15 Mc /s at high level to
V5 grid and align T5. 'move to V4 grid and
align T4, reducing input as necessary, and again
peaking T5. Repeat with generater at V3 grid.
T3 should also be tuned to this frequency at
present.
The phones should now be transferred to the
video output (C57) isolated as before. Inject
36.65 Mc /s at V9 grid and peak T8. Move to
(To be concluded next month)
V8 grid . and peak T7
.5"
I-4-/%"
primary at 37.5 Mc /s. T7
secondary to minimum at
38.15 Mc /s and L26 to
maximum at 35 Mc/ s.
Transfer generator to tuner
test point and adjust T2 to
maximum at 36.65 and T3
at 35 Mc /s. If necessary,
short R7 for this operation.
Main
11`ith generator still conchassis
nected here repeat alignfixed to
ment throughout, starting at
this
section
T8.
Again move phones to
the sound channel and
here.
alignment
check
Switch tuner to position 5.
Leave modulation on and
adjust T6PRI for maximum
output and secondary for
null point. This should be
sharply defined, output increasing as it is approached
then dipping. to increase
again as it is passed. Repeat
the lining up of this transformer until no improvement can be obtained. A
more precise alignment can
be made if a high resistance
voltmeter on 10v. range is
connected across C37 and
T6 primary adjusted for Fig. 15.- Wiring diagram or the Power Pack. The circuit appeared
maximum output. Transfer
November issue.
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AGC.

AN EXPLANATION OF THESE CIRCUITS, AND METHODS OF INCLUDING OR ELIMINATING
THEM

IN EXISTING

RECEIVER CIRCUITS (2)

finding in the Fig. 3 circuit given last
follows the general lines of the
double diode type, but it should be noted
that the sync. pulse is required to be positive
going and so a stage of line sync. amplification is usually provided to get it the right way
round. When disconnecting this type of discriminator it is better to take the 10pF sync. feed
straight from the anode of the sync. separator
proper, and to ensure that the coincidence
detector does not have any effect on the line
oscillator the link which transfers the control
voltage to the oscillator should be disconnected.
This may alter the range of the line oscillator, and
the anode load of the coincidence detector may be
required to be transferred as well to offset this
effect and provide a steady potential at this point.
The explanation given for this system specifies
positive going sync. pulses at the grid. In some
receivers it is more convenient to feed in negative
pulses, and it should be noted that the circuit
works in a similar manner except that the sense
of the control voltage at the anode is reversed.
FAULTFAULT

Sinewave Oscillator Systems.
These are the true " flywheel " sync. systems, as
the others already mentioned are more accurately
called automatic phase control. Ideally the " filiwheel is a resonant circuit which almost oscillates at its natural frequency of 10,125 c.p.s., and
which is shock excited into oscillation upon the
arrival of the sync. pulses. One sync. pulse absent
here and there will make little difference to the
oscillation frequency, and the output of the " flywheel " can then be distorted until it is a square
wave. This square wave is fed to the line
oscillator as a sync. pulse instead of the one
received from the transmitter.
Sync pulse
as if applied
to Grid
V/

Cut

1

off -/
-

Combined

waveform

at

El

"

V/ Grid

Waveform,
due to Ll,C2

Fig

6. -The waveforms of the circuit in

page 266.

Fig. 5 on

By H. Peters

This sounds so simple that there must be a catch

in it somewhere, and there is. To prevent wavy
pictures or " strobing " the transmitted system is
locked to the National Grid by a counting system
which is a kind Hof flywheel sync. system of its

own. The frame sync. pulses (which are two to a
line and thus twice line speed) or 20.250 c.p.s. are
divided by 405. and the answer is 50 c.p.s., which
is the nominal mains frequency.
If the National Grid is one cycle fast or slow
the counting system automatically alters its sum
to 20,655 -- 405 = 51 or 19,845
405 = 49,
and so the line frequency becomes 10,3271 or
9.922f cycles per second.
A flywheel system sharply resonant at 10,125
c.p.s. would not be able to cope with these variations and so has little practical use. Another snag
is that even if it was a working proposition there
is no guarantee that the phase of the line time base would coincide with the phase of the picture
and this would cause the famous picture- cut-intwo effect known as " false lock." A practical
circuit using a sinewave oscillator is given in
Fig. 4.
On the face of it there is a marked resemblance
to Fig. 2, but a closer look reveals at the outset
that DI and D2 both face the same way. Negative going sync. pulses are fed to the cathodes
via # LI, causing each diode to conduct equally
to build up equal and opposite voltages across R1
and R2 (which are also equal). So in the absence
of any other influence, points X and Y are at the
same potential and the junction of R1, R2 is zero.
These sync. pulses are not integrated, in fact they
arrive from the sync. separator through a large
enough condenser to keep them substantially
square in shape. T1 is the sine wave oscillator.
It is cathode coupled and uses the screen,.gríd and
cathode of V2 as its triode. L2 and Cl tune the
circuit to line frequency and the sine wave output
is fed in push -pull to the pair of diodes by LI.
In the absence of sync. pulses the diodes conduct
equally and alternately, causing points X and Y
to wag alternately positive and negative equally
and in opposition. The average voltage at these
points is zero and so is the average potential
difference between X and Y.
If we now quietly introduce the sync. pulses
at the instant when the sine wave oscillator is
passing through zero (i.e., in synchronism) the
voltage between X and Y is the sum of the
voltage due to the sine wave oscillator (zero), and
that due to the sync. pulse (zero) -which is zero.
Should the sync. pulses arrive slightly later one
of the diodes, say Dl, will be conducting and D2
will be cut off.
The pulse on the cathode of DI will add to its
total current, whilst the other one will get nowhere. D2 being cut off. The average voltage at
X will thus become negative with respect to Y
and can be used as a control voltage for the
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system. If the sync. pulses arrive earlier than
zero potential. D2 will be the conducting diode
and Y will then be negative with respect to X.
In the diagram point X is tied down to a fixed
bias and therefore Y varies up and down to
provide the control voltage.
This is passed through the usual time constant
filter, which is really the " flywheel " device (not
T1. as one would suppose) to V1, which is a
reactance valve. arranged so that a change of
grid voltage produces a change of anode capacity.
This variable capacity is effectively across L2, Cl
and will vary the resonant frequency by small
smounts to correct the difference between the line
and sync. frequencies. The pentode section of
V2 is designed to distort the sine wave produced
between cathode. grid and screen, so that it
approximates to a square wave with a sharp

leading edge which
the line oscillator.

is

suitable for synchronising

Horizontal hold is controlled in this circuit by
varying the negative bias to point X, about which

the reference voltage varies, and this is sometimes done by a control inserted in the grid leak
of the line output valve. This can be mistaken
on a circuit for the reference pulse fed back in
A.P.C. systems and may at first give a wrong
impression of the type of flywheel sync. employed.
It will be noticed that the sine wave at D1 and
D2 passes twice through zero each cycle, and this
would appear to give the system a choice of two
operating conditions 180 deg. apart.
Fortunately this is not so, as at only one of
these points will the correction voltage work the
right way. At the other one the D.C. developed

265
and will push the line

will be in the wrong sense
oscillator off tune instead of locking it in.
The phase of the output waveform can be
varied against the sync. input by adjusting the
core of LI, and this has the effect of moving the

picture sideways in the raster. The setting up
drill is therefore important and is given here in
preference to Individual fault -finding tips.
First remove all trace of signal and with the
width reduced, centre the blank raster magnetically on the screen with equal amounts of black
edge all round. Restore the signal and make a
Remove the
bright under-contrasting picture.
sync. pulses by shorting down point Z to chassis.
and with the horizontal hold control set at midway adjust the core of L2 until the picture slowly
runs through lock. Remove the short from Z
and adjust the locked -in picture until it is in the
centre of the raster by means of core in LI.
To change this type to pulsed sync. is not as
simple as it looks; it is not sufficient to transfer
the sync. lead from point Z to the anode of V2
and stop the sinewave oscillator, as the amplitude
of the generated squarewave is great enough to
be classified as " drive " to the line timebase.
In the Ferguson system the top half of V2 is
indeed the left -hand valve of a multivibrator
arrangement, and its free -running speed with T1
inoperative is very low and very harsh. Rather
than set about redesigning the stage it may be
better to increase the pull -in range by reducing
C2 in the time constant circuit, or to permit TI to
oscillate at its natural frequency and to apply the
sync. feed to the grid or cathode of V2 instead.

Variable
negative bias

(Line Hold)

control

Time

Fig. 4.

-A sinewave system.

Constant

V1 is a reactance valve, and V2 a cathode coupled sinewave oscillator, and pulse shaper.
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Synchroguide System
The system shown in Fig. Sa has been developed
by the Plessey Company, Limited, and is being
fitted increasingly into British sets. Its virtues
are simplicity, cheapness, and reliability, and in
future years may well become the standard
system.
V2 is a blocking oscillator using transformer
TI with Cl, C3. R1, R2 in a conventional arrangement. VI is a coincidence detector behaving
similiarly to the one in Fig. 3, except that it is
a triode and the control voltage is taken from
its cathode. The two waveforms are applied to
the grid and cathode.
LI C2 is a tuned circuit resonating at line frequency which is shocked into damped oscillations
by the output of TI: A combined sine -sawtooth
14 a%eform is fed through
R3 to VI grid, and its
composition is illustrated in Fig. 6 with its two
components drawn immediately below. Notice
that the sawtooth and sine wave are added in a
way that produces a sharply rising spike at the
cnd of the line scan, and since VI is biased well
back by R3 R5 only the tip of this spike rises
above cut-off.
VI is thus quiescent except at that period, and
el en then cannot conduct fully. Incoming sync.
pulses are shown on the same diagram (Fig. 6)
as positive going and are assumed applied at the
grid. In practice they are negatived and applied
at the cathode, which you will recall, amounts
to the same thing but saves manufacturers an

January, 1958

inverting valve. The pulses are kept as square
as possible and the free running speed of TI is
adjusted so that they coincide with the middle of
the flyback time for correct locking. When the
timebase runs below the sync. pulses will slide up
the flyback line and more of them will appear
above the cut -off line, causing VI to pass more
current and increase the voltage across to R2 R4.
This increase is filtered by the usual time constant
or " anti -hunt " circuit to V2 grid, where the rise
in voltage will speed up the timebase and correct
the error. You are invited to work out the case
for the fast- running timebase yourself, assured
that it behaves in an opposite manner, producing
a negative change at V2 grid.
'

The Line Hold Control
The line hold control varies the anode voltage
of VI, which alters the standing, voltage across
cathode resistors R2 and R4. This variation is
used to control V2 grid in the same way as the
correction voltage.
The saw tooth voltage to drive the line output
stage is taken from the top of C3. which is the
discharge condenser of the blocking oscillator.
This keeps the drive free of the sinewave due to
LI C2, and as the anode load is taken to the
boost rail, the saw tooth amplitude is sufficient
for wide angle scanning and the timebase works
on a reasonably linear portion of the discharge
curve.
(To be continued)

KT.t
R9

Boost

HT

NMVJ,M"M'+-

060PL-

R7

C/

Line

T/

Ho/o'

C4
L
Sync,

Input
C

To

Line

Output
Volve

CS
SINN

P2
TC6

L

C3

Fig. 5. -The Synchroguide. VI is the coincidence detector, V2TI the blocking oscillator, L1C2 produces
damped sinewave at line frequency. (Courtesy of the Plessey Company Limited.)

C1-560 pF
C2-.015 pF.
C3-1,200 pF.
C4-100 pF.
C5-330 pF.

LIST OF PARTS FOR FIG.
C6=.01 pF.
R3-270 K.

C7-.5
C8-.1

pF.
pF.
R1-150 K.
R2-100 K.

5

R4-120 K.
R5-470 K.
R6-33K.
R7-100 K.
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R8-27 K.
R9-47 K.
R10-68 K.
R11-4.7 K.
VI and V2-ECC82
(or equiv.).
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VT917 AND WT917

34. -THE ULTRA

No.

(WITH NOTES ON THE ULTRA TUNER UNIT)
By L. Lawry -Johns

THE VT917 is a table model tunable to any
of the five BBC channels and to two Band
III channels. The WT917 is the same
Both
receiver in a console presentation.
incorporate a separate tuner unit which is connected to the main chassis by two plugs (A and
B. as shown in the diagrams). The C.R.T. is a
17in. Mazda CRM171. A similar receiver, the
915, employs a CRM142 14in. round tube.
These receivers are suitable for connection to
either A.C. or D.C. mains, 200 -250 volts. employing various types and ratings of valve heaters in
a series parallel arrangement such as was mentioned in the last article on the K.B.
The heater circuit diagram may tend to appear
210V

/

R

111111

B

HT+

X

C56

V/3

1

P67

L.30

63

confusing at first sight, but a short explanation.
together with a close study of the diagram, should
leave little doubt as to the part played by each
section.
Early models had provision for an additional
I.F. amplifier for fringe working, and where this
was fitted resistors Rl5 and R18 are deleted. In
later versions this I.F. stage is fitted as standard
and therefore the resistors are not fitted, and
pin
of socket A is now taken to pin 3, i.e..
the connection between V15 heater and pin I of
socket A is now taken to pin 3.
Inspection of the diagram shows a complete
.2 amp series of valves 13 -16 wired from R61 -R62
to Y which point is the cathode (pin 1) of V16,
the sound detector, which, from a heater current
point of view, is at chassis potential. All the
" 20 " series of valves are in this chain which,
apart from the mains dropper, is independent of
the other valve heaters. VII is the first valve
of the other composite chain. This valve (U329)
has a .3 amp heater and this current is split into
three .1 amp channels to supply the " 10 " series
valves before application to the tuner unit

C56

R

R648

A

L

P6/

4 resistors

loon

each

Green

Red

72

Blue

R62

Ilk

A

A to

Eis R60

V8

V20

81

27

V9
7

2

VII

P59
Verde

Yellow
Fuse

V/3

s 4

V7
/ 8

Vl9

VIB

/

4J J4

8

V6

V4

V3

8/

/8

/8

XM
Vl4

/

P65
V17

Mains
Input

3/

VS

P66

8 /

V/5
8

Socket A
I
5

VI2

/2/

o

H1

_{Fusse

Power Pack heater circuit is competed when p:ug A of the tuner unit is inserted. L31 is join '.,(1 to heater of V16.
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Vert

Hold
!u':
This is a top view of the chassis of the Ultra VT917 and WT9I7.
(PCC84- PCF80) .3 amp valves. This current is remembering that on later models an extra 10F1
then applied via pin 2 of the socket to the C.R.T. is included in series with V 17 and V15, and that
heater. To anticipate a fault condition, let us the wire from pin 8 of VI5 is taken to pin 3
11n11!I

eight

I

I1

assume that VII heater fails. The .2 amp chain instead of pin 1.
A very common fault on this type of receiver
(all the " 20 " series) is unaffected and will appear
(Continued on page 271)
normal. None of the " 10 "
series will heat, neither will Note. position of Ti?', TR2 and TR3
Channe/ Switch
the tuner unit valves or the
Fine Tuner
same
The
C.R.T. heater.
Band 'III
Band Ill
conditions will obtain when
Aerial Coil Strips
RFend Osc. Coil Strips
any other .3 amp heater fails,
i.e., the C.R.T., VI or V2
1f, however, one of the
" 10 " valve heaters fails, say,
V6, the symptoms are likely
to be confusing. V6, V7, V4
and V3 will be " out." V14,
V17 and V15 will appear
normal as will the " 20 " (.2
amp) chain. However, the
loss of one of the .1 chain
will result in V11, VI, V2
and the C.R.T. V12 being
under -run. Thus the combination of possible fault symptoms may be worked out by
studyirt the heater circuit Top view of tuner unit with coils removed. Note position of TRI, TR2 and TR3.
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CHAMPION VHF FM. TUNER,
88 -96 me s.
Milliard calves and superhet tuning heart,
l'aroun ami cream receiver styled cabinet

.

,kaae windings. _Ratio 1:1.23
_art
ho .et
108 6.3 no 10.8; 10.8 v',
1

.

4

13.3 v., 106.
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.r,

..

k

5

10 x 6 x

Ditto 4th mains pn are

12'6 eaeh.
Multi
Type B. Mais input 220'740 volts.
l t
()input 2 4, 6.3, 71 10 and 1 volts. Input
has two taps which increase output N-01 t t
Low cammity
d 50";, respeetisely.
sellable for most Cathode R v Tubes, El/Ditto for 6 v. t'. R. Tubes .1 5'. 17'8
Type C. low capacity wound Irauslmteer /Or
Ilse with 2 volt Tunes with fall iuu emission.
1-2;'3
Output 2
Ellett 220/2411 colts.
v ilts at 2 amps. With Tag Panel. 17:6 eat-h.
is essential to use nains primary
NOTE,
types with T.V. receivers hating seriestell heaters.

FIVE VALVES
THREE WAVEBANDS.
S.W. 16 0a --50 nt. LATEST MULL/51:1/
51.55'. 200 m. -5wll n,.

L.W.

8110

A

hm.o- 30,000 uhn,,,
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0111 Board, 14 x Intro., ,i -.
SUITABLE AMPLIFIER- PLAYER CABINET.
Ready cut out for abuse, 45 -.
CRYSTAL MIKE INSERT by Aso., precision
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NMI turnover heal, ce5nrte sapphire styli
SPECIAL
for 1,.1'. and Standard ',c. 'b.
64.12.8, p,,,t 2 O.
OFFER, THE TWO:

101

6=PL1
5'8
561-I1511 10'8

5 611
10

X

Medium. Lace, (dam
Single hole tininu oith connection 11 iagw11 355,1 circuit. 465 Kc . IN.
'rlirilrable
4 -speed aboor mnl
COLLARD.
with selecting ow itch for Ili. '.. 43, 70
p.nl. records. 2má!255 ,. A.C. 50 ,ps. Also

10

61:1^,"
6
ei
1

16 6

81'1;32J

5 6

-oh ..

6, I11',0

8

142

size
cored

s, 12'6
f'.o 10;8

"8.1','1.+' 10'6

81812AX7 108 tle'.lo

81

PI

8 8 C5
12 6 l',

12 6

27.6,

SUPERHET COIL PACK.

8'6

l'.1

Lit ar

ylillget

10 8

RADIO COMPONENT SPECIALISTS
1E65. Bus :n 133

or

68 Fass

Coor.

4P -(,our

AX

It''

01.5'.,',,.

49

/

or Log ''lucks.

1,3
1'- DOUBLE SOCKET
1,- OUTLET BOXES ... 4/1
BALANCED TWIN FEEDER yd. (8. Mn or 300 ohms.
DITTO SCREENED per yd. 1 -. e0 ohms nly.
WIRE -WOUND POTS. 3 WATT. Pre-Set Min.
't'.1'. Type. All values 25 octets to 31) K., 3/- ea.

u K.. 4' -. Il 1"'s, 50 K. to 2
Spindle.
Pots 21ín.
WIRE -WOUND 4 WATT.
1-al., tile ohm' to 5. K.. 5 8; Inn K., 81.
.001 mid. 7 kV.
New stock.
CONDENSERS.
t5
500 rd.
255
loo
I,t.
5
Ditto,
kV.,
9'
6:
'I'.S'.S'.,
8;
55551
t, .01 mfd., 9d.:
Micas 8d.: Tubular 555 v
.a., .I, 1' -:.23. 1,6:.3 .. 1 9:.1 ;r,,, l v., 9d.:
.1 ram r., 1 3:.1 ud'1., 2,áa1 cults, 3 6.
CERAMIC CONDS. 300 c., .3 pi. to .551 mid., 10d.
SILVER MICA CONDENSERS. 15",. 5 pi. to 3110
Pt, 1 -: 61555 pi. to 3,000 pi.. 1 3. Close tolerance
Ditto, 1" 30 l51
f
I pr.) 1.5 plr. to 47 p1'., 1 6.
to 313 p '.. 1, 9: 1,000 pl3. to 5,0550 1,F'., 2 -.
;

I.F.
465

lin.

TRANSFORMERS 7/6 pair.

Kc's Slug tuning Miniature Can. 21in. x
High Q and good bandwidth.
s lin.

By Pye Radio. Data sheet supplied,
Wearite M800 IF 485 Ke s 12 6 per pair.

NEW ELECTROLYTICS. FAMOUS MAKES
CAN TYPES
TUBULAR
TUBULAR
5 6
2'- 8 I- 16 500 v
:,355 v
2'- iuu 25 v
I

I

Pi 500 v
011 v. 4 6 16
2 3I 't
211751, t
1 430 v
2 - 111 -0151 5011 v
0.
v. 2 3I,
8'- 32 I32.':150 V.
M
32 J^_'SSO c.
500 v. 2'9
CAN TYPES
55518,555 v
30 150
1i; 1515 s. 313 Clip,
Inn a3fl v
3815,55
16 31)55 ,. 4 - 16 45,1 t
210,275 v
4 - lull
32 450 5. 5.6 3.2'15,5 ,
5 8I
05 05
1 91,4
1;100;6
1'9'í0n 1.2 ,
3 . X1,0011
555 23
5. 5.
2 -'s - 16 4555 -. 5 0 1:,0 v

8

I

516

4;8

I

618

7/-

11,,8

12¡6

.

SENTERCEL RECTIFIERS,
K., 23
BACK VOLTAGE.

c

8'8
E.H.T. TYPE FLY-

2

K:: In

I,1... 5

Kat 15, 3.11 I,1' .. 7 6. K:::,
kl'., 7
K3I00 0 kV.,146.. x11. solIagr.:.
:

kt'..

4

8

n
"510",s1'.
MAINS TYPE CONTACT COOLED 230 v . 3,1 5.0., 8 6:
250 v. SS to:4., 918. Selenium 30110. 05 ma. 7 6.
COILS Steari te " P " type. 3 each. O.ulnr M iim
" t)" type ,pli. dust erre. from 4 -. All range..
I.. ,( Med. T. KY., with nacli,n, 3'6.
TELETHON.
FERRITE ROD AERIALS. M.W., 8 9; II. re 1.., 12 8.
T.R.F. COILS A HE 7 - pair. H.F. CHOKES, 2.'8.
',i5. dia., 26.
FERRITE ROD Min. x
,

1

i

JASON F.M. TUNER COIL SET.

nil, a,ri',l roil,

t5,ns

Ds,

postal s:ry "c

P.

26' -.

inalar coil, two I.F.

H.F.

iru

s-

Detector tlansturmer and
15.7 Mc ±
heater choke. Circuit Kook using four liAM!i,
2 -. J.B. Chassis amt Dial, 19 6.
Complete Jason P.M. Kit. 25.18.6.
dial, £8.15.0.
S1' ith Jason superior ealibrated

FULL WAVE BRIDGE SELENIUM RECTIFIERS.
., 11 3: 4 a. 17 8.
12 v. l!. ím55., 8 9: 2
't'appe'I Input 2150:
CHARGER TRANSFORMERS.
o
250 5. for charging at

h

or

12

5., 1/ amp., 15/8.

amp., 17 8; 4 amp., 22 6.
VALVE or,I T.V. TUBE equivalent books, 51 -,
TOGGLE SWITCHES. 8.1'.2 -.D P.3,'8. D.1'.D.T.4'WAVECHANOE SWITCHES.
..
... 6/6
5 p. 4-way 2 water long spindle
.. 2!8
2 p. 2 -way 3 p. 2 -way short spindle ...
2 p. 6 -way 4 p. 2-way 4 p. 3 -way long spindle 31
30
3 p. 4 -way, 1 p. 12 -way, long spindle ...
9d.
EF50,
EA50,
Int.
Oct.,
Pas.
VALVEHOLDERS.
Od. B12A, CRT, 1 3. Eng. and Amer. 4, 5, 6. 7, and
-. MOULDED Mazda and Int. Oct., 6d.
9 pin,
B7G BOA, B8G, BOA, 9d., B7G with can, 18.
0

l'

VCR97, 2 8, B98 with ma, 2 6. CERAMIC EF50,
B7G with can, 1;9,
B7G, BOA, Int. Oct., 1/ -.

BLACK CRACKLE PAINT,

air drying, 3,- tin.

NEW AND ENLARGED SHOWROO MS NOW OPEN
OUR WRITTEN GUARANTEE WITH EVERY PURCHA53. Plea :r a idres; all Mail Orders correctly

Tel. THO

At

C

_'ABLY:

Polythene insulated. tin. dia.
Stranded erne.
9d
. yd,
Losses cut
Fe.rge Quality 1 L`
yd.
Air Spaced,

to 2 Meg.

*.

rarr. 1/1

shin

COAX PLUGS..,
SOCKETS

x7i,,., 8 9; 13 s 1151., 8 S; U o 11ín., 10,8;
14íu.,128; iP o Ili a sin., 181.
TRANSISTORS. Audi", 30 -. 11.F, 2.6 Meta,
21 -. )Dullard uí71, 20 -.

I

4-

3-

13 n

12 6

10 6

tear.

1

755,5055 ohms
No Son. 0.1 .0

11

106i: PC, " 86 III 1;'1178
-: 12 6 yl II 10 8
7 8, li,
1

tecl

Ogns.,

,

Post Free.

each,

ALUMINIUM CHASSIS. 18 e.w.g. ,,,,drilled.
N ith 4 aides, riveted corners and lattice living
holes, 21in. ,ides, 7 x 4i5,., 41; 0 x 6in.. 5'8;

;

8/86(17

self-powered
vrth

remi -air spaced

l:laran-

Long spi,,'llc..

N

1

OUR PRICE
Terms : Deposit £6 and 6 monthly payments
Sin.
Space required 14in. z 12'. in.
01 D.
above and 3in. below.
Suitable; Player C,t,i pet., 49'8.
Arnplilier Player Cabinet,, 631,

;

138 61.6

is a

i

Designed to play 16, 33. 45, 78 r.p.m. Records.
7ín., 10in., 12in. Lightweight Xtal pick -up,
turnover head, two separate sapphire styli,
for Standard and L.P., each plays 2,000 records
Voltage 200 250 A.C.

;

l'l' t

4

Brand new and fully guaranteed 12 months

LOUDSPEAKER, P.M. 3 OHM. 21,111- square, 17'6.
x 4in.iGu,.huan., 211 -.
t' ,. Cuudmaun, 176.
Pin. l'Ieasey, 19 6.
xgnan, Ela:., 21:-.
win. R. A A., 30'
6 tin. Onodmaus,
18;8.
Tsl. Tweeter, 1.0117.7, 8'8. l'in. Plessey, 30' -.
Min. M.E. 2.5k field. tapped 0.1'. (ransi.. 24'8.
15 ohm Plessey 115 wt. 12in. with Tweeter, 97/8.
CRYSTAL DIODE G.E.C.. 2 -. GERM, 4' -.
HIGH RESISTANCE PHONES. 4,000 ohms. 18'8 Pr.
MIKE TRANSF. 515 : 1.3 :9 ea. lÚ0 11, Potted. 101.
SWITCH CLEANER l'luidm ngnirt spout, 4.3 tin.
3115 pf.
TWIN GANG TUNING CONDENSERS.
miniature lin. s I.lin. x l;fn., 10' -. .0055 Clos,, and
i th trimmers, 9/-; lens trimmers, 9 - ; midget, 7'6
single, 50 pl"., 21 ; 100 pP., 7. -; 170 1E, 8 /6.
Solid dielectric 1110, 300. 500 1E., 3;8.
Expanded Metal Silver,
SPEAKER FRET.
151in. x Olin., P1- each.
GOLD CLOTH. 17in. s 25in.. 5'- 223in. x :-lin.. 10 -.
Tyran Oft. li'n. wide, 10,1- ft. : aft. Sin. wide, 51- It
All Boxed VALVES New & Guaranteed
8'6 111,... 861111,'5
7R5
8166K8
105

-SPEED

RECORD
CHANGERS RC120'4H

GARRARD

1

1554

Carr. 3 Ins. 4'6.
Deposit £5.5.0 and six monthly

111Gll- FIDELITY Al.TO('lIANGER
7 -Model ií('.458
7111., 10in., 12ín. Records
16. 33. 45, 78 r.p.m.
4 SPEEDS -10 RECORDS
%Vitt. Studio " O " piek -up
BRAND NEW IX MAKER'S ISO :YES
OUR PRICY: £9.15.0. post free
TER MS : Deposit £5.5.0 and silt
monthly payments of £1.
Space required 14in. X 121 in. Sim
above and 3in. below.
Suitable Player Cal Diets. 49 6.
Amplifier Player Cabinets, 631 -.

4 6

PIA., 8/6 155 H. 150 551.4., 12'6.
MAINS TRANS. 350-0-3.50, 80 int.. 11.3 t. Mimed.
lapped 4 v. 2 4., ditto 250-0.2.50, 22'8.
4 v. 4.s
Bargain 30545 -3,155 ris InA., 6 c. 4 a., 4 v. 2 a.. 15/ -.
HEATER TRANS. 'yapped prim.. 0161,50 v. 5i.3 v.
I l amp., 7,6 ; tapped sec. 2, 4, 6.3 r., 1; awe., 8,'8
amp.. 101.
print. 2355 v. nee. 6' v.
ALADDIN FORMERS :e,d cure, lin.. 8d. lin, 10d.
aq. x
55.01,,. FORMERS 5937 8 and fans TV112.
so

;

RECO SI MENDED FOR AISO',Ii
('II:\SSIS
6.

4

S ilrh

payments of 61.
MATCHED SPEAKERS FOR ABOVE CHASSIS.
Sin., 17;6; lab,., 25 -: 12in.. 30; -.

1,200 ft. on standard 7" Metal reels Spools 5" metal, 1/6, 7" metal, 2 3.
FERROVOICE 1,200ft. Plastic Tape
25 - on Plastic Spools

'd,dtirtiu,

v. 4 -way

10 gns.
11711710:

12'6 PURETONE RECORDING TAPE

O

25555'2511

mains.

(2

w., 11

5

ECH42, 1:F'41. 111('41,
111.41, EZlU
r,,.

!l2-mouth musrm,lee.

short- McdimuI,nlg -gram. A.V.C. ,md Negali,e feedba-dc
4.2 waits. Chauvi, III'' v 51, s 01in. Glass Dial
'stirs_ available.
111
41111., horizontal
2 Pilot Lamps. Four Knob Walnut or Ivory.
Aligned and calihmtcd Chu e.., isolated frw5
:1.C.

;

eatI)

m.-2,000

Our price, 1

1h gns.

Volume Controls 80

CHASSIS

RADIOGRAM

1958

;

15
13,1100

This

:

Ad'. VHF (FM) Adapts

w

price,

TRIMMERS, Ceramic. 355, 555. 70 pf., 9d. inn pi.
130 pf., 1,0.; ":o pi., 1; 6 ; 000 pi.. 750 pi.. 1:9.
RESISTORS. Preferred values. t, ohms to In mee.,
I w., 41. t w., 4d. ; w.. Bd. 1!. w.. 8d.:'7 w.. 1; -.
w., 1 °0. 2' -. Preferred values
HIGH STABILITY.
P,0 ohms to 115 u,eg. Ditto, l''',. 60.
( 1'3
watt )
WIRE -WOUND RESISTORS
1 6
Its matt }
23 ohm,- 1O,Ú5(5 ohms
1

Features

I

operating and ,en'iculg data and a screened
It ad fur connection tu pick -up sockets uf any
IILII ill, radio-gran, or ampllller.
Brand ne with 12 months' guarantee. List

-It

;

1

200;250 v.

1

,

as

below

337 WHITEHORSE RD., WEST CROYDON

Catalogue Od.
OPEN ALL DAY -(Wed. 1 p.m.)
rest free. (Export Extra.) C.O.D. Service /6.

& P. I, -, over E2
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A new

THE

January, 1958

pocket -size instrument

for the T.V. and radio constructor.

MULTIMINOR
This splendid new AVO Instrument
has been developed to meet a definite
demand for a sturdy pocket-size multi range test meter at a modest price,
RANGES
suitable for use on modern electronic
A.C.
apparatus as well as for radio and D.C.
Voltage
Voltage
television receivers, motor vehicles, 0- 100mV. C10 V.
and all kinds of domestic appliances 02.5V. 025 V.
010
V.
0100
V.
and workshop equipment.
V.

i

000-

00-

25

250 V.

100 V.
1,000 V.
Readings are obtainable quickly and
250 V.
easily on a very open scale, and range 0-1,000 V. D.C.
Current
selection is by means of a robust clearly
I00pA
1mA
marked rotary switch of the characResistance
IOmA
teristic AvoMeter type. Measurements
20,000 D
OOmA
of A.C. and D.C. Voltage, D.C. 0-2M 57
I
A
Current, and Resistance are made by
List Price :
means of only two connection sockets.

0-

Focket size

Weight

:

:

I

51 x 31 x 11 ins.
lb. approx.

I

Sensitivity
10,000 _i /V

1,000

£9'io

Designed and Manufactured by

AVG Lt

00000-

Accuracy

:

on D.C. voltage ranges.
A.C.

:

3% of full scale value on D.C.
AC.
4%
,.

complete with Test
Leads and Clips.

II

Telephone

:

VICtoria 3404 (9 lines)

AVOCET HOUSE 92 -96 VAUXHALL BRIDGE RD. LONDON S.W.1
M.M.2.

HIGH GAIN BAND 3 T.V. CONVERTERS
NO ALTERATIONS REQUIRED TO YOUR SET
RETURN OF POST SERVICE. All new goods.
Posted orders to Camberley, please. All 3/- each extra post (4/- for 2), 2/- extra C.O.D.
Following apply to all converters : full instructions supplied. Can be fitted in 10 mins. ; free from drift ; fitted
with co -axial plug ; fully wired ready for use ; with power pack, including metal rectifier ; double wound transformer ; 2 valves ; mains on-off switch ; fine tuner ; B.B.C. to I.T.A. at turn of switch ; 12 months' guarantee
I B.V.A. valves 90 days) ; Terms available, one -third down and balance plus 7;6 in four equal monthly payments ;
postage with first payment. FOR ALL SETS EXCEPT EARLY PHILIPS.

£47.6

13

CHANNEL CONVERTER

Switch positions, off- I.T.A.Valves PCF80 and
B.B.C.
PCC84.
Moulded cabinet
With metal cabinet as 83ín. x 41in. x 6in.
illustrated. Stove enamel
Don't confuse with similar
grey hammer finish. 5in. article being offered without
V
cii
;ena.sr
x 71in. a 41in.
power pack.
Pattern rejector fitted. State ocal B.B.C. station. Walnut Robust Band 3 AERIALS, for lin. to tin. diam. mast or for
wood cabinet, £4, 17.6. Chassis less cabinet, £3.17,6. Variable loft. 3-element, 27/- ; 5-element, 35/- 9- element, 55/- ; carr.
pd. Belling -Lee 6-el., 37,6.
attenuator, 7.6 (I,- p. & p.). Ae ial splitter, 8. - (l '- p. & p.).
External crossover unit, 7/6 (post 1,6). Genuine low-loss
co-axial, 8d. yd.
AUTOMATIC RECORD
CHANGERS are in short
Postal charges in brackets.
supply. Collaro RC456 Studio
Ex -U.S. Army Valves 6K6 GT,G 5'6 (9d.)
1.F. Transformers by Gorier AMFM (10.7 Mc and 465 Kc), turnover crystal pick-up.
41S!- pair (Ir -).
speed mixer.
A.C. mains
Screens for T.V. PERSPEX, tinted, 14in. x Ilin., 5'- (2' -); 200-250 v., sea illus.
White 141in. a 1lin., 5'- (2' -); 17)in. a 15in.. 7.6 (26). ALSO Col
single player
LAMINATED GLASS, tinted, 14:ín. a I lin., 5,- (3, -) ; 17in.
AC3/554, 3-speed,
turnover
x 13)ín., 7;6 (3;6).
Battery eliminator for 4 low consumption valves 90v. 15 ma. crystal, pick -up with "T " head,
E8¡16,6 (5/- p. & p.)
£6l 166 (3,6 p. & p.).
and 1.4v. 125 ma., 35/- (2,'6).

/(I

/

;

GLADSTONE RADIO
82B, High Street, Camberley, Surrey.

3, Church Road, Redfield, Bristol.
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is improper contact between

H.T-h

the coil studs and the springs
To CR.T.
T3
in the tuner unit. This shows
BBrightness Grid
R
R97
TT
as intermittent signals which
O
O.
vary in strength and which Sync
;
are temporarily restored by
87
1002
operating the channel switch.
oR
This should not be confused
/09
alignment 183
incorrect
with
C8
R/00
which is artificially corrected
C90
by setting the switch at a
/80 V
The
" between " position.
C85
5
springs may be adjusted but
v20
200
this is not advised unless it
V
v2
V/9
a
4
is really necessary since it is
A
quite easy to distort the
s
springs with the result that
R
no signals will be received at
/07
8
all. If it is necessary. the
R103
tuner lid and bottom cover
7
9
/4 2
V.
should be removed in the
R99
R
following manner.
R/05
R/O/
98
-b^MNVNrl
Remove channel switch
TR5
C89
Vertical
tuner knob.
and fine
Form
C86
T
and
"
A
"
Remove the plugs
" B " and the three knurled
nuts holding the unit to the
C92
To
side of the cabinet.
P5
lid
tuner
the
/06
facilitate this.
/04
Vem
Ho
should be unsprung from the
This
side and lifted off.
/"
makes the removal of the
APC
Frame timebase and Brilliance Control circuit.
The
easier.
upper rear nut
should
be
to
springs
made
adjust
the
No
attempt
P.K.
the
unscrewing
by
is
removed
bottom cover
screws along one side and the front of the unit. until the coil carriage has been removed.
On the top front end of
CPT. A/' the unit is a P.K. screw
C45
securing a small plate which
Width
Line Lin.
R47
iR43
limits the travel of the
S
carriage. Remove the plate
L27 s L28N
and
unspring
the
BBC
(upright) oscillator coil s.
C49
1752
These are the coils with the
L294
three coloured tuning knobs.
C47
T.C.
r
The carriage cannot
be
pushed to the rear far
4
enough for the cutouts to
TR50
CSC)
engage in studs unless the
L298 coil bank is removed and the
switch lever is disengaged
C42
(slacken screw and move lever
along spindle). The switch
E.H.T
Rectifier
lever is located under the
R51
unit and is attached to the
Having
spindle.
switch
removed the carriage careVIO
fully inspect the springs,
clean and adjust slightly by
increasing the bow of the
spring if necessary. On no
/
account must the springs be
made too proud as this will
R53
cause the carriage to foul
them and result in permanent
damage. When the carriage
is replaced, move it over the
E.HT.
14KV
springs carefully to check
this point before replacing
To
the switch lever, etc.
he Line 7 imcbase.
VIi/l/,

o-

*

1

0

T9'

4

.

a
q

1

n

I
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replace the BBC coil turret, engage the top and
bottom retaining springs on the inside of the
carriage first, push against these and clip into
the other side slot.
To retune the coils, adjust the Band III section
first. With the tuner connected and the top
cover off, switch on the receiver and allow a good
10 minutes to warm up.
Switch to the desired channel, set the fine
tuner to midway ánd adjust the oscillator coil
core (whichever is in contact with the springs)
marked X on the tuner diagram for maximum
sound, with TR3 set so that its stem is some {in.
above chassis. If signals are not up to standard,
adjust TRI, TR2 and TR3 for optimum sound
and vision. Note that the cores marked X are
the oscillator coil cores Band III Channels 8 and
9. The other end of the same former carries the
R.F. coils and thus the brass slugs at this end
are for R.F. tuning complemented by TR2 and
TR3. It is, therefore, not likely that these cores
will require adjustment unless both Channel 8
and 9 are required, or if both coils are required
to be set for the same channel. Band I tuning is
somewhat simpler. Switch to BBC, set fine tuner
midway, adjust red knob for maximum sound,
yellow midway between maximum sound and
vision, blue knob to maximum sound and the white
knob to maximum vision. Before leaving the
tuner unit it is pointed out that the two resistors
at the rear of early versions are R15 and R18
which are not fitted to later models. It is normal
for these resistors to run warm. A spare PCC84
should be kept as a slight deterioration in VI
can cause excess noise (picture grain) and weak
signals, especially on Band III.

Circuit Description
Signals are fed from the aerial socket to the

January, 1958
aerial coils and to VI where they are amplified in
a cascode circuit. They are then passed via the
R.F. coils to the V2 pentode mixer grid together
with the triode section (oscillator) signal, the
resultant signals appearing at I.F. at the pentode
anode of V2, tuned by LIO and passed via plug
B to the main receiver. The vision I.F. signals
are passed via L13/L15, V3 (10F1), L16/L17, V4
(10F1), L20/L21 to V5 (20D1) for detection.
1.18/L19, L22 and L23 are sound rejectors. The
sound I.F. signals are picked off by L14, applied

via L32/L33 to V14 (10F1), L34/L35 to V 15
(10F1), L36/L37 to V16 (20D I) for detection.
Video signals are taken from pin 1 of V5 via
L24 and L25 and are developed across R32
(4.7K32) in the grid circuit of V6 (10E1), the video
amplifier. Video signals are developed across
R35/R36 and are applied via C95/R54 to the
C.R.T. cathode. The composite video waveform
is also passed via R37/C40 to the sync. separator
V7 (10F1) and also is directly coupled to the
cathode of the interference limiter (V5B), the
anode of which is " held off " by the limiter
control P1.
A three position plug is incorporated in the
cathode circuit of V6 and is located on the rear
centre of the chassis. The correct setting is that
which offers the best definition consistent with
picture noise, grain, etc., i.e., local conditions.

A.P.C.
The automatic picture control circuit used
depends upon the signal obtained from the
control grid of the video amplifier, which, of
course, varies with the picture content, and another
obtained from the anode of the frame output
valve. This latter pulse is of constant amplitude
being that of the frame flyback.
(To be continued.)

ta

,to=

H.Tt 200V

Vision

Vision

7

6 2Limiter

P36

L

P39
VS

B

A

3

4
Sync:
Sep.

V7

C95

R

54

25
C37

L

C36

38

24
38

C

96

Detector, Limiter and Video Amplifier circuit. ,?4pC
Circuit
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AN EXPERIMENTER'S UNIT BUILT IN AN
RF26 CASE
By

instrument
little
about to be described
has proved to be a
most useful addition to the
test gear used for experiments.
and is particularly useful to
the TV experimenter. It is not
elaborate, but it will be found
to cover most of the useful measurements required
by the amateur. One special advantage which
attracted the attention of the writer to the circuit
is the reversing switch to measure either negative
or positive quantities. This facility has not been
found in the simpler type of valve -voltmeter
circuits which have been studied before this one
was finally chosen for construction. and chiefly
from a constructional angle the writer wishes to
continue. No originality whatever is claimed for
the circuit which is used, it is simple and completely self-contained.

used

for reliability

rPf Test
C/

1.

-

Probe
R/6

Jenkins (GW3DVG)

Construction
Looking around for a chassis for this instrua considerably " cannibalized " RF26 unit
was found in the spares box. and this proved ideal
for the job in hand. Firstly, the unit was completely stripped of all components, leaving only
the screen running along one side and back -end
of chassis. A hole was cut in the front panel to
mount the meter. using an adjustable tank cutter.
This proved to be the most difficult item of work.
because two layers of metal had to be cut
through.
The valveholder for the 12ÁU7 was mounted
on a valve adaptor plate. and this plate mounted
over the centre valveholder hole in the chassis.
The resistor VR2 was mounted in the rear valve holder hole on chassis in a similar manner. An
extension spindle was fitted to this control. and
owing to the proximity of the rectifier (see illustrations), this was made of ;in. round wood.
ment.

Resistors R1-R7

one watt types were
oser a long period. Switch SI

I.

and the valveholder should he ceramic. again for
the sane reasons. VRI is the zero setting control,
and is mounted on the front panel, while VR2 is
used to calibrate the full -scale reading, and is
mounted on the chassis, because it should be unnecessary to move this again after calibration
for long periods (e.g., after change of valve).

THE

The Circuit
The circuit is shown in Fig.
must he ± one per cent, and

R.

J/

R/7

MP

VR/

R/3

R

S/

0-15V2 0-'6V

VP?

Pos. /...

Pos
Pos.3.. 0-15V.
Pos.4.... 0-60V

Pos.5.....0-150V.
Pos.6._ 0-600V.

Pos.7_0-1500V.
D.C. Test Probe

P3

/SV
60V

4

o-2

V/A

--/2AU7

ISOV

600V,
/500V.

4

P7
A.C.

Mains

Fig.

I.- Theoretical
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Ebonite, or any similar material. could be used,
as available. This spindle was made long enough
to be level with top edge of screen and could be
manipulated by finger and thumb without any
risk of contact with the mains rectifier.

of

January, 1958

resistors in series, and it was found
advisable to support the central connection of
these two on a ceramic stand -off insulator, to
present them sagging and coming into contact
witi .>ther resistors in the chain. (This also can
be seen in the illustrations). The
small
mains transformer was
mounted on the side screen plate
near S2. The Jones' plug was completely removed
2 -5 MS2

rear of

from

chassis and a flex

through
left, direct

in

led
space

to mains transformer, no mains
switch being provided as adequate sockets are
available in the
shack for plugging in various

instruments,

test

the plugs being
withdrawn when
instruments are
no
longer required. .11 is a
General layout of the chassis.

V R I was mounted below chassis, on the front
panel. and needs to be a small type of potentiometer, because of the limited space available.
S2 was mounted on the back screen plate, behind
he mains transformer, also the metal rectifier.
Some of the resistors. Rl -R7. were soldered to S1
before it was mounted on panel. RI was made up

coax

normal

socket mounted
on front panel.
Insulated tag
pillars were mounted where
necessary below chassis to hold

the

components

in

position.

Wiring was in no way difficult,
special precautions
found necessary.
no

being

The Probès
The
leads

external
were

of

quarter - inch
coax, about 2ft.
long, with coax

The pan

plug at one end.
R14 was fitted inside a discarded
bakelite shaving -soap holder, and
the probe was made of a length
of threaded rod, three or four
inches long, mounted on the base
of the holder. This was filed to
a point and a length of tightlyfitting sleeving slipped over it.

LIST 01

C1- 0.0001

pF 2,500 v.w.

C2 -0.001 pF.
C31
C4 16 pF electrol }tics.
CR-Germanium diode.
MR- Selenium rectifier replacement
type for mains portables.
TI- 'rains transformer. I tlsrrument

one.

SI

Single -pole

snitch.

slum ing Ia} nm and panel.
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'Una-pole two -way snitch 1axley
type.

S2

l ïe>c

seven -fia

VR
VR

23-

M-

R1-

R2

R3,

R4.
Ra
Ri,
R7
Itx
129
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For the R.F. probe, an aluminium case was
found, identical in shape and size to the shaving
soap case. and with a screw -on lid. A probe was
similarly fitted to the lid of this,
but insulating washers were necessary to isolate the probe from the
case, which is at earth potential.
The rest of the components in the
probe circuit were neatly wired
and folded together, and the
body of the case.
with a lining of
i

n s u

l

material

and
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and spindle of S2. A knob can be fitted to S2
after cover has been replaced.
It was found that when the probe was placed

ating
inside,

hole

a
drilled in base to
!ake the coax.
was passed over

the coax lead
and screwed up
:fight, a coax plug
being fitted at
the other end of
lead.

Calibration
To
calibrate
the instrument,
allow it to warm
up for fifteen
minutes or so,
then short-circuit
the tip of the
D.C. probe to
chassis, and with S2 in the D.C.
position, adjust RI for zero
deflection on the meter. Remove
the tip of probe from the chassis
and place probe across a 1.5
volt cell, which should preferably
be a new cell, and adjust VR2
for full scale reading on meter,
ayout.
with SI in the 1.5 volt position
(position 1). Reverse S2 and
1.5 volt cell and check for negative readings
with probe. A considerable difference between
positive and negative readings of the cell will
indicate out of balance between the two triodes
and a change of valve could be tried.
The cover of the unit can now
be replaced. first drilling a hole in
the rear of it to clear the locknut
.

General view of the chassis.
in contact with certain parts of equipment, the

meter pointer vibrated rather heavily against the
back stop, though S2 was in correct position.
It was discovered that this happened when the
earth connection was omitted from voltmeter
chassis. Connecting earth completely stopped this.
It could be an advantage to use a three -core flex
cable for mains cannection, with three -pin plug,
and make sure that all three -pin sockets have their
earth sockets well and truly earthed; this should
be a must in all shacks, in any case!

Using the Meter

In case there are any readers who are uncertain
as to the reason for using a valve type of

PARTS
-10K potentiometer small type (see Text).
-25k potentiometer.
dye adaptor plates.
lobs.
00 al: meter.
0 iWeghoins,
l

iitegoluns
thtjohm

R 10
R

)

I I

00.K.

R12i
Rt3
R14

:O IL ;

R 15

:110:K.

31{.

k.

I

watt
1

Rio
R17

I00 ohms.
22 K.

mcy;olun.
68 K.
me>lohm.
3.6 K.
1

1

megohnt.
(

rJcr.iJr iin of
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that is obtained will actually be lower than it
when the test meter is removed. Thus some
rather erratic faults may be difficult to locate,
simply because the voltage readings obtained are
inaccurate. The valve voltmeter, on the othef
hand, does not consume any current from the
apparatus to which it is connected and by its
use one can, therefore, locate some of the reasons
for the more mysterious types of fault which arc
It is not
experienced in television receivers.
essential to use the RF26 cabinet shown in the
is

Meter

illustrations, but if it is not employed the instrument should be housed in a metal case of sonic
kind so that it is completely screened
and free from extraneous influences.

Black

Input Socket

a
Vertical part

Horizonte/

of chassis /aid
fiat to clarify
wiring

chassis

Connection

to

MC'

124U7

Anchor

point

63V

l

Heater
Tags

fied

e
Black

1
.

Extended

.v

.

....

Mains
Transformer

adk\,

insulated
spindle for
adjusting

d

&vwn

VR2

e

Development of the chassis
showing wiring and on the
right the " deck " wiring.

JOIN THE PRACTICAL GROUP
Edited by

voltmeter, it may be stated that the ordinary
simple type of instrument usually employed by
the amateur is definitely unsuitable for certain
voltage measurements, either in a television
receiver or in an ordinary radio set. To put it in
simple words. a standard type of meter takes
current, and therefore if it is connected across
some part of a circuit where an extremely
low current is flowing. the additional current
taken by the meter will result in a voltage drop
across the circuit as a result of which the reading

F. J. CAMM

PRACTICAL HOME MONEY MAKER

1/3

PRACTICAL WIRELESS ...

...

1,3

PRACTICAL TELEVISION

... I; 3

PRACTICAL HOUSEHOLDER

... 1;3

PRACTICAL MECHANICS
PRACTICAL MOTORIST
CYCLIST

... 1,3

&

MOTOR

They are oll published monthly
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5. -LINE SCANNING CIRCUITS (I)

LINE scanning systems used for deflecting
53 deg. scanning -angle tubes at relatively
low E.H.T. potentials could afford to be
quite inefficient and so wasteful of scanning
power were they that they have become known
as " Brute Force" methods. An E to I conversion stage was used in which the energy stored
in the magnetic field at the end of the scan was
dissipated in large-wattage resistors connected
across the scanning coil. This was necessary to
prevent resonances from being set up in the
scanning coils and distorting the scanning waveform. It was shown in the first of this series
that this could lead to very large current demands

By G. K. Fairfield

L, represents the scanning coils and C the stray

and self capacitance associated with these coils.
The resistance of the coils is shown as r.
Consider the sequence of events when the switch
S is closed. Current I will flow through Lr and
increase exponentially, at a.rate governed by the
L/r time-constant. As mentioned earlier, if the
rise is only a small fraction of the maximum
current I max = E/r then it can be considered
as a linear increase of current with time. After
a short interval ti (see Fig. 31) the switch is
opened and this current rise ceases, after reaching
a maximum value +I amps (small compared
with I max.). Energy has. however, been stored
in the inductance L and causes current to flow
out of L into the capacitance C during time t2.
The direction of current through L has now been
reversed and when it has reached a value of
amps., then switch S is closed once more. The
charge acquired by C during time t2 is now used
to charge the battery E, whilst the current in L
gradually reduces to zero during a time t3, agar
with a time-constant L /r.
Now if no losses are present in the circuit
(i.e.. r = Oir) then the charge lost by the battery
during tl is put back into it during t3 and a
linear rise of current in L obtained in the process.
In a practical circuit the switch is replaced by
two valves, one of which (a pentode V1) conducts
during the period tl, and the other (a diode V2)
conducting during period t3 (Fig. 32). It will be
noticed that a capacitor Cl has been added to the
circuit. This will be in series with V2 during its
conduction period and will receive the charge
shown going to the battery in Fig. 30. The
potential developed across Cl (the boost volts Eb)
will be added to the H.T. and provide V1 with a
bigger supply potential.
This simplified circuit is given practical form
in Fig. 35 which is a typical efficiency -diode
circuit, with a controlling sawtooth potential
applied to VI, the amplitude of which is such
that this valve conducts only during period tl.
The transformer T performs the dual function of
matching both the diode and pentode impedances
to that of the scanning coils during their respective conduction periods.

-I

E

Fig.

30.-Efficiency -diode

scanning.
circuit.

Simple equivalent

when used for wide -angle tubes at large E.H.T.
potentials.
The efficiency -diode scanning circuit is
inherently more efficient by conserving, instead of
dissipating, the stored energy.

Theory of Efficiency -diode Action

The best way to understand this circuit is to
get down to fundamentals and consider the simple
equivalent circuit of Fig. 30. Here the inductance

trA

Current

through
scanning
rolls
(Amps)
Time
7---ts"3:c.8)

-z r
{/

-a

4

t3

II,

to

Fig.

31.- variation

of current through L with time.

Fig.

32.- Switch

S of Fig. 30 replaced by two va:ves.
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increase gradually until a maximum is reached at
connection of the E.H.T. winding.- A
the
This is the most important single item in the goodouter
gradient is consequently obtained
potential
circuit of Fig. 35 and has several rather special at mimimum breakdown risk.
features which render its construction different
A practical application of the theory and trans from, say, a frame output transformer. These can efficiency of the transformer if maximum scanning
summarised as problems of bandwidth, current is to be transferred to the deflection coils.
be
potential gradient, and coupling factor.
A high coupling factor is necessary between the
A transformer handling a sawtooth of repetition winding matching diode and pentode to the coils.
frequency 10 kC /s must be capable of . passing. Fortunately this is easily assured by the autciwithout relative attenuation, frequencies up to traüsformer connections shown in Fig. 35. and
at least 100 kC/s; consequently the transformer also by high permeability of the core material,
As the
core losses assume some importance.
and using Mullard ferrite known under the trade
circuit can be loosely considered as a push -pull
arrangement there is less risk of core saturation
by a constant D.C. through the windings and the
Ly
use of nickel -iron alloys, e.g., radiometal,
Ferrite transformer Core

Transformer Design and Construction

V2

Junction
of two
cores

V/

Wave wound

t.h.t.

Transformer windings

overwind

(layer winding)
Fig. 34. -Auto- transformer constructional method to
obtain a good potential gradient.

rhometal, mumetal, etc., is permissible. However.
due to the low losses at high frequencies and the
high permeability of ferrite materials, these .have
now replaced metal stampings for line transformer service. Now that these materials are
becoming available to the amateur constructor
it is proposed to limit the design details given in
this series to their use.
It was mentioned in the first article of this
series how a large pulse voltage is developed
across the deflection coils during the retrace
-period. This voltage is stepped -up by transformer
action to some 4 to 7 kV at the pentode anode
connection. Naturally this leads to special valve
construction and, of course, good transformer
insulation. By winding an additional coil over
the transformer shown in Fig. 35 this pulse voltage can be further increased until 10 to 20 kV is
available. and which. after rectification can be
used as E.H.T. for the cathode-ray tube. The
secret of success with transformer construction of
this nature is to ensure a constant potential
gradient across the winding and a low self capacity for the E.H.T. winding. This had led
to the type of construction shown in Fig. 34.
Here a pair of U-shaped ferrite cores are used
and the transformer windings wound on one limb.
commencing with the deflection coil winding. A
narrow wavewound coil is placed over this and
serves to increase the E.H.T. pulse to the required
amplitude. By winding the coil in this manner
the large number of turns required can be
obtained without unduly increasing the self capacitance. Going outwards from the innermost
windings the peak potential will thus be seen to

H.71'.

^NSawtooth

controlling
waveform

Fig.

35.-Practical

H.T.efficiency -diode circuit.

name of " ferroxcube." coupling factors of over
0.99 are obtainable.
A practical application of the theory and transformer construction discussed in this article will
be given next month in the description of a
complete line scanning circuit, when methods of
linearization and scan width variation will also
be described.
(To be continued)

JAN. ISSUE
PRICE 1/3
well catered for in the

PRACTICAL WIRELESS
NOW ON SALE
The constructor is

January issue of our companion paper, PRACTICAL
WIRELESS, which is now on sale. In addition
to the main feature, which is a C.R.L. Bridge,

there are constructional articles on a Beginner's
200 to 1,600 metre Superhet, a Transistor Square
Wave Generator, a Microphone Amplifier using
a Transistor, and the final stage of the Beginner's
Constructional Course.
The interest in the Russian Satellites has resulted
in enquiries on how to find and track them, and
there is an article in this issue on this subject.
Entitled Observe the Satellites, this first article
describes the principles of reception and judgment
of speed, whilst another article gives details of the
Mullard Observatory at Cambridge which has been
featured in the news in connection with its tracking
of the satellites.
Other articles deal with Choke and Transformer
Winding, Transistors in Practice, Transmitting
Topics, and the usual Features.
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BARGAINS TO CLEAR BUILD

A.C. Superhet 5-Valve Chassis.
Medium and two short. unused. but
t72 less valves and mains transformer.
I33 Uses standard Octal range. 27'6.
(Again, coil pack worth much
® more.) Non-callers add 6i6.
A.C. Superhet 7 v. 5- Waveband
Chassis. H.F. stage. Unused. Less
ES valves
and power pack. Slightly.
soiled. Coil pack worth twice as
BS much, circuit diagram supplied.
£2,'151 -. carriage and insurance 7,6.
A.C. 4-Valve Superhet, complete
en with valves. but less scale and
pointer. unused. 39/6 plus 3,6 post

®
ES
ES

ffl

&

Note that the above three
chassis, although unused, will
need checking. On account of
low price no guarantee is given.
Nor, we regret, can technical
assistance be given.

.1 'ed. 350 V. Small Tubular
® Metal cased Condensers. Made by
Dubilier. 216 per dozen.
Germanium Diodes. B.T.H.. with
wire ends. 10d. each or 9i- dozen.
I.F. Coils. Dust cored, size
® Midget
It a lin., 465 Kas. 416 pair.
Standard Size I.F. Coll. Dust
cored, 465 me/s. 4/6 pair.
® Coil Pack for Superhet. 465 Ke's
® I.F. Medium and 2 short waves. 9 6.
EE Bakelite 5 Amp. Electric Wall
Switch.
Hicraft," 9d, each, or
® 81- per dozen.
® Series, parallel and off-electric
® wall switch made by Crabtree.
® Price 1./3 each, or 13'6 per doz.
,

ES
ES

17"

THIS IN

AN
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EVENING Yours for íI.10.0 Down

ES

The

Undoubtedly the most up -to -date televisor for the
home constructor. You can build it in an evening
and the set when finished will be equal to a factory made equivalent. "What other constructor T.V. has
all these features
technical knowledge required,
*
* No
All miniature valves.
Metal rectifier.
*
* Turret
Tuner.
* 12- channel circuitry.
-vibrator time bases.
* Multi
Ferruxcube.
E.H.T. and scan coils.
* 34.38 Mc;s 1.F.
* Suitable for any modern
*
12, 14 or 17' tube.
The building cost (less tube) is only £2910 0, plus i0:carriage and insurance, or E15 deposit & 12 monthly
payments of 27 -. All parts guaranteed 12 months.
Full information and data, price 3.'6.

NOTE : Additional Technical
Data is not available on these

MAINS ISOLATION

bargain items.

TRANSFORMER

-

Orders for small components over £2 are post free,
otherwise please add sufficient.
NOTE

Es

:

ffl

BAND III CONVERTER
®
R4 Suitable London, Midlands, North,

Scotland, etc. All the parts including 2 valves, coils fine tuner. con trast control, condensers, and
E33 resistors.
(Metal case available as
ÊS an extra.) Price only 19 6. plus
post and insurance. Data free
® 2.6
with
parts
or available separately
®

16.

e
M
9
ffl
M
EH

THIS MONTH'S SNIP
INDICATOR No. 96

r

Contains many hundreds of very valuable
spares including no
less than 12 potentiometers. This indicator
unit will take the
VCR97 or the VCR517
and with relatively
simple modifications can ba turned into an Oscilloscope. Limited quantity offered at the extremely
low price of 10- each, carriage and packing 4/6 up
to 250 miles, beyond this distance at cost.

latest

most up -to -date Record

Player made by the famous B.S.R. M
company. Using Hi -Fl Crystal Pick 02
Up and fitted with every modern
device. Definitely a record changer
which will give years of trouble -free
music. Not surplus but the current Es
mode].
Price £8,101- or 21 /10/deposit and 8 monthly payments of EH
£1, carriage and insurance 5 / -.
ES

FLUORESCENT LIGHTS

93
93

f
f
ES

93

ffl
ffl

These are complete uaurescent na
lighting fittings. Built -in ballast
and starters-stove enamelled
white and ready to work. Ideal for t33
the kitchen. over the work -bench ES
and in similar locations.
FR
Single 40. 4 ft. 3 in. long, uses a 40 EEI
watt tube.
Twin 20. Uses 2 20 -watt standard M
tubes.
EB
Price for either type 39/6. with Es
tubes.
Carriage and ins. up to 150 miles 5/6. ES
EH
up to 250 miles 7,6.

SPEAKER BARGAIN

:

tn13fffIESES93®3313393

f

Hi- fidelity loudspeaker.
High Flux. Permanent magnet
type with standard 3 Ohm
speech coil. Rill handle up to
12 watts. Brand new by famous
maker. Price 32, 6, plus 3/6 post
121n.

and insurance.

EB
EH
EH

93
93
Ell
E$
Es

CAR STARTER CHARGER KIT
All parts to build 6- and 12 -volt
charger which can be. connected
to a " fiat " battery and will enable

EH
HE

pia

the car to be started instantly.
Kit comprising the following
Cti
Mains transformer
.22/6 03
5 -amp.
rectifier
1716 fs
Regulator Stud Switch
316 EB
Resistance Wire
Resistance Former
2/6 LB
Mains on/off Switch
216
0 -5 amp. Moving Coil Meter
12,6 RI
Construction Data
1
or if bought all together price lu6 EB
52;6, plus 3,6 post and packing.
Bzi

Waterproof P.V.C. covered
Heating Element, 16 ohms
per foot. 1:- per yard.

:

:

a®EH®®®E3E9FFE
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Es

EB

.

E.P.E., Ltd., Dept. 5, 66, Crowe Road, Eastbourne
Personal shoppers to one of. these addresses, please.
42-46, %Vindmill Ilill,
152-3, Fleet Street,
29. Stroud Green Road,
Ruislip. Middx.
E.C.4.
I
Finsbury' Park, N.4.
Phone RUISLIP 5780
Phone : FLEet 2833
Phone
ARChway 1049
Half day, Wednesday.
Half day. Saturday.
Half day. Thursday.

®®®5&EEE(93&B3P®EBB3EEfffflESa9393EHa

ES

ffl
tit
ffl

P ost orders should be addressed to

266, London Road,
roydon.
Pho(
Phone
CRO 6558
Half day. Wednesday.

Hi
ES

ELECTRONIC PRECISION EQUIPMENT, LTD.

93

ffl

f

Makes servicins
safe, also makes
the adjustment
for differences in
24 s.w.g. copper. 2/6 per 100 ft ,or mains voltages
5 coils, different colours, for 30, -. very simple. InES Scanning Coils by very good
put tapped 200maker. New and unused. 4,6 250 v., output
tapped 200 -250 v.
M complete.
Choke, 2)3 mA. first class. Made Continuously
® for Services. New 66, post 1'6.
rated at 50.1
® 10 v. Superhet, 11 metre. Ex-Govt. watts, intermit® but unused. Complete with valves. tent rating 2.00)
Easily converted for Band III. 39,6. watts.
Cable
® carriage and packing 7'6.
entry by terminal blocks, two separate SC Teens for
Mains Transformer. 250 -0-250. suppressing mains interference.
Size approxAmately
® 60 -80 mA. 6.3 v. standard mains 14 in. x 6 in. x 6 in., weight approximately
401ós. Price
BM input. Half shrouded. 12/6. post and
£5 12.6. Carriage and insurance 7 6 (up to 250 miles).
insurance 2'6.
R.F.25
Tuning
Unit.
New.
unused
®
14' T.V. CABINET
® andt complete with valves. 9;6.
Cathode-Ray Tube, VC11517. 8'6 14in. T.V. cabinet of the
MI each, carriage 416.
latest styling made for one
® Mains Lead. Metal screened to of our most famous firms
® stop interference. 9d. yard.
veneered and
® Thermocouple, mounted on valve beautifully
polished-limited quantity
base. Useful for experiments and 19:6 each.
Carriage and
schools. 6/6 each.
packing 3,6 extra.
MI Midget Push -pull Input TransRI former and push -pull output trans® former to match. 8'- the pair.
ES

93

ffl

ffl
ES Amplifier,
ex-Government unit
1134 contains one double triode and
®
gya one triode. 616. post and ins. 26.
Connecting Vire, P.V.C. covered
3

EB

m

Es

Insurance.

ES

133
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EB
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BOOKS for the T.V. enthusiast

SIGNAL GENERATOR
120 Kc /s-230 Kc's.
300 Kc /s -900 Kc /s. 900 Kc s-

Coverage

T.V. CONVERSION
by C. E. Lotcho
FOR J.T.A.

2.75 Mc /s. 2.75 Mc/s-8.5 Mc/s,
8 Mc/s-28 Mc/s. 16 Mc /s-56
Mc /s. 24 Mc.,s -84 Mc's. Metal
case 10in. x 611n. x 41ín.

Size of scale, 6í1n. x 31ín. 2
valves and rectifier. A.C.

mains 230 -250 v. Internal
modulation of 400 c.p.s. to a
depth of 30 per cent., modulated or unmodulated R.F.
output continuously variable
C.W. and
100 milli-volts.
mod. switch, variable A.F. output and moving coil output meter.
Grey hammer finished case and white panel. Accuracy plus or
minus 2 £4.19.6 or 34/- deposit and 3 monthly payments 25 -.
P. & P. 4 6 extra.
/

SIGNAL & PATTERN
Coverage 7.6 Mc's-210 Mc's
In five bands, all on fundamentals. slow -motion tuning audio output. 8 vertical
and horizontal bars, logging
scale.
In grey hammer
£6.19.6.
finished case with carrying
Or f2 deposit and 4 mthly. pymt
handle.
Accuracy ± 1%.
of276. P. &P.5116.
A.C. mains 200-250 v.
COMMERCIAL TELEVLSION CONVERTER SUITABLE
ANY T.V. (Except Philips)
WITHIN 35 MILES OF I.T.A. t
¡.
TRANSMITTttR. ALL CHANNELS
NO ALTERATIONS TO SET.
Complete with built -in power supply.
200 -250 v. A.C. mains. Crackle finish
case 51in. long. 31in. wide. 41in. high.
Incorporating gain control and band
,,`t.
switch. Illus. with cover removed.
,1.
Complete with Wolsey 3 element
I.T.A. outside or loft aerial, 36 ft.
4
lead
and
2
plugs.
(Wolsey
I.T.A.
element 5'- extra). 25 /- deposit, plus P. & P. 5! -, and 4
monthly paments of 21.5.6. Cash £5.17.0 plus P. & P. 5, -.
Converter only £3.19.6, plus P. & P. 2/6.

-

.

'p!,

AC/DC

.

4 VALVE

Comprising 21n. moving coil meter.
scale calibrated in AC /DC volts,
ohms and milli -amps. Voltage range
k
500, Milli-amps
AC /DC 0 -10, 0 -100 an
0 -10, 0 -100. Ohms 047000 and 010,000.
,
Front panel, range switch, wirewound pot (for ohms zero setting)
two toggle switches, resistors and
metal rectifier. In grey hammer Plus
finishcaste, ,
9/6
1'6.
P &
Point to point wiring diagram1/ -.free with kit.

PORTABLE KIT
;

Lbatt
batteries).

l19.6

\'\\

ALL - DRY SUPERHET

Incorporating Ferrite rod aerial
Medium and long waves. In grey
leatherette. Size 9in. x Tin. x gin.
IT4, 1R5, 1S5,
Valve line -up
3V4. Complete kit of parts (less
dry .

1

ß
V

Packing 3/6

..

l

COMPLETELY BUILT PORTABLE AMPLIFIER
contact-cooled

approx. size 61in. x 2í1n. incorporating 2 valves.
Plus
metal rectifier, bass and treble lift controls
& P. 3'6.
and double wound mains transformer 230-250 v. 39I 6 ifP.purchased
6NSFORMEIt,
O.P.
P.M. SPEAKER
1
P us
with the

P

COLLARO 4 -SPEED AUTOMATIC CHANGER
mains.
Model 456 (suitable for use with above amplifier). A.C.
Plus
200-250 v., turnover crystal head.
19 6
P. & P. 5/ -.
Brand new, fully guaranteed.
Or 25'- deposit and 7 monthly payments of £1.6.0

f8.

RADIO & T.V. COMPONENTS (Acton) LTD.
HiGH STREET, ACTON,

23,
-

GOODS NOT

25s. (26s. 3d. by post)

PRACTICAL TELEVISION
by F. J. Camm
CIRCUITS
Full constructional details of a wide variety of television
receivers plus chapters on the construction of test and
auxiliary apparatus including a spot wobbler and telesquare. The circuits range from a receiver costing as
15s. (I6s. by post)
little as £20.
by H. A. McGhee, Grad.I.E.E.
Discusses the design and application of television equipment and covers television pick -up devices design of
television microequipment ; underwater television
stereoscopic television.
scopy television telescopes
15s. net (16s. by post)
etc.
;

;

;

;

TELEVISION PRINCIPLES
& PRACTICE

by F. J. Camm
The underlying principles of television transmission and
reception, covering every aspect of this new science.
including servicing and installation. An exhaustive
dictionary of television terms is included.
2nd Edition. 25s. (26s. 3d. by post)

ROM

ALL BOOKSELLERS

or in case of difficulty at post rates from GEORGE
NEWNES LTD., Tower House, Southampton Street,
London, W.C.2.

NEWNES

POST VIEW

MULTI -METER KIT
Q

A practical guide giving details of converter units and
full information for fitting them to a wide range of
receivers, produced by nearly 30 television manufacturers.
Over 100 illustrations and circuit diagrams.

INDUSTRIAL TELEVISION

GENERATOR

,..

.. .

LONDON, W.3

& CO.
17, High Street, CARDIFF
Telephone : CARDIFF 26527

Television Tubes
Mullard 14"
Mullard 17"
Cossor 14"
Cossor 17"

Mazda
Mazda
Mazda

14"
15"
171'

3 months'

-

£6.10.0
£7.10.0
£6.10.0

-

£1 .10.0

-

-

J

-

-

g

£6.10.0
£7. 0.0
£7.10.0

guarantee

ALL TUBES PLUS 12/6

carriage and insurance

DESPATCHED OUTSIDE U.K.
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Television Receiving Licences
THE following statement shows
the approximate number of
safety to Mt'. K. E.
Television Receiving Licences in aircraft
Technical Director of
force at the end of October, 1957, Harris,
Cossor
in respect of television receiving Limited, Radar & Electronics
his paper, " Some
stations situated within the various problems for
Postal Regions of England, Wales, lance radarof secondary surveilsystems."
Scotland and Northern Ireland.
This is the second such award
Region
Total
in
three
years
as the 1954
London Postal...
1,529.083
Home Counties
908,227 Brabazon premium was given for
...
1,229,644 a paper on " A high definition
Midland
North Eastern ...
1,195,137
North Western
1,063,766 general -purpose radar" by four
562,096 Cossor
South Western ...
engineers.
Messrs.
Wales and Border Counties ...
422,734 Jenkins, Evans, Chambers and
Total England and Wales ... 6,910.687 Wallace.
Scotland
Northern Ireland

Grand Total

...

...
...

...

540,786
72.598

7.524,071

281

the Campagnia Commercial de
Cinematogafia, of Milan, has
been received by Siemens Edison Swan Ltd. These tubes are
being sent to Italy for incorporation in television receiver
chassis made by Messrs. E. K.
Cole. Ltd.. which will be housed
in cabinets of Italian manufacture.

Closed -circuit Television Aids

Radiation Treatment
MARCONI closed- circuit television is being used in a
London hospital to assist in the
deep therapy radiation treatment
.LV.L

£10,000 Worth of Ediswan of patients. The equipment
Tubes for Italy

AN order value £10.000 for

Ediswan 2lin.
Marconi Activities in South television cathode rayrectangular
tubes for
America

is

used in conjuction with a Telecaesium Ray Treatment unit at
the Royal Marsden Hospital, and
permits the treatment to be car-

DESPITE the keenly contested
nature of the Latin -

American electronics market,
Marconi's are having considerable success in this field. Recent
orders from Venezuela include
one for a complete Band Ill
television station and one for a
medium- frequency sound broadcasting transmitter.
The television station, which
has been purchased by Radio
Valencia, comprises a 2kW
vision transmitter Type BD.
357A, a 1kW sound transmitter
Type BD.305, programme input
equipment. a quadrant aerial
array. a vidicon telecine unit,
vision and sound links, a 3camera outside broadcasting unit
and studio lighting equipment.

B.I.R.E.

The closed circuit TV
at the Royal Marsden
Hospital. See "Closed
Circuit TV " above.

Award to Cossor

Director

THE British Institution of
has
Engineers
Radio
announced the award of the 1956
Brabazon premium for the most
outstanding ._contribution on
radio and electronic devices for

www.americanradiohistory.com
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ried out by remote observation.
In this way doctors and radiographers are safeguarded against
excess radiation. which can produce harmful effects.
Observation of the patient is
necessary during this type of
treatment since a beam of
accurately
is
rays
gamma
directed into the affected region.
It is therefore important that this
region be kept in a fixed position
relative to the beam, since a
centimetre's movement in any

The transmitter is to send out
experimental programmes up to
January 1st. " Naturally, we cannot ask for money for these programmes, but when regular programmes commence television
licences will have to be paid for
in the same way as radio
licences." Mr. Kövesi, deputy
managing director of the Hungarian Post Office, said.
Plans have been made for a
TV hook -up and exchange of
programmes with Bratislava in

station will have an effective
radiated power of about 100
kilowatts and a 750ft. mast will
be used.
This will be the eighth transmitting station on the Authority's
network. It will bring another
2,500,000 people within reach of

independent television, making a
total. including those that will
by then be served from the
St. Hilary and Chillerton Down
stations. of over 43 millions
a coverage of about 85 per cent.
of the total population of the
United Kingdom.

-

New Scottish TV Weather
Service

A

Marconi TV van being shipped to Venezuela.

direction would render the treatment useless.
By keeping the patient under
constant supervision during the
irradiation treatment any movement is immediately observ:,d.
The treatment is then discontinued while the patient is reIn this way the
positioned.
specialist knows that the equipment is being used at maximum
efficiency and in the most
economical manner.

New TV Transmitter in
Hungary
BUDAPEST'S television station plans to go over to its
new 30 kilowatt transmitter by
the middle of this month. The
television station stands on
Liberty Hill overlooking the
capital.
The transmitter. bought from
East Germany, was due to go
into service in April of this year,
but plans were delayed.

See page 281.

the first half of next year. Four
bouncer " stations will be built
to relay the transmissions.

I.T.V. in the North East
THE Independent Television
invited
has
Authority
applications for the contract to
provide television programmes
for its transmissions in the
North East of England.
The Authority's station will
be built at Burnhope, about five
miles south -east of Consett. It
is hoped to open the service late
next year.
The coverage of the station is
predicted as a rough crescent
running from Alnwick in the
north, through Middleton in
Teesdale in the east, and nearly
The
to Whitby in the south.
highly concentrated populations
Sunderland.
Newcastle,
of
South
and
Middlesbrough
Shields will all lie well within
the service area. The Burnhope

www.americanradiohistory.com

NEW TV weather service
for Scottish viewers will
be in operation this winter. By
agreement with Scottish Television Ltd., the Automobile
Association will provide special
charts showing prevailing road
conditions whenever snow, ice,
fog or floods affect roads in
Scotland.
Up -to- the -minute reports of
road conditions. received by
radio and telephone from A.A.
patrols covering important roads
throughout Scotland, will be
collated in the operations room
of the A.A. headquarters in
Glasgow. and specially drawn
charts prepared for showing in
the S.T.V. news at 1.30 p.m. and
6.40 p.m.

The object of the charts is to
give a general indication of the
state of the roads to intending
travellers. More detailed information can be obtained from
A.A. offices.

America Receives BBC TV
BBC television direct from
London has been received
for the first time on several succesive days in New York
distance of over 3.000 miles.
The pictures. seen on a
receiver,
British
standard
included the David Nixon show
" It's Magic," and were picked

-a

up at the Baldwin, Long Island,
Press
of
station
receiving
First reception
Wireless. Inc.
was on November 1st, and later
reports said that pictures had
been received on six occasions in
seven days.
This is the first time that such
pictures have been seen since
1937. when American TV engineers briefly received a picture.

January, 1958
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TELEVISION TUBES

17" T.V. CHASSIS (19.19.6
Latest improved circuits.
Higher E.H.T. (brilliant
picture). Improved sensitivity (for greater range).

MONTHS'

12

283

GUARANTEE

Chassis easily adapted
to any cabinet.
17ín.
rectangular tube on
adapted chassis.
All
channels. Turret Tuner
501- extra. Less valves.
RECTANGULAR
With five valves 221.19.6.
With all valves 225.19.6.
T.V. TUBES
Valve line -up (5 valves):
6 months fu 1 replacement. 6 months progressive. Made possible 2 6D2, SN7G, 61,25, EL38.
7 BFls, EL38,
by the high quality of our tubes. Terms or Cash. 155 Ins. Carr. Others:
12 months'
CONVERT 1 "OUIt 91n., loin., 121n. to í41n., 151n., 101n. Our 61,18.
pamphlet is FREE and on many sets costs only the tube to give guarantee on tube, 3
months' guarantee on
YOU these giant pictures.
SPECIAL OFFER. 14in.. 15ín., 16ín. T.V. Tubes 25. Perfect, see valves and chassis. Ins.
carr. 25 'incl. tube). State B.B.C. channel and I.T.A. if turret
them working. 3 months guarantee. Eas. carr. 15!6.
required.
12ín. T.V. TURKS. 26. 3 months guarantee. Ins. Carr. 15:6.
'R V. TUBES, 30, -. With cathode to heater shorts. 15.'- with burns.
14' T.V. CHASSIS. TUBE. SPEAKER. 213.19.6.
State type and size required.
As above, with 14in. round tube. Less valves. Guaranteed 3
ELECTRIC CONVECTOR [[EATER, 99.8.
months.
With 5 valves 215.19.8. With all valves 219.19.9. Turret
Cleaner. cheaper, safer than paraffin. A.C.
tuner 50- extra, Ins. carr. 25'- (incl. tube).
D.C. Switched for 1 or 2 k,'W. Illuminated
POPULAR RADIO OR R, GRAM CHASSIS 39/6
grille. Ins. carr. 10'3.
3 wband and gram Superhet. E- valve.
ELECTRIC FIRES, 17/3. Hammered finish.
International. Octal. Ideal table
A.C. D.C. 2002;) volt 750 watt. Post 33.
gram, but still giving high quality
output. 4 -knob control 8ín. P.M.
Speaker, 7'9 extra. Set of knobs. 2,-.
MIDGET EVERREADY BATRYMAX I'9
Chassis size: 12in. a ein. x 9ín. Less
" B " type battery, 22) v. No. B155. Ideal for Midget or
valves. ins. carr. 4 6.
Personal Radio. Hearing Aid. or Photography Flash. 121o. T.V. CHASSIS & SPEAKER, 59'6. These chassis can be
Size min. a tin. 1 for 1 /9. Post 3d. 6 for 7 : -. Post 6d. 12 for adapted to take 14ín., 151n. or 171n. tubes. Complete chassis by
famous manufacturer. R.F. E.H.T. unit included, also 8ín.
12. -. Post 9d.
P.M. Speaker. Chassis is in 3 separate units (power, s /vision and
CANDELABRUM. 19/9. 3 light lounge fitting. Complete with timebase inter-connected). These chassis can easily be fitted
lamp holders. Hex and shades.
into existing console cabinets. Less
P. & P. 219.
valves and tube. Channels 1 -2, 3-5.
I.F.s 1619.5 Mc's. Easily converted
CAR AERIALS, 619.
Whip anI
to I.T.A. channel. fns. carr. 10/6.
tennae. 501n. long collapsing to
llin., one -hole fixing. Post 1! -.
DENCO RADIOGRAM
HEADPHONES 1/9
HEADPHONES. 119. Single earphone and headCHASSIS 97/6
band. C -LR. Ideal for crystal sets. extension on
3and 4 waveband turret tuned. Superradio etc. P. & P. 1/3.
INSULATING TAPE, 1/6 (75ft. x din. wide) finest
het, A.C. D.C. chassis, with ein. or 8ín
quality adhesive, in sealed container. Post 9d.
speaker. Size: 83ín. x 101n.x 12in. Valve
EXTENSION SPEAKERS, 29/9. Com- line -up: CCH35, EF39, EBC33, CL33
plete, fitted with 8ín. P.M. Speaker, "W.B." and CY31. (CIC dropper). Ins. carr. 7,6.
or "Gaodmans," of the highest quality.
Standard matching to any receiver (2 -5
SUPER CHASSIS 99/6
ohms.) Flex and switch included. Unrepeatable at this price. Money refunded if I -valve superhet chassis including an
not completely satisfied. Ins. carr. 3/6.
speaker. 4 control knobs (Tone.
8in. P.M. SPEAKERS, 8/9. Let the lady of the house listen Bin.
to that T.V. or radio programme. Complete with O.P. trans. Volume, Tuning, W.C. twitch): 4
waveband, with position for gram.
10/ -. P. & P. 2'8.
P.M. SPEAKERS, 1219. Elac or Goodmans. High quality, P.U. and for extension speaker.
2 -5 ohms. Complete with O.P. trans., 14, -. P. & P. 29.
A.C. D.C. P. & P. 5/6.

17" £7.10.0

f 5.10.0

14'

TERMS A VAILABLE

_

CONSTRUCTOR T.V. CHASSIS UNITS

MAINS TRANSFORMERS
mA.
mA.
mA.

v. -4 v. heaters. 200-230 v. Prim.
12 v. -4 v. heaters. 200 -250 v. Prim.
6 v.. 4 v., 4 v. 200-250 v. Prim. ...

3/9
2,9
... 5.9
Drop through type. Half shrouded. All above 2'3 post.
425 -9-42á v. at 250 mA. 5 v. 6 a., 6.3 v. 12a., 6.3 v. 6 a.. 203-233 v.,
17/6. Screened primary. P. & P. 26.
O.P. TRANSFORMERS, 1'3. Standard size (2 -5 ohms). Post 1 ; -.
20 for ßL P. & P. on 20, 5/6.
SELF -FEED SOLDERING TOOL. 19/6. 6 -12 volt. 110 -125 volt.
Made for the American market. Car Battery or mains, export
quality. Complete in light carrying case. Reel of solder and spare
parts. P. & P. 2/9. A few of the above in 6-12 volt, 200-210 volt.
35,6.
T.V. AERIALS, 25 ;6. For all I.T.A. and F.M. channels. For
outdoor or loft. 3 elements. Famous manufacturer, At half the
330 -3-350 v. 80
350 -0-330 v. 80
230 -0-280 v. 80

4

...
_.

normal price. Post 2'6.
TN. MASKS, 7'9. 17in. Grey plastic. Brand new. Post 2' -.
'r.%. MASKS, 14/9. 17ín. Halo lighting. New. 21
T.V. MASKS, 10,9. 17ín. White plastic. New. 2 - Postage.
5 VALVE MIDGET RADIO, 79i6. Superhet Octal valves
12168. 12E7, 12Q7. 35L6 & 35Z4. 5in. speaker included. 2 wave
bands (L & M). 3 control knobs. 100 -240 volts. Universal supply.
Wooden cabinet, size 17ín. x 81ín. x Bin. Ins. carr. 3.6.
TORCH LANTERNS, 6d. each. X.W.11. Includes 2 bulbs, uses
030 battery. P. & P. 11 -. Crate of 48 witII 22 bulbs extra 22,-. (118
bulbs in all.) Ins. carr. 10, -.
Send for
Liverpool St. -Manor Park Stn. -10 minutes.

,

:

DUKE & CO.

SOUND & VISION STRIP, 19/8.
etc.) Less valves. P. & P. 2/6.

S, het. 10 valve holders(EF91,
TIME B.1SE, 7/9. Containing scanning coil, focus unit, line
trans., etc. Less valves. Ins. carr. 2.6.
POWER PACK & AMPLIFIER. 19.6. O.P. stage 6116 with
O.P. trans. Smoothed H.T. 850 v. 250 mA., 6.3 v 5 a., 22 v. 3 a..
6.3 v. 4 a. 4 v. centre tapped. Less valves.. Free drawing. Ins.
carr. 5/6.
CHASSIS 1'- each, 6 or 8 valve. Latest type midget valve design
for A.M. and F.M. New cadmium plated on s.w.g. steel. 12;ín.
x 71in.x21in. P. &P.1 :6. Post on43, -. 12 for 101, Carr. 5i-.

VALVES

Boxed
íS5

6AH6
6H6M
6N7GT
6B8G
6SG7
8D2
12BE6

4'9
7

9

1'9
4,9
3 9
3 9
3 9

6'9

3

month guarantee

77

3'9

7193

3
5 9
3 9

EF41
EL32
ETW61

39

DF66:CV210)

210LF
210VPr
AR8(2V)
CV183

EB34
ECH42

19
1

9

8'9

our FREE 1958 catalogue.

(Dept. 2), 62I/3 Romford Road, Manor Park, E.I2.

www.americanradiohistory.com

ECC81
L410
LP220

`

8,9
8!9

6 9

5 9

1:9
1

9

5/9

PEN220 3/9

PP225
PEN4S
RL37
VR21
V R91

VW49

EF37
EF37A

3/9
12/6
1/9
1:9
2i9

£d.
49
4.9

Open all day Saturday.

Tel.: ILFord 6001 -3
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The

Bennett College

can make you an expert

technician

TV

-

IN YOUR OWN HOME!

Here's your big chance! The Bennett College, famous
the world over for its first -class postal tuition, now offers
you a course in Television Servicing. Right away you can
start adding to your knowledge of television repairs and
maintenance, increasing your technical ability-and making
a sound investment for your future.
Studying with The Bennett College is a pleasure. You
as you
or as slowly
work in your own home, as quickly
like. Your personal tutor at the College sends you your
lessons -and gives you his friendly help based on years of
teaching experience. The College guarantees to continue
teaching you until you reach the standard you wish -and
all your text-books are provided free of charge.
Send for a free prospectus today! gust fill in the
coupon opposite and post it off -The Bennett College
will send you a prospectus free of charge and without

-

-

I To: THE BENNETT COLLEGE (Dept.A55), SHEFFIELD.
I

Please send me free of charge and without obligation,
a copy of your prospectus on ..............._............._. (subject/s)

obligation.

I NAM$............
I

f

ADDRESS

Age (if under 21)_

EXCELLENT COURSES

in the following subjects
are also offered by The Bennett College. Write on your
coupon the course that interests you.

Please write in block letters.

.

TELEVISION TUBES
GUARANTEED FOR THREE MONTHS.

RADIO ENGINEERING
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
ELECTRICAL WIRING
POWER STATION ENGINEERING

S
VALVE
All Guaranteed

I)-11
Sl;111-1('T

S_1.111,

New and Boxed

midget, 1R5, 155,

1T4, 3S4, DAF91, DF91, DK91, DL92, DK92,
;
ANY 4 for 2716.
PCL82 10'1A7GT 13 6,6U4GT 11'8 D77
6.- EF50
SIL 6 6 PCL83
11 1C5GT 15.6'6V6G
71- DAC32
96 PEN46 6'8
8 B EF55
718 DAM
1H5GT 11 - 6V6GT
EF80
8 - PL38
11 -'
22 6
71- DF33
1N5GT 11 -,6X4
7'6 PL81
8 6 EF83
818 DF96
20 1R5
8 -,bXSGT
116 PL82
7 6.EF86
1S5
81- DH76
, 6.7B7
EF89
9.6
7
7C5
8PL83
DH77
8(1Ó6
1T4
3
EF91
6
6,
13
PYBO
83Q4
81- DK32
8 -17C6
5B PY81
8-,EF92
8/- DK92
83QSGT
9 ó'7H7
5 8 PY82
9 6 EL32
3S4
^ 6.767
9'- DIC96
22:6 PY83
9 6 ELM
8'- DL33
96
3V4
8- 7Y4
EL41
9PZ30
12AH8
6
15
9'- DL35
185154G
81018 SP41
8 8 EL42
8 - DL96
36
5V4G
11 9 12AT7
9'- SP61
8'- EABC80 '9'EL84
36
5Y3GT
6 12AU7
10/- TH41
5'6 12AX7
8'- EAF42 10 6 EM34
176
5Z4G
101- 1125
6 - EM80
4 8 12BA6
8:- EB91
6AK5
14 6
EY51
1218
7 6
1126
10/6 EBC33
6AL5
126
6- 12J7GT
.. 6
1716 U50
9 6 EY86
5 - 12K7GT 713 EBC41
6AM5
719 1176
9 6 EZ40
76
6AM6
6 - 12K8GT 14 - EBF80
9'6 U78
9- EZ41
^ 6AQ5
7 6 12Q7GT 78 EBF89
7'6 UABC80 9 6
7'6 ECC81
8 - EZ80
6AT6
8.- 12Z3
9'6 UAF42 10'6
8 - EZ81
12.- ECC82
6BA6
71114S7
8 - FW4'500
UBC41
6BE6
8 6
7'6 25LGGT 9.'- ECC83
13!6 UBF80
9/8 ECC84 10 6
6BJ6
971- 2îZ4G
11'6 UCH42
9 6 GZ32
6BR7
818 25Z6GT 15'- ECC85
8KT33C
8/6
7/6 35L6GT 9/6 ECF80 10 6
UF41
8 6BW6
6+8
9/6 3523
9!8 ECF82 11 - KT44
106BW7
8/8 U
6F1
9 6
151- 35Z4GT 716 ECH21 14 9 KT63
6F6G
6/6 35Z5GT 9'- ECH35 98 KTW61 6- UL84
98'- UY21
13'6 ECH92 8;8 MH4
6F12
156
8l-43
8'8 UY41
7'6
6F33
15/- 50L6GT 818 ECH81
8- MU14
818
6J6
5/6
9'- N18
12/6
6K7G
iA8 ECL80
EF37A
8'8 N78
3'8 VP3321 21 6K7GT
8EF39
8'PCC84
9'- W76
20'6KBG
7 6
7/9 B36
9.'B.PCF80 10'- W77
16/9'EF41
5'6
6L18
12'6,CL33
918iD1
3'- EF42 10'6 PCF62 10 - Y63
66Q7GT
Z77
6SN7GT T8
extra.
6Postage 6d. per valve
Any Parcel Insured Against Damage To Tran,iL 6d. extra.

1.4v.

DL94

,

EX- CHASSIS AND PICTURE TESTED.

MAZDA, EMISCOPE, FERRANTI, COSSOR,
EMITRON, BRIMAR, MULLARD
14" £5-5-0
12" f6-0-0
17" f7-5-0
15" £7-5-0

SPECIAL
MAZDA REBUILT

:
12" E9 -0-9

Guaranteed for six months.
Cash

with order for prompt delivery

E. B.

ELECTRONICS
28

:

write

(TUBE DEPT. T.)

PEMBRIDGE ROAD,
LONDON, r:N.II

or phone BAY 9262.

All prices include post and packing.
We Regret No Personal Callers for Next 3 Months

U

416AIP

READERS RADIO

24,

COLBERG PLACE, STAMFORD HILL,
STA. 4587
LONDON, N.16

www.americanradiohistory.com
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22,5

UNDERNEATH THE DIFOLEJ
TELEVISION

PICK -UPS

AND REFLECTIONS

By Iconos
Library Shots
ALMOST every television play
on BBC or I.T.A. channels
has film sequences.
These are
essential for real exterior scenes,
for montages indicating the passage of time or for linking shots
specifically introduced to allow
the actors to change their
costumes.
When the principal
characters in the play figure in
any of these filmed sequences,
the job has to be specially filmed
for that particular play. General
shots without actors, such as
long shots of streets, factories,
sunsets or rough seas, are used
again and again in different

plays, selected from the rapidly
growing collections of " stock
shots " held in the film library
vaults of the BBC, the I.T.A.
(including the I.T. -News) and
the old established film companies. Some idea of the rapid
expansion in this field is shown
by the large storks now held by
the BBC Film Library, which
have grown from one vault and
a staff of two in 1948 (when the
Television Newsreel started) to
60 vaults and a staff of 14 in
1957.
Many
historic telerecordings are stored here,
including such items as Oxford
sinking in the 1951 Boat Race,
Bannister's first
four -minute mile,
numerous public
speeches by Sir
Winston Churchill, and S i r

Anthony Eden's
Suez broadcast.
Both the historic
tele - recordings
and the general
stock shots are
all carefully indexed and documented, in many
cases h a v i n g
single sample
film frames readily accessible in
card index cabinets. so that television play producers can select
their film sequence shots with
the minimum of
delay. There is
a
considerable

Such is the accuracy required in the floor lerel of a
modern television studio that tests, such as this picture
shows, must be made before the floor can be declared
A slide projector, mounted
ready for action."
on a mobile pedestal, casts a beam of light on
to a line drawn round the walls of the studio at a
standard height from the ground, and the light should
remain on this line as the pedestal is tracked round

"

the studio.

amount of
exchanges of

library shots between the different organisations,
facilitated
by

standardised

ordering
dures,

procefixed

search fees and agreed royalties for using the shots.
An
important branch is that dealing with back -projection shots,
such as moving views from
trains or cars, rough sea
shots and the like.
All the
earliest films, made using the
highly inflammable nitrate film
base, have had to be duplicated
on to modern safety film stock.
Sound film and tape library.
built up over many years of
sound radio, has also expanded
considerably.
The use of +in.
tape helps 'the problem of
storage.

Advertising Space
THE tide has certainly turned
for the I.T.A. programme
contractors. Once there was a
time when it appeared to be difficult for the authority to find
" takers," and one or two of the
pioneer
major
companies
" obliged " by accepting the
responsibility of providing programmes for more than one
area. Now, with success assured
and advertising space for commercials sold for-months ahead,
there is a rush for securing the
concessions for the smaller and
less important areas remaining.

North Eastern Area I.T.A.
THE North Eastern I.T.A.
station,
with
studio
premises to be based on Newcastle, is the battleground of
many contestants for the N.E.
area commercial programmes.
Applications have been received
from several newspaper interests,
including the News Chronicle,
the Manchester Guardian, Reynolds News and The Scotsman.
Let us hope that the launching
of the Newcastle area I.C.A.
station will be a little more
smooth than has been the fate
of the T.W.W. station at Cardiff. Major difficulties with the
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aerial system at the St. Hilary
transmitter has delayed the
opening of this station from 17th
December until some time in
January or February. Naturally,
there has been much local
gnashing of teeth and people
have been asking who would
make up the consequential loss.

Teething Troubles
PERSONALLY,
the
I.T.A.

I think that

Engineering
Department. under Mr. P. A. T.
Bevan, has done a first -class and
speedy job to date, and a hitch
of the type that has happened at
Cardiff was bound to occur
sooner or later. After all, there
are precedents for last- moment
panics with aerial systems!
Years ago, when the BBC
changed their 2ZY broadcast
transmitter from the Metro Vickers works at Old Trafford.
Manchester, to a warehouse in
the centre of the city, radiation
from the new site with triple the
power was less than from the
original experimental station.
Bad earthing system. due to the
subsoil, was the principal difficulty. and a counterpoise earth
had to be hurriedly rigged. The
same thing happened at Edinburgh, where the relay station
transmitter was located in the
University buildings -on rock.
At Swansea the mast blew down.
But somehow or another each
of these BBC transmitters were
got going on time with improvised rigs. Captain Eckersley.
BBC's then chief engineer, up -.
held the showman's motto:
" The show must go on." It is
very much more difficult. however. with transmitting aerials on
the commercial television channels. Pressing ahead with all
possible speed. someone on
I.T.A. had not allowed enough
leeway for coping with hidden
snags. The T.W.W. programme
company can at least console
itself with the fact that they have
already sold 75 per cent. to 80
per cent. of their advertising
time for the first twelve months
of operation -which is more
than could be said for Rediffusion and A -TV when they first
started.

Expansion
WITH a huge revenue now

assured, both Rediffusion
and A -TV are now considering
various forms of expansion in
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London in premises. in equip- of the live theatre or music.
from the
ment, in star values and in ideas. Therefore, apart
I have heard that very large and nationally networked I.T.A. provaluable sites are being con- grammes, unless talent is systemsidered by A -TV, whose present atically imported into the town
technical headquarters is little for the local programmes -and
better than a compact telephone for the rehearsals-there will
exchange in Foley Street. More have to be a high proportion of
filmed programmes are under outside broadcasts from the nearfilmed est main entertainment centres.
consideration-either
Brighton
and
direct or by telerecording -with Bournemouth,
the object of increasing the sale London. I would have thought
of programme material to tele- it would be worth while to estabvision stations in the Common- lish branch studios at Brighton.
What will which could be as important to
wealth and abroad.
happen when another channel is Southern Television as Blackto be operated in the London pool is to ABC -TV. Granada
area by the BBC
or I.T.A.? That
will start a veritable gold-rush of
:

would

-

b e

programme contractors for the
I.T.A. second
London area

channel

concession if that
ever materialises.
It would also
probably result

in

a

general

lowering of programme
standards to the most
puerile
levels.
This. I am told.
is the way to
attract the mass
television audience!

I.O.W.
THE

South

Coast I.T.A.
transmitter on the
Isle of Wight. The atest from U.S.A. -the Sv:vania Ss1onette, a
with a mast at 21in. television console, has a cabinet depth of only
Chillerton Down loin. " Floating picture " concept, with picture tube
Light mask extending out 4in. from cabinet.
shared with the and Halo
a third dimensional effect to the design.
The
BBC. will have gives
control panel is concealed beneath the top section
programmes pro- of the cabinet which slides back for channel selection
vided by Souththrough " Magic Touch " tuning.
ern
Television
Ltd., the capital of which was and the BBC. The fame of the
subscribed in equal proportions Municipal Orchestra at Bourneby
the
Rank Organisation. mouth and the Southern Philthe Amalgamated Press and harmonic Orchestra at Brighton
Ltd. could be enhanced. The latter
Associated
Newspapers
The headquarters will be in orchestra is particularly in need
Southampton. where the main of support since the Arts Counstudios will be built or converted cil decided to support visiting
from existing premises. Little orchestras only. The first -class
else is known yet of the inten- repertory companies at Worthtions of Southern Television, but ing. Bognor and Eastbourne
it is not difficult to make a few should also be able to provide
forecasts.
Southampton is a good television material for the
fine progressive town, but it does programmes to be put out from
not rank very high in its support the I.O.W. transmitter.
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CONDENSERS. --Mica or S. Mica. All pref. value+.
3 pf. to gon pf.. 6d. en. ('emmic types, 2.2 pf. to 5,000
t,.
Od. each. Tubulari, 450 v., Hunts and
.001)5, .001, .0tá..01 and .1, 350 v., 8d. .112, .5,
.1 '500h-. Hants, 'lY0', 1, -..2.i Hunts, 11..5 }fonts,
1 9..1, 1,500 v. T.C.C. (simplex,. 3,'0..1101 0 kV.
T.C.c., 5;6. .not tu) kV. T.C.C., 9,6,
SILVER MICA CONDENSERS
10" 5 pf. to S00 pf., 1' -. 6011 pf. to 3,000 pi., 1 3.
1so 1.: pi. to 300 pf.. 1 9. 515 pl. to 5.1111) pf., 2. -.
SPEAKERS.- -PM 3 ohm, 21 in. Else., 166
:1l9,

'r.

-

BAND 3 T -V CONVERTER

MO-199

185
Suitable

Mc1s

London, Birmingham. Northern
and
Scottish ITA Transmissions
Mk. 2 Model, as illnst rated. 1.41eee ,'a'cn.in eironit
.:ng E0004 and KEs0 valves giving improved
sensitivity It .10.1 over elan.lani circuits, bollt -in
Power Stipple .4., 2,1,-220 t
Ilímeruions nly
6ilin. v Sin. Ht. lin. Simple aoi racy to tit --only
external plug -in c
e't ions. Wired, aligned and
tested ready for use.r t State Channel Required. Guar.
Bargain Offer good re-nits le foil retunI, only
Pkg.
('Orr.
ennMk. 1 Model. ring 2 01134 or EE'ot,.
:tructur's Kit of l'arte including drilled eho is
7in. . duo. x 2lia., blueprint, calves and all components, etc., excluding Power Supplies to modified
N; \V de. ign. Many 100's In sat isfwt ors ties. Bargain
Offer oat, 2 gm. P. & P. 2 -d. Poser Supply Ktt,
complete, 29-. P. & P.1, O. Band Band 3 Switch
-

£3.19.6.

Kit,

6

l

6.

Bawl I -Band 3
CONVERTER. ACCESSORIES.
Cruss-over Volt, 7,6. Var. Attennta,r4
8'9. BBC Pattern Filter. 8 6. Band 3 Aerial.--'o:dside
single dipole with 4 yd .t. c',au., 3.89. 3 element
Beam, 27,6. 5 element, 351 -, etr., etc.

,,ru

Volume Controls 80
Log. oat ins, 10,000 ohms
Megnhns.
Long
spindles.
1
year
'

guaranice. Midget Edits
wNan

ar

type.
taw. S.P.

3/Linear

-

Sw-.

4,-

COAX

STANDARD Itn, divo
Pol yl bene neu la led.
C H.4IlIt "A" ONLY.

,0
8d. yd.

D.P.Fw.
4:9

-

111,000

to

3

16 m.

-

dust coat coils, latent circuit technique, delayed

AVC a-,1 neg. feedback. O I' 4 watts, Chassis
sire, 131 e 51 c 2I In. Dial. Inun. o Olin. Hoe. or

'met. station tune'. Walnut im ivory knobs to
choice.
Aligned and sal itrate,i eady for use.
Sensitivity and Quality at Low Cost.
Dnc Ole wmaid Inane,, rms.
BARGAIN ¡Carr. ao1 ins 4 8.
PRICE 9 .2 gas.
'i or Olin. speaker to match, 20'- ar,d 25'-.
7 Valve De Luxe, park -pall EL41 version, 7 watt
tenpin with It: Duly Trans. 212.18.0. Carr. & ins.

Carriage and Insurance, 4,'i.
above rowels Brand New and Guar.
Pitted latest style l'w'eight NUJ. P.C. with
tlunover head, and twin sapphire styiii.

w.,

9d.:

Ditto

Carbon

Track.

)t

33,000

2.3

ohms
3w. LAB. COLVERN. etc.
Standard Sire. Polo, 'th on.
Spindle.
High (trade.
All Valles. 100 ohms to
50 K., 5:8 ; Olio K., 6/6.
W W EKT. SPEAKER

100, 3 -.
50 K. to 2 Meg.. 3; -.
CONTROL
SOLON SOLDERING IRONS 1201)-220 v. or 230 211)
V.), 25 watt Instrument Type, 21;6 ; 65 watt
Pencil Bit Type, 26 /2; 05 watt Oval Bit Type,
Comprehensive stock of spares available.
25¡_.

FRET.- Expanded Bronze anodised
metal 1 coins, 2:3; 12x010.,8 :.; 12 n 12in., 9(8;
12 x ,Gin., 6'- ; 24 x 121n., 9;-, ate.
TYGAN FRET (Murphy pattern) 12ín. a 121n.. 2 : -;
12 e 18 in., 3;- ; 12 x ::tin., 4, -, etc.
SPEAKER

8' P.M. SPEAKER

(3

ohms)

Roba, N.R., Celestine, etc.
Es Mtn. Voit,
All rentolitiuned and guaranteed. Ideal Est.
Unit. Bargain. 7/6. ('arr. 1,6. Ditto with
:

O'P Trans.. 91.

I

Si) 50

v.,

4

Ion 25 v., 2

v
OIll V.

451)

8:450 v. B.E.C.
8 :500

2'2'-

1

2/3

2.8

v. Duh,

2.6

V. T.i I', 4 8
It; 450 V. Hn ws. 5
1'i
I1) 150 r. 'It,'.1
5 6
32 .1511
v
4 -

0+8 501 v. Due. 4,10 J'20+16 450 v. T.C.C. 5:- 32_ 8,1

c. Dub.
4'-16'4:50 v. T.C.C. 515

4i-

it .inn v. Dub.
5`50 -50 350 v. H.E.C. ON
32 i 3'2,:í:5n v. B.E.,. 5:8

112 275 v. Donis 4 8
Ivt -450 v. 't'..'.t. 6 6
2511,350 v. ILEA-. 8 6

v. T.C.C.

liO ;120

8 6

60 v190 350 e.
64 -120 '275 c
011 +2.51 273 v
Sel-- Be$li275 v.
3,000 mid. 6 v.

11
11
12
12

6
6
6
8
3 6

TRANSISTOR. Midgrt nleetrolvt Mes% 2
mn).
4 mid.. 8 mid.. 0 v., 3 6.
intl., In nlfd., D) mid.,
'J n., 3.6. 32 nail., I I w 3 6.
SENTERCEL RECTIFIERS. E.H.T. TYPE FLYBACK VOLTAGES. -KS 25 2 kV., 5 - '
N:3 40
3;2 kV., 6.9; K345 3.61 kV., 7.3; 1(3, 50 4 k\.,

7,9

RECORD PLAYER CABINETS
Contemporary style resine covered cabinet In
mottled red Wilk cream interior. Sine 18} n 13} n ht.
Blin., fitted with all acceawries, including speaker
baffle huard and plastic fret. Spxe available for all
modem amplifiers and autoehangere, etc. Uncut
record player mounting hoard 14 n 13ín. Cut mounting boards available.
Carr. and in. 3/6.
Cabinet Price,
2 VALVE AMPLIFIER Ito nt above cabinet),
modem circuit with ELMO output, ready built, with
tin. speaker and output transformer, 23.12.6,
carr. and i11.9. 2 6.
SCOTCH BOY, EMITAPE, etc., 1,200tí., 27 : -. Long
playing, 1,8011ft. reels, 451 -.
Paper tape, good
quality, 1,20ntt., 1218. Reels only, :fin., 3,- ;; 5 in.

£3.3.0.

3'8; uiin.,4. -; Ito.,

4ï3,

I.F. TRANSFORMER-465 kg's.
Brand new e.oianufxutrer's midget I.F.T.
else 21in. x lin. x lin. duct core tuning. Lita
wound coils, High Q. Bargain offer, 7/6 pair

TRS RADIO

; K3'10043 kV.,13 6,ete.
MAINS TYPES. --HMI Pis v. 110 mA., 4:91 BY2
125 v. 100 mA.. 5 -6; EMS 123 v. 120 to 4.. 7 6;
11314 '250 v., '2511 toO., 16 - ; RM4B Type 270 mA,
171. ßM:5, 250 v. 300 rnA. 21 -.

RAINS TRANSFORMERS.- -Made in our own
Workshops to Top !.:rade sirs, Polly interleaved
and Impregnated.
RADIO AND AMPLIFIER
TYPE.250 v.. 60 mA., F, N. sec. 5 v. Or 6.3 v. a.
rect. 6.3 v. 2.5 a. net Him., 22 6. etc., C.R.T. /HR.
ISOLATION TYPE. -Low leakage with n without
1

25% see. boost voltage. 113110
10'6

;

4 v., 10,6

;

6.3 v.,

50 yards

Thornton Heath Station,

1

106

:

1
;

or 1.25, 2 v

16,6.

13.3. v..

Ditto with mains primaries 200 250 v.,. 12 6,
SPECIAL TRANS.-Wound to your requirements.

TRANSISTORS
Mfr's. surplus PSP Junction type.
Audio Type, 600 Kc;s, 2.50 maw., 911
R.F. and L.O. Mixer Type. 2.5 Ma's, 19'6.
All tested and guaranteed.
Transistor Components.-Midget I.F. han=ta
315 kc is, Lt.; Penito Slab Aerial Blasi range;.
13:6: it. and L.W. Ose. and 1st I.F., 11,6
Push Pull interstage transi., 8,1 ; Pooh
Pull output transi., 9' -.
M'Coi Earpiece. tin. diem., 150 ohm, 99.
Bal. Arm. Phone Inserts, 11 in, 50 nhl, 3 9.

COMPONENT SPECIALISTS

Listed above are only a Iew item from our very large
mock. Send 3d. stamp toddy for Complete Bargain

(Est. 1946)
(THO 2188)

Buses 130A. 133. 159, 166 & 190.
(TRANSFORMER AND COIL WINDING CAPACITY
AVAILABLE FOR PROTOTYPES AND SMALL RUNS

Hours: 9 a.m.-6 pm., p.m. Wed;
OPEN ALL DAY SAT.
Siu.(ly.mine.lil.vs, P.O., .....o ,d,le 1. l'.G.S. Puttl'ackLry teat to /15. 7d., 1lb. I. I, :;le. I.1,
I

Tome: C.W.O. ne C.O.D.

ÚC1142 10 6

e' 421

9

70 BRIGSTOCK ROAD, THORNTON HEATH, SURREY
Litt.

96

'i

9,

32 350 V. DIM.

15,000- 1,9

10w.J

12 61111

12'61 l',-t
10 6 i'Ell
10 -1E01142 10 OP, 1'-0 10.6 1'1.41 10 6
704
8 6 ECROI 10,1E18
10 6 Ií141
8 6
SPECIAL PRICE PER SET
1 RS, I T.I. 1$5, 1S4 nr . 104 re 1114
..
... 27 6
1/K96, Dí'90, DA EJii, I)1,96
..
.., 35 tillA, 0K7, 0Q7, 6\'0, 57.4 or,ix5
35
ELECTROLYTICS ALL TYPES NEW STOCK
Tubular Wire Ends
Can. Type, Clips 3d, ea.

76iEt'F,I2

5

16

-

}

^.6 ECE'on

11x2

7n

10 SIN,

yd

109 Tres.

VALVES

1

10'450 v. A.E.C.

a

t w., 1; -;
5"e Type.
1% Hi- Stab.. } w.. 2l -.
WIRE -WOUND POTS.
Pre-Set Min. T.V. Type
Knurled Slotted Knob.
All values 25 ohms to 30

2-DAY ALIGNMENT SERVICE NOW AVAILABLE.
NEW
ALL
BOXED
GUARANTEED
1 RS, l'r
7 0 D..1'9;
9 - E. I.'O 10 6 PC1.43
12 6
ts5, Is-1 1 0 1)190
9'- ,t:E'al 10 6 P1.02 10 Siii, 31'1 8 - 1,E98
9 -.)1'00
10.6 PLI:¡ 11
534
9 611)1,:11
9' -.OPIO 12'6 PVai)
g
IIAT6
8,6133Ln
10 &0P01
8.6 PYAt
9 8
6K7
6;8 EABC80 9 6'01.4) 10;6 PY02
8 6
6KA
8 :6 EB91
6 6'íl."4
111 PYo3 109
'till?
8.6 EBt'4l 10 6'0 \S1 10.6 1'2.2
8 6
6SY7
8,6 Et 'CM 9 6 I:Z4n
8.6 1`25
11 6
lC6
76 E(2 ;84 12 6,1:55 , 8 6 l'Un'.ti 9 6

654
RECORD PLAYER BARGAINS
SINGLE PLAYERS -LATEST MODELS.
4 apea, BAR Model T.1'.9), 99 6.
4 $peed COLLA Rl) ,Junior), 5 Ros.
4 Speed (;ARR.A R1) 45.11, 17.10.0.
Carriage and Insurance, 3 6.
AUTOCHANGERS --LATEST MODELS.
4 speed BSR (Motel CAS). 29.15.0.
4 speed COLLAR() (11C4S'i, steal, 19.15.0.
4 speed GARRARD (RC4 :12011). 91 gm.
All

semi air
SPECIAL
poly then, 80
ohms
MIchognls. spaced
Less sty it,h. 5'- each. ohm. Coax, }in. diem.
Coax plugs, 1 2. Coax Stranded core. Locseo
sockets. 1 -.
Couplers CIA 50%.
18. Outlet boxes. 41. EdealBand 3.
Y
TWIN FEEDER. 80 ohms, 6d. yd. ; 300 ohm., 8d. yd.
TWIN SCREEN FEEDER, 80 ohms, 1,3 yd.
} In. dia.
50 OHM CABLE, 8d. per
100 pf..
TRIMMERS. Ceramic, 4 pf.-70 pf., 93.
150 pf., 1.3 ; 2511 p1,. 1 -6 ; 000 pt.. 1 9. PHILIPS
Beehive Type---2 to pf. or :t to 30 pt., 1,- each.
'RESISTORS. -Fret. values 10 ohm to 10 megohms,
CARBON
WIRE WOUND
25 ohms -1'3
.200,, Type, I w., 3d.
} w., 5d. ; 1 w., 641.
10,000
3 6
10w. S
ohms
2 w., 9d.
15w.)
2

Ratio,

ALL WAVE RADIOGRAM CHASSIS
WAVEBANDS
5 VALVES
-30 tn.
LA'I EST MIDGET
.M.ec, 200 m. --.:50 m.
RYA
1..uY.:n0
-2,o00 m.
SERI Ed
Brand new And guar. A.C. 2,10 250 e'. 4 pos. WT.
Short- Nl,liom-Long -ti ram. P. 1', socket. High

.R

IInnImans, 18'6 : ',ìn. R.A.. 17.6 : tin, e'elestinn,
181 : 7 x 1 (loodrnws. 18 6 ; .Yin Elan, 20.- ;
Irvin. R.:t.. 25 - : 12in. Plessey, 35:-,
JASON F.M. TUNER UNIT 'Iî me :e-111ï ec's).
As described in Radin constructor.
Designer
Approved Kit of parrs to build this modem highly
suecessinl nntt, drilled chassis and enperinr type
illuminates, glass dial, roils, ears and all ,p,ality
mp,netlas, etc., for
S tom., post free. set of
4 Specified Miniatureonly
Valves, 30 -, post irae.
Illustrated handbook wir. 1111 detain, 2'_, pn., free

a
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TRANSISTORS
JUNCTION TYPE

P -N -P

-

TELEVISION TUBES
RECLAIMED GUARANTEED:

(British Manufacture)

12`

111.1) -1,PO 1'800 1:e Audio 1 rea rente
111.1'I1- SPOT 1.6 Mc s Miter and Frequency
N 1111';- SrO'l' 2.5 Mc - R.F. and 1.F. Amp

I

All
N.11.

10-

Cl'aager

15

00

-

Transistors are Tested and Guaranteed.
Thr IGd Spot similar to Mulland Ol 71.

i

-Pull

i,_L.

POI

tablr

,`111r1Li9

Can

Iry

built for

£5

17'L7.10.0
QUALITY
:

CARRIAGE

AND INSURANCE

Orders and

15 6

I7.- £13.10.0
EACH

TUBE

MAIL ORDER ONLY
en.lolre; t):

PRINTE ELECTRICS

/

1

-L6 14'

FULLY GUARANTEED HIG'
REBUILT
14
£11.10.0 IS"-L12.
12 "- L9

((TRANSISTOR -8"
1
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36

QUEENSDALE ROAD, W.II

This Portable 8 Transistor Superhet is tunable for both
Medium and Long Waves and is comparable in performance
to any equivalent Commercial Transistor Set. be built easily
Simplified construction enables this set to
and quickly into an attractive lightweight cabinet supplied.
TEN STAR FEATURES
* 8 Specially Selected Transistors
Output Push -Full
* 250 Milliwatts
* Medium and Long Waves
* Internal Ferrite Rod Aerial

all
these items including Cabinet for

We can supply

parts sold
separately.

All

Speaker
* '7 a 4 Elliptical
Plastic Chassis 81 x 2'1 in.
* Drilled
Point to Point wiring and practical

*

THE HOME

CONSTRUCTOR'S

211110'-

Send for circuit
asdiagrams,
Powered by 71 v. battery
* Economical.
Ecghomic
sembly data, illussensitive
* At
Highly
and in* Attractive lightweight contemporary sirations
ructions,
and
case
ll shopping list,
fu3d.
or cq141114.
N.H. l'air of 1lnteled 1l("
in stamps.
Supplied nl addiF :d co-i of 40
Call and hear oom. :n =I :anon model.

layout

FIRST OPPORTUNITY
Make Your Own integral :Oin.

1

.o'

Projection Television Set

.

Every component necessary, full wiring
diagrams and working chart supplied.

"EAVESDROPPER"

'r11ÁNsisToli l'Or' Kill RADIO
(Nu Aerial or Earth tr[,uired
inn Iuding Transistors,
Variable Tuning. Total cost. as specified
Transformers. Coils, Condensers and Batten::. etc., with circuit
and plastic case.
POST FREE.
7716
All items sold separately.
With single phone, 82'6. With Aces Mike. 00 -. With Min.
Hearing Aid, 90 -.

!

Complete

111111.1.

Kit ... £40.

CABINET AVAILABLE, AT

,

LIS.

STAMPED ADDRESSED ENVELOPE
FULL DETAILS AND LIST OF COMBE
ORDERED
PONENTS WHICH MAY
SEND
FOR

MINI -TW O

'1440- 'IIA \Slallli MI.NI.1'l'UIIE PO( 14E1' I1A1)1O
The smallest Transistor set cffered on the market. Variable
DliniaTuning, Drilled Chassis, Plastic Case size Sin. x 2in. x
and all components including
ture Hearing Aid. 2 Transistors
II colt Battery. Circuits and full pale tical layout diagrams.
49/6
Complete
Total Cost

SEPARATELY
TO

J.

S.

FIELDEN (DEVON) LTD.

BRANSCOMBE, SEATON, DEVON.
11(IM1:1-IG11'l'" 2.411ANS1sTOR PERSONAL PORTABLE
1

Telephone

:triable Tuning

:

BRANSCOMBE 371, 2,

3

can supply all components including 2 Transistors, Diode.
Resistors. Condensers and Miniature Hearing Aid and Plastic.
Case size 41 x 2: x Lin. and 11 v. Battery FOR 52'6. All Items
sold separately.
We

.2-.

12 6.

P;lud new

373

11.1'.2,

.

25

-.

r. 411t11.\l'(111 l'A( KS
Output 121 n. to m_4., 1£ 6.

16

lirand nvm

MINIATURE I.F. STRIP 932 Mcjs

April/May,
The ideal F.M. conversion unit as described in P.W.
1957. Complete with 6 valves, two EF91's, two EF92's and one
EB91, I.F. s, etc., in absolutely new condition. With circuit
121) (less valves). 42/6 postage
l& Packing 2/6 (either type.
,

LINE OUTPUT
TRANSFORMERS
Most types available. State Make and Model
Number of Receiver when ordering.
S.A.E. please with all enquiries'.

su:NO STAMPS FOR NEW 1958 28-PAGE CATALOGUE
OPEN MONDAY to SAT. 9-6. THURS. 1 o'clock.

HENRY'S RADIO LTD.
5

HOWORTH
51

POLLARD LANE, BRADFORD, 2, YORKS

HARROW ROAD, EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2
TEL.: PADDINGTON 1008 -9
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A WARNING

289
The Editor does not necessarily agree with
the opinions expressed by his correspondents. All letters must be accompanied by
the name and address of the sender
!not necessarily for publication).

BBC, but was no good on I.T.A., and that a
new tube was required to get I.T.A. The owner
thought that having got so far he might às well
to others.. I had a set given to me for servicing have the new tube-another £18. The set was
and I removed it as far- as it would come from duly delivered and installed. At the top of the
the cabinet. It was so constructed that it would picture was a black line about I tin. down from
not corné right out. I then made some checks the top of the mask. The dealer said this
with a voltmeter /ohm -meter, and at one point couldn't be removed because there was a fillet in
found a very low reading. Checking back to the top corner of the cabinet and that he
the service sheet showed that the reading should couldn't get the tube up enough without removing
have been much higher, so I located a resistor at the fillet. The line hold was very critical and
that point, unsoldered it, replaced it with one the dealer put this down to the fact that it was
which came from my " good spares box " and an old set (my estimation *1-5 years), and that
he couldn't do any more.
again made a check.
The owner took it for
To my surprise the same
t granted _ and paid up.
original reading was ob- I
SPECIAL NOTE
tained. I traced through i Will readers please note that we are unable 1 Over £30 altogether for
the wiring and there ! to supply Service Sheets or Circuits of ex- i tube and conversion.
were no shorts or leaks i government apparatus, or of proprietary i All this time he has
endured a picture of
We regret t
apparent, and after dismakes of commercial receivers.
connecting each end of
that we are also unable to publish letters from 1 which he could never see
the complete circuit wire
readers seeking a source of supply of such i the bottom and which
was constantly breaking
apparatus.
t
at this point I put both
t
up.
prods of the test -meter
across the ends and
Then he asked me-if I
everything was as it should be. Soldering one would look at it, knowing that I had built my
end of the circuit back I made another check own set and I knew a little bit about them. I
and everything was all right. I then connected the found a faulty coupling condenser from sync to
remaining end and made a check as at first, and line oscillator which cleared the line hold trouble.
everything was again all right. I sat and thought The picture height control I set correctly and
over this and it suddenly dawned on me what shifted the focus magnet, which removed the
had happened. Owing to the rather awkward black line and brought the picture up to its proper
part in the chassis where the test was being made position. I also found four valves had been
I was using one probe on the actual component removed from the now inoperative vision unit.
or wiring, one clipped to the chassis and my other The owner couldn't thank me enough, and says
hand was supporting the chassis.
The lead now it's a treat to watch a decent programme.
clipped on to the chassis was making a poor
This may sound fantastic to you, as it did to
connection due to dirt and corrosion, and the me when the owner told me, but I can assure you
actual test -meter circuit was being completed it is absolutely true. I am only an amateur, but
through my body, as I was holding the test probe. I think it's a disgrace the way some of these soI repeated the " fault " several times to make sure called professionals prey on the innocent public.
of this, and my warning is: make sure the clip
CONTRAST " (Name and address supplied.)
of such a tester is in good contact with the
chassis or " earthy " side by making use of a
AERIAL DESIGN
soldered contact somewhere in the wiring, and do
I am a service engineer and have been
not touch the chassis, even though the set may
surprised at some of the misconceptions
not be connected to the mains. -G. H. TERRENT
which exist as to aerial design. A simple dipole
(N.4).
for television is dimensioned to be resonant at
DABBLERS
about 1.5 Mc /s below the vision carrier freSIR,- Having read the various letters on quency. This is done so that the television signal
" dabblers" and " anti -dabblers
in your will be spread evenly on either side of resonance.
correspondence columns, I should like to quote When, however, additional elements are added to
you an incident that happened to me.
the aerial this band width decreases. With an
Some seven months ago an acquaintance of H -type dipole it will not decrease sufficiently to
mine purchased a secondhand TV set, quite be noticeable, but with multi -element arrays it
cheap, and took it to a dealer for art overhaul and can be serious. In fringe areas this has, unfortuto have it converted to Rediffusion (wired TV). nately, to
be tolerated, as picture resolution is
The dealer informed the owner that it needed
new smoothing condensers, a sync separator valve the most important point. In other areas, thereand a frame amplifier valve. He also told him fore, it is best not to use more directors on the
he'd tried the set both on aerial and Rediffusion aerial than are absolutely necessary for good
input and that it received a perfect picture on picture resolution. -R. BROWN (Sidcup).

-I should like to recount an experience of
mine which I hope will serve as a warning

SIR,

.

-"

SIR>
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News From the Trade
New Wolsey Lines
TWO new products are announced by Wolsey

Electronics and one is shown below. The
first is a wide spaced. wide stacked double array
aerial for long range reception. This is to be
known as the ." Interceptor 5." and will be available in four types. Model 360 /DY5 is the double
array only and costs £5 15s.. whilst DYSL is the

magic contrast." whilst the tuner with R.F. stage
is known as the " miracle tuner." A.P.C. is fitted
and also a circuit arrangement. known as automatic focusing. With .all -channel tuning. and
designed for A.C. /D.C. mains operation this
receiver is listed at 68 gns. inclusive of purchase
tax. -Beethoven Electric Equipment Ltd., 89,
Reddish Lane, Gorton. Manchester 18.
-

New J -Beam Aerial Range
j--BEAM AERIALS LTD.. of Northampton.

have just released a new range of aerials
which are thought to be ideal for all locations
due to their no compromise features and absence
of side and rear pick -up.
The Double Beam series is based on the
skeleton slot principle which not only gives
optimum gain and bandwidth on Band III, but
excellent matching properties improving Band I
performance.
The Double Beam range has been proved, by
means of measured polar diagrams. to be completely free from compromise resulting in perfect
performance on all bands.
Band II may be added with no derogatory effect
to the TV channels, as each Band is completely
isolated by the use of coaxial sections. -Beam
Aerials Ltd., Northampton.

-J

-

The New Wolsey Distribution Box.

same with the inclusion of a 4ft. 6in. crank mast.
This costs
and chimney lashing equipment.
£7 6s. 6d. Model ADYSM is the aerial with a
9ft. X 1-tin. mast and BDY5M is the aerial with
a 12ft. X 2in. mast, these costing £9 7s. 6d. and
£11 5s. respectively.
The other item is a Distribution Unit, type
D.S.14. This has been designed to meet the
demand for feeding multiple television units from
a single aerial system. It provides 12 outlets each
having a Band I and a Band III signal. The
outlets have an isolation figure better than 20dB.
A gain control is available on each channel so as
to balance the Band I and Band III signals. The
units may be connected in cascade if more than
12 outlets are required. The unit measures loin.
X 81in. X 31in. and weighs 61b. Finished in
green and. gold and with a 9ft. three -core lead
the price is £15 lSs.-Wolsey Electronics Ltd..
Cray Avenue, St. Mary Cray, Orpington, Kent.

Beethoven Model B.106
THE latest Beethoven model is shown here
mounted on legs. which are an optional
This new
item available separately at 2 gns.
receiver is a 17in. rectangular set with unbreakable window plate which may be removed easily
A special high -efficiency video
for cleaning.
stage 'provides a contrasty picture which has
black
resulted in the makers referring to the

This is the new Beethoven
Model B.106. The attractive
contemporary styled legs are
an additional and optional
fitment. and cost 2 gns. extra.
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Industry & Commerce offer their best posts to those with the
necessary qualifications -such posts that will bring personal satisfaction, happiness,
good money and security. As part of a modern industrial organisation, we have skilled
knowledge of what is required in industry to-day and the best means of training personnel for its present day and future requirements. We specialise also in teaching for
hobbies, new interests or part -time occupations in any of the subjects listed below.
Make your own choice and write to us to-day for further information. There is no
obligation of any kind.
PERSONAL & INDIVIDUAL TRAINING INAccountancy

Advertising

Aeronautical Eng.
A.R.B. Licences
Art (Fashion, Illus.
trating,Humorous)
Automobile Eng.
Banking
Book- keeping
Building
Business

Management

Customs Officer
Draughtsmanship
Economics
Electrical Eng.
Electrical
Installations
Electronics
Electronic
Draughtsmanship
Eng. Drawing
Export
Heating &

Carpentry
Ventilation Eng.
Chemistry
High Speed
City & Guilds
Oil Engines
Exams Industrial Admin.
Civil Service
Jig & Tool Design
Commercial
Journalism
Subjects
Commercial
Art & Drawing

Refrigeration
Management
Sales Management
Maintenance Eng. Sanitary
Mathematics
Engineering
M.C.A. Licences
Salesmanship
Mechanical Eng.
Secretaryship
Metallurgy
Shorthand & Typing
Motor Eng.
Short Story Writing
Painting S.
Short Wave Radio
Decorating Sound Recording
Photography
& Reproduction
P.M.G. Certs.
TelecommuniPolice
cations
Production Eng.
Television
Production
Time & Motion
Planning
Study
Radar
Tracing
Radio Amateurs
Welding
(C &G) Licence Workshop Practice
Radio & TeleWorks M'gement
vision Servicing and many others
Languages

Also courses for GENERAL CERTIFICATE OF EDUCATION, A.M.I.H. &V.E.,
A.M.S.E., A.M.Brit.l.R.E., A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.E.D., A.M.I.M.I., A.F.R.Ae.S.,
A.M.I.P.E., A.M.I.PA., A.C.C.A., A.C.I.S., A.C.C.S., A.C.W.A., City & Guilds
Examinations, R.T.E.B. tern. Cert., R.S.A. Certificates, etc.

Courses with
PRACTICAL EQUIPMENT

The E.M.I. Factories at Hayes, England.

The only Home Study College

operated by a world -wide

manufacturing organisation

in RADIO TELEVISION MECHANICS
CHEMISTRY ELECTRICITY
DRAUGHTSMANSHIP PHOTOGRAPHY Etc., etc.

j,

COURSES FROM 15/- PER MONTH

POST THIS
E.M.I. INSTITUTES, Dept.

fR

TODAY

(38K, London, W.4

NAME

(if under

21)

ADDRESS

INSTITUTES
-Port

Subject(s) with /without equipment

BLOCK CAPS
PLEASE

JAN. 58

We shall not worry you with personal visits

of "ilia' ñfadtera Voice," / fQrcomipßoNe,
www.americanradiohistory.com
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25'2

CO.extra ;LEEDS)
LTD.
RADIO SUPPLY l'u.tage

under £2.
ter £1.
1 9
Post Terms C.W.O. or C.O.D. NO C.O.D.
2/B under £5. Open to callers 9 a.m. to 5.30 p.m. Sats. until 1 p.m. S.A.E. with
enquiries, please. Full list Bd.: Trade list 5(1.
BATTERY SET CONVERTER KIT
R.S.C. TRANSFORMERS
All parts for converting any normal type
Full) Guaranteed
of Battery Receiver to A.C. mains200-250v
and
Impregnated.
Interleaved
50 c's. Supplies 120 v. 90 v or 60 v at 40 ma.
Primaries 200- 230 -250 v. 50 cis screened Fully smoothed and fully smoothed L.T.
TOP SHROUDED DROP THROUGH
of 2 v at 0.4 a to l a. Price including circuit
... 16/9
260-0 -260 v 70 ma. 6.3 v 2 a, 5 v 2 a
4918. Or ready for use, 9/9 extra.
...18:9 ALL DRY RECEIVER BATTERY
350- 0 -350v 80 ma, 6.3v 2 a. 5v 2 a
...23'9 ELIMINATOR KIT. -A11 parts for the
350-0 -350v 100 ma. 6.3v 4 a. 5v 3 a
350-0-350v 150 ma. 6.3v 4 a. 5 v 3 a
...29,9 construction of a unit (metal -case
... 29'9
6.3 v 4 a, 5 v 3 a
350-0-350 v 0
5I- 44-21n.) to supply Battery Portable
FULLY SHROUDED UPRIGHT
receivers requiring 90 v and 1.5 v. Fully
60 ma. 6.3 v 2 a, 5 v 2 a
250 -0 -250 v

... 27.8
17/9
Midget 0e 6.3 v
... 2ß'e
250-0-250v 100 ma, 6.3v4a.5 via
250-0-250v 100 ma. 6.3 v 6a,5 v 3 a
..
... 311for R1355 Conversion ...
...23(9
300-0-000v 100 ma, 6.3 v 4 a, 5v 3 a
... 23/0
350-0-350 v 100 ma, 6.3 v 4 a. 5 v 3 a
v
3a...
6.3
v
4
a,
0-4-5
ma,
3319
350-0- 350v150
425-0-425 v 200 ma, 6.3 v 4 a. C.T. 6.3 v
..
... 49/9
...
4 a, C.T. 5 v 3 a ...

FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS
All with 200-250 v 50 cis Primaries 6.3 v
1.5 a. 5/9 6.3 v 2 a. 7/8 0 -4 -6.3 v 2 a, 7/9:
12v1a,7/11 6.3v3a. 8/11: 6.3v6 a. 17/9.
CHARGER TRANSFORMERS
:

:

:

:

200 -250 v 0 -9 -15 v 11 a 11/9: 0-9 -15 v 3 a,
5 a. 19/9 : 0-9-1.5 v 6 a, 22'9.

0-9-15 v

16/9:

OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
Standard Pentode 5,000 to 3 ohms ... 4/9
... 3/9
Small Pentode 5,000 to 3 ohms...
SMOOTHING CHOKES
...1170
...
...
250ma5h50 ohms
.. ... 8/9
100 ma 10h 250 ohms
...
.. 5/8
...
8O ma 10 350 ohms
...4/11
..
...
60 ma1Oh400 ohms
SELENIUM METAL RECTIFIERS
B.E.C. 300v 250 ma, 12/9: 120v40 ma. 3'9:
a F.W., 4/11 240 v 50 ma, 4'11:
6/12 v 2 a F.W.. 8/9 : 6'12 v 4 a, 14/9: 250 v
6112 V
80 ma. 7,9 -6'12 v 6 a F.W., 19/9
24v2a, 14/9.

6112 v

1

:

:

:

8'

5/9: 6 /12ViLE ...
CO-AXIAL
Twin-screened Feeder ...

75 ohms 14/36

...
...

Sd. yd.

lid. )d.

From 200-250 v 50 c!s mains.
Price, inc. point -to-point wiring diagrams, 39/8. Or ready for use. 4619.
EX -GOVT. DOUBLE WOUND STEP
-lTEP DOWN TRANSFORMERS
10-0- 100 -200-220-240 v to 5 -0-75- 115 -135 v
or REVERSE. 80 -100 watts. Only 11/9.
plus 2/9 post. 10 -0-100-200 -220 -240 v to
200
Reverse.
9 -0-110- 122 -136 -148 v or
watts. 35'9. plus 7/6 carr. Both 50 c.o.s.
EX -GOVT. CASES. Well ventilated black
crackle finished, undrilled cwVer.- Size 14
x 10 81in. high. IDEAL FOR BATTERY

CHARGER OR INSTRUMENT CASE.
OR COVER COULD BE USED FOR
AMPLIFIER. Only 9/9, plus 2/9 postage.
Size 131 x 81 x 61in. with undrilled perfor-

atad cover finished stoved grey enamel,
7/9, plus 2/9 post.

EX-GOVT. VALVES (NEW)
3S4
5Y3G

7'9
8'9
7'9

6J6
61(70
6X5GT
6SN7GT
6L6G

6K8G

9'9

807
12A6

1T4

ls5

6J5G

719

49

657dGT 8!9
EF39
5'9
6V60
6115G

25Z4G

7/9 35Z4
3/9 MH4

419 6AT3

3/9

EB91

89

EF80
EF36
EL32
EL84

719
819

7'9 ECC91
11 9
7 9

7,9

4 6

89

4
3 9

10 6

59

EL91

ßi9
8'9 KT66

1119

4/9 SP61

2/9

Dept. N.
32, THE CALLS, LEEDS 2.
EX -GOVT. MAINS THANSF.
Removed from New ex -Govt. units.
Primary 0 -200- 130 -250 v Secs 275-0-275
v 100ma, 6.3v 7 a: 5v 3a
19/9
EX -GOVT SMOOTHING C'IIOKES-

...3/11
..
..
80ma1Oh150ohms
... 3/11
100 ma 5 h 100 ohms Tropicalised
... 6'100 ma 8 -10 h 100 ohms Parmeko
... 9/9
...
...
120 ma 12 h 100 ohms
... 6/9
150 ma 6 -10 h 150 ohms Trop. ...
... 11'9
...
...
150 ma 10h 150 ohms
...12'9
...
...
250 ma5h50 ohms
...19'9
...
100 ma 20h 200 ohms' ...
E.H.T. SMOOTHERS
.02 mfd. 5,000 v Cans (ex- Govt.\ 2'11.
BATTERY CHARGER KITS.-Consisting of attractive Blue Hammer Case,
Transformer, F.W. Rectifier. Fuse. Fuse holder, Tag Strip Grommets and Circuits.
For mains input 200-230 -250 v 50 e s. 6 v 2 a,
25/9: 6vor 12v 2a,31/ß: 6vor12v4a,
53/9. Any type assembled and tested for

extra.
R.S.C. 6 V. or 12 v. 4 a.
BATTERY ('HARDER
For normal A.C. mains
input 200-230 -250 v 50 c
Selector panel for 6 v or
12 v charging. Variable
charge rate of up to 4
AMPS. Fuse, and with
meter. Well ventilated
case with attractive
hammer finish. Guaranteed for 12 months.
75' -. Carr. 3'6.
BATTERY CHARGERS.-For mains
200 -250 v 50 c's. Output for charging 6 v or
12 v at 1 amp. In strong metal case. Only
27/9. Above can also be used for electric
train power supply.
D.C. SUPPLY KIT.- Suitable for Electric Trains. Consists of mains trans.
200 -250 v 60 c.o.s. A.C., 12 v 1 a Selenium
F.W. Bridge Rectifier. 2 Fuseholders, 2
Fuses, Change Direction Switch, Variable
Partially
Speed Regulator.
drilled Steel Case, and Circuit. 29/9
6//6

WIVIF WIFvII/`

NEW -MAX ELECTRONICS LTD.

For London. Finest Bargains in
electronics, telesision and radio
equipment.

TELEVISION

RECEIVER SERVICING
Vol.

REPOSSESSED AND SHOP SOILED
T.V. SETS IN STOCK. ALSO LARGE
SELECTION OF TAPE RECORDERS

"VIEWMASiEß"

T.V. TUBES

Printed Circuit Converter

500

I

TIME -BASE CIRCUITS
By E. A.

W. Spreadbury. 21s. Postage

1/

ALL GUARANTEED.

RECLAIMED & GUARANTEED
151n. and 17in..
12in., £8 ; 14ín., £5
£7.10.0.
REBUILT TUBES a ith 6 mths. guaran14in.,
12in.,
£9
tee, 10in., £8.10.0
17in.. £14
15in.. 512.10.0
211.10.0
Regret one month waiting list for
:

No

Patterning

MAZDA

it

tubes.

BRAND NEW FULLY GUARANTEED
14in. M.W. 36-24 tubes, £16.10.0.
17in. M.W. 43-64 tubes. £17.10.0.
P.P. & Insurance on all tubes. 15' -.
Gram. Amplifier and 4- station radio

combined, £6.10.0.

ing valves,

Well- known. British made
Brand new, 1,200ft. lengths. List 35',
Our Price. 2216 plus 16 P. & P.
RECORD CHANGERS-Brand New
C of taro R.C. 54 3- speed, £7.15.0.
R.C. 956 9- speed, £8.10.0.
R.C. 457 4- speed. £9. 0.0.
13 S.R. Monarch 4-speed. 28.15.0.

Send

RECORDING TAPE

of this

£5.0.0.

detailed list
kit and others,

for

POST FREE.

of coils for converViewmaster
of
sion
receiver, £1 .0.0.
PLEASE NOTE NEW ADDRESS
Set

STAAW GALAXY
The world's most advanced 4 speed
auto- changer with ultra lightweight
c16122.16.3. Our price
pick -up. List price
COLLAR() JUNIOR
1 speed non -auto gram motor with
pick -up. £4.12.6.
I1.5.11.
3 speed gram motor, non -auto with
pick-up. £3.19.0.
Yost & Pkg. on record changers is 5/-.
Orders and Callers to :
:

NEW -MAX ELECTRONICS LTD.
London. W.2.
220 Edgware

i

We can supply the complete kit of parts includ-

AUDIO LTD.
162 Gray's Inn Rd., London, W.C.1
Telephone TERminus 0228 -9.

1) 1d,

www.americanradiohistory.com

W. Heath.

45.

CLOSED -CIRCUIT AND INDUS-

or Breakthrough

:

By G.

23s. Postage 9d.

ills

:

:

RAPID TV REPAIR.

®IMPROVE YOUR RECEPTION.
By J. Cura & L. Stanley. Ss. Postage

TRIAL TELEVISION.

By E. M.

Noll. 34s. 6d. Postage 9d.

PRACTICAL
Or

® A

(or BANDS
5s.

Laidlaw

AERIAL

TV

MANUAL

R.

& 3.

I

By

Postage 6d.

GUIDE TO
BEGINNER'S
RADIO. By F. 1. Camm. 7s. 6d.
Postage 6d.

CTRANSISTOR TECHNIQUES. Ils.
Postage 85.

RADIO VALVE DATA.
by

"WW."

5s.

Compiled

Postage 8d.

THE MODERN BOOK CO.
BRITAIN'S LARGEST STOCKISTS
of British and American Technical Books
19 -23

PRAED STREET,

LONDON, W.2
Complete catalogue 6d.

Phone : PADdington 4185
Open 6 days 9 -6 p.m.

.
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Whilst we are aiwats pleased to assist readers with
their technical difficulties, we regret that we are unable
to supply diagrams or provide instructions for modifi'ing
surplus equipment. We cannot supply alternative details
for constructional articles which appear in these pages.

WE CANNOT UNDERTAKE TO ANSWER QUERIES
OVER THE TELEPHONE. The coupon from p. 297
must be attached to all Queries, and if a postal
#eply is required a stamped and addressed envelope
must be enclosed.

PYE CW17
The picture is perfect until the set has been in
operation for 30/45 minutes, distortion then
becomes noticeable at the top of the screen to a
depth of lin. approx. The scan lines appear to
spread apart, and they seem to be " pairing," the
picture content in this area stretches upwards,
and the verticals, bend off to the left. I have
the circuit sheets for the set. -H. Finlock (Hythe).
We suggest you replace the PCF80 situated
behind the mains input plug and the PL83
mounted on the right side of the chassis (V25 and
V21.

BUSH TUQ I2A

The picture has collapsed to about 2in. wide.
Unlike the reader whose letter you answered in
May '57 issue the picture does not fade and disappear on advancing the brilliance control. When
the width control is advanced a vertical bright
line appears down the centre of the 2in. strip. I
have had all valves in the line timebase tested
and are O.K. I have no service sheet and only
a small Pifco voltmeter. Can you help me by
suggesting what tests to make and posible faults.
I have made spark tests with an insulated screwdriver on the tube anode, EY51 both ends and
top cap of line output valve and get satisfactory
sparks. Also the width control appears O.K.A. F. Hartland (Dagenham).
We would advise you to replace the 2µF
capacitor wired in series with the line scanning

293

PCF 80 valves in the tuner unit by substitution.
We assume the PCL83 replaced is the left side
upper sound A.F. and output valve. The right side
PCL83 is, of course, the frame timebase part
generator and output.

MURPHY TYPE V202C
During programmes the picture will suddenly
disappear completely, leaving a thin line of very
bright light across the centre of the screen. The
fault can be remedied by quickly switching off
and on again but the cure is not lasting. Could
you please give me some indication of the cause
of the trouble and possible means of correction?
-R. J. Webb (E.12).
The frame timebase, which is your faulty
section, is on the top left -hand wing as you look
in from the back. The most likely components to
check are the frame output valve 6P25, which is
the largest valve on this deck, and the 6L1 frame
oscillator, which is the uppermost valve on the
rear edge. The coupling condenser gives a lot of
trouble, too. This is a .25µF paper condenser
which shares the same clip as the electrolytic
which decouples the section and is underneath the
6P25.

PYE CONTINENTAL
At certain intervals line hold completely fails
and cannot be locked by manipulation of line
hold control. I have changed V24 horizontal osc.
PCF80 and this has effected a lock though the
picture still tends to pull to the right-hand side,
and the line hold control is at the extreme end
Any slight rotation from this
of its travel.
position gives a picture break up. I would he
glad of any suggestion you may be able to give
that will enable a good solid lock to be obtained.
W. H. Hill (Wednesfield).
Check the condition of the M3 metal rectifiers
which are employed in the discriminator circuit
associated with the line synchronising circuits.
It should be noted that the line hold control
should be adjusted critically until a setting is
established when the picture jumps quickly into
line sync on removing and replacing the aerial.

PYE VT4

coils.

Picture and sound very good, but have to keep
switching off set due to crackling and sparks from
a resistor in the lead attached to the side of the
tube. -James Unwin (Manchester).
The 82 Kft resistor (value not critical) should
be inspected, replaced if necessary and the connections remade. It is possible that the sparking
may be caused by an internal short in the tube
but this is, of course, only a possibility.

FERGUSON 308T

FERGUSON MODEL 306T

I get what seems like a bad mains hum and
off it goes. Sometimes it can be got back by
operating the fine tuner or by turning the channel
selector. When this fails it has to lie switched
off for a time. I hase changed the PCL83 and
EF80 but it remains the same. "The picture is

For periods of two to three weeks I get a good
picture from Granada Channel 10, then for a
similar period I receive just a shadow or wavy
lines. The aerial is standard for this area, being
an eight- element array.
My BBC aerial is a
flat " H " for Channel 5.
not affected by this fault.-G. R. Gray (Ilford).
My neighbour has the same set and aerial, he
We would suggest you test the PCC84 and receives a perfect picture for 90 per cent. of his
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viewing time and has never complcrely lost the
picture as I have. I have tried my set on his
aerial during a bad period and received a very
good picture (our aerials are on the same
chimney).
I have one lead from the aerial to my set, my
neighbour has two, with a box on the window
sill to change over. Can this be the reason? I
see from your article, " I.T.A. in the West,"
diplexers can be used where signals are strong; as
we are on the fringe would you advise changing
over to a double feeder ? -Mr. S. Clark
(Birmingham).
If a good crossover filter is used, such as the
Belling & Lee " Diplexer," the loss is so small
that it can be ignored. It often happens that
the signal conditions fluctuate differently in
fringe areas from one aerial to the next, even
though they may be closely spaced; this is
particularly true so far as Band III is concerned.
We would suggest that you move your aerial to
another chimney stack or as far as possible away
Height of the
from your neighbour's array.
aerial above ground must not be lost, however,
as this is one of the most important factors in
fringe areas.

MURPHY V 178C

My tube went and I put another in (CRM123).
but since putting the tube in I can only get a
light on the screen in the centre.
I have put a new EL38, a new U281 and a new
1.125 in the line transformer. I can get sound and
line whistle.
On the top of my line transformer there are
five tappings, three on on side and two on the
other, but on the side with three tappings I can
only get a reading on the two end ones. There
is nothing on the middle one. Does this indicate
I
something wrong in the line transformer?
cannot get any scan lines or a raster.-John
Balderstone ;Burnley).
The fact that you have light on your screen
indicates that the line timebase is working and
producing E.H.T. The centre tag on the top of
the transformer should show 86 ohms to the EL38
anode, the other two are the scancoil winding.
We suggest you look for your fault in the
scancoil assembly or the wiring leading thereto.

January, 1958

is sometimes the only reliable

check. this also
applying to the ECL80 valves.
If the bottom cramping persists, check the
linearity components associated with the frame
output ECL80 and if necessary change the 150 KR
resistor to 75 K or even 50 KS?.

EKCOVISION T221
The symptoms, a very dim picture which turns
negative as brilliance is advanced. A well focused
raster is obtainable though dim. I tried a 13.3v.
transformer with 20 per cent. boost on tube
without any real difference. EHT as near as a
screwdriver- can tell seems to be well up, jumped
almost fin., and picture does not swell out. Tried
moving ion trap magnet, disconnected A.G.C. lead
and moving limiter plug without any difference.
High reading on tube Al but low on K and G.
I have not got the service sheet yet. -C. F. Prior
(Englefield Green).
The trouble you are having is undoubtedly
your tube, which is one of those which cannot be
improved by boosting. Before discarding it you
may like to check the setting of your ion trap
magnet, which may give you more light if moved
from its present position.
We have in some cases slowly increased the
heater voltage to as much as 30 volts in an
attempt to burn off the contamination on the
cathode. This is sometimes successful if done
slowly with the set cold and a positive voltage
applied to the grid (10v.), but there is a risk of
blowing the filament so should not be tried until
you are resigned to replacing your present tube.

FERGUSON 17ín. TV MODEL 604T
Sound is normal. Picture rolls and vertical
lock hold has little effect. Picture can be held
by adjusting height control but is then two frames.
and flickers. PCF80 sync separator and part
frame oscillator and PCL83 part frame oscillator
and frame output have been replaced with no
effect.-L. V. Cahill (Co. Antrim).
Replace the OA71 frame sync shaper crystal
diode which is probably defective. This is wired
to pin 2 of the PCL83.

MURPHY CONSOLE

I have a Murphy built on the circular chassis
principle (model number not known), and should
be glad of your assistance.
FERGUSON 978T
At the present time the picture has good conI followed your advice and had valve ECL80
check:a (dealer says its O.K.), and replaced 470K trast but is very dull and will not fill the 12in.
resistor. The trouble still persists only now when tube. Adjustment of the brightness brings up
switched on, the picture is very tall (not touching the raster with consequent loss of contrast and
sides of screen), it then closes down leaving a gap picture detail, and it is impossible to resolve a
top and bottom ;in. and spreads out sideways good black and white image at this degree of
filling the screen horizontally. The height and brightness. Only when the brightness is turned
vertical hold controls still working together down can a very dull picture be obtained, with
sufficient contrast.
critically (height opened fully).
I have recently replaced a faulty line control
Should appreciate your further advice about
this. I have checked the mains and the set is on and also the line output valve (tested and found
the correct tapping. -E. Combat] (Leamington to have very little emission). I am of the opinion
that the tube is running low, or failing altogether,
Spa).
you could help me by indicating
It is possible that the PZ30 rectifier is failing and possibly
and this should be checked. A valve tester will what further tests I should make in order to
(Continued on page 297)
not always reveal a faulty valve and substitution
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Practical Television Classified Advertisements

SETS & COMPONENTS.
BUILD YOUR I.T.A. AERIAL from
our machined parts. Supplied with
forded dipole already made with insulator fitted, a'nd cranked arm with
clamp for any size of existing mast,

or wall bracket. (State which when
ordering.) Only a screwdriver needed
to complete a rigid, waterproof array.
3 Element, 32/6; 5 Element, 42/8; 8
Element, 551 -; post free.
Lashing
Kit if required, 15/- extra.
Special Offers. -F.M. Indoor Dipole,
complete on mast and base 12/6.
4 B.A. Steel Screws, sin. or fin. long
and 6 B.A. Steel Screws, 7/16in. long,
all at 1/9 gross, post paid.
Polythene Insulators for ein. rods.
4)- each, post paid.
Illustrated list of all Aerial Fittings.
with Teclrical Data for Aerial Construction, all bands, 1/- P.O. All
goods post free. Write for details.
SKYLINE WORKS. Burnsall Rd.,
Coventry. (Tel.: 60418.)
TELEVISIONS, gin- models, £71101 -,
12in. models £13/101 -, 12in. 5- Channel
models, £19/101- each; all working;
carriage paid.
Send for list.
TOMLINS, 127, Brockley Rise, Forest
Hill, S.E.23.
FOR 5497.)
LOUDSPEA KERS repaired promptly.
MODEL LOUDSPEAKER SERVICE,

Bullington Rd., Oxford.

GUARANTEED

TELEVISION,

5- Channel

12in.

models; first -class picture,
£28 each, carriage paid.
T H E
GRAMOPHONE SHOP, 19 -21, Brockley Rise, London, S.E.23.
5-CHANNEL

TELEVISIONS

:

12ín.

screen Ferguson 988, Ekco 161, etc.,
£22 each. A good selection of 12m.
T /Vs (London), 100% condition,
from £12; gin. from £7, also 12in.
T/Vs, slight faults, from £5; gin.
from £3. TYLER TELEVISION, 63.

Lee High Rd..
(LEE 5979.)

Lewisham,

S.E.13.

RATES :
4/- per line or part
thereof, average five words to line,
minimum 2 lines. Box No. 1/- extra.
Advertisements must be prepaid

and addressed to Advertisement
Manager, " Practical Television,"
Tower House, Southampton St.,
Strand, London, W.C.2.
SIGNAL GENERATOR

Coverage 120 kc, s-84 Mes. A.F. modulation
or unmod. R.F. Accuracy, +2 "'. A.C. Mains
2301250 v.
Complete £4.19.6. PT 4/6.

SIGNAL and PATTERN GENERATOR.
7.6 Mc /s, &210 Mc /s In five bands (fundamentals). Accuracy +1%. A.C. Mains 2001
250 v. Complete 86.19.6. P /Ins. 8/ -.
The RADAR KILOVOLTER. Range 3-30
kV. Measures E.H.T. volts. £3.15.0. P /Ins.
2/8. The famous BRAYHEAD 12- Channel
Turret Tuner. State set make and model
No. £8.19.8. P /Ins. 2/8. Send 3d. stamps for
lists.- WESTWAY RADIO, 5, Westward
Way, Harrow, Middx.
MAKING YOUR OWN?

Telescopes,

Enlargers, Binoculars. Microscopes,
Projectors, or, in fact, anything

that needs lenses.

Then get our
booklets " How to Use ex -Gov.
Lenses & Prisms," Nos. 1 & 2, price
2/6 ea. Also our stereo book, 3 -D
Without Viewers." -price 7/6. Comprehensive list of lenses, optical,
radio and scientific gear free for
s.a.e. H. W. ENGLISH, Rayleigh
Road. Hutton, Brentwood, Essex.

and Philips's Projection
models s.a e. lists. Service Sheets, s.a.e.
£11/10/- each; immediate despatch; enquiries. Reconditioned Radios and
carriage paid. BARKERS, 325. Brock - T.V.s from £2, for callers. J. PALMER
(PT), 32, Neasden Lane, N.W.10.
ley Road, S.E.4.
TID 6752.)
Good quality
reclaimed and guaranteed for 6
months, as supplied to the trade
throughout the British Isles; 14-15l6in. £5; 17ín. £8; c.w.o., or pro forma carriage, 15/ -. (Smaller sizes
available, but in short supply.
TELETUBES, 34 and 18, Market
Parade, Rye Lane. Peckham, S.E.15.

(Tel.: New Cross 4551.)

121N. T.V., out of order, £5; working
O.K., £10; 12in., 5-channel, £15; 14in.
from £18. Auto /Radiograms from
£15. Callers only. JOHN GILBERT
TELEVISION (SHE 84411, 1B, Shep-

herds Bush Rd., London, W.6.

TELEVISIONS, 12in. 5 channel, £14;
14in., £18; 17in. £27; Faulty Sets
from £2. WILKINSON'S. 146, Gold hawk Rd.. W.12. SHE 4379.) Callers
only.
TELEVISIONS, all sizes and channels,
at lowest prices ever! Also a few tubes.
Trade supplied. HYNES, 9. Cumberland St., Victoria, S.W.1. (TAT 9140.)

revaeuunled;
all makes; 6 months' straight guarantee; 12 in. £5, 14in. £51101 -, 17in.
£7110/ -; carriage ant: insurance 12,6.
U.K. Free delivery Greater London.
VIDIO REPLACEMENT CO., Hales
St., Deptford High St., London,
S.E.B.
(Tideway 4506.)
TYPE 373 I.F. Amplifiers, with valves.
brand new, 42/8, Meters: 4 Y 4 x
20n. Read D.C. 1.5 and 3v, 6) mA.
and 5 k, ohms. Bakelite case, new,
12/6. Formers, ;in., twin dust -cores,
can 2 x lin. dia., 08,
Test Sets:
74A with 9 valves, VCR 139a, 220 240v, power pack; fair condition, 50/Indicator Units, new,
1carr. 8/6).
with VCR97, 3/VR91, 2/CV18, 2/VR54,
24/- (carr. 7/ -).
Responser ZC8931,
160 -190 me /s, new, with valves, 15/(carr. 7/6). Brand new R.F.26. 27, 25/(post 3/ -I; RF25, 10/6; R1726, 27, good
cond., 20/ -. Metal Rectifiers: 240v, 100
mA., 4 / -; 243v, 30 mA., 3/8; 1,000v,
30 mA., 7/, Chokes, L.F. 10H. 120 mA.,
screened, 7/8; 5H, 200 mA., 4/6.
Transformers: 230v, in. 6v. 7 times
;

(total 15 A.), outputs, 25 / -. Small.
upright (a) 110 -250v input; outputs
325v, 20 mA., and 6.3v, la., 9/6;
lb) outputs 6.5v, at la., and 3a.,
8/8. Input 200-250v. Outputs: 12v. 3a.,

and 5v, 3a., 12/8; 300-0-300v, 201
mA. and 4v twice,
17 ;8.
VHF
Amplifier, valves 2/CV68, 1 /VR136,
with 50 c. power unit. 40/UNREPEATABLE OFFER.- 12ín., 5 3'6). LF Multi -choke: 12 H/45 mA..
channel T.V., £15; 14in., £22; good 60 H /10 mA., 35 H /20 mA., 12/8
working order. C. EDWARDS, 1070, (post 2/6 min.). List and enquiries.
Harrow
Rd.,
London,
N.W.10. s.a.e., please. Terms: c.w o.; postage
extra; immediate despatch.
W. A.
(Phone: LADbroke 1734.)
BENSON IP /T), 136, Rathbone Rd.,
"TELEVISIONS," 12ín., 5 channel, Liverpool, 15.
tunable anywhere, models from
£19 /10 /- each; carriage paid; satisSITUATIONS VACANT
faction guaranteed. RYAN ELECTRICS, 134, Acre Lane, Brixton,
AEROPLANE
AND ARMAMENT
London, S. W.2. (BRI 4533.)
EXPERIMENTAL ESTABLISHMENT
BOSCOMBE DOWN
R.F. UNITS. Types 27 or 26, 22/ -;
requires
25 or 24, 9/ -; brand new, with valves;
post, 3; -. E.W.S. CO., 69, Church SKILLED men to serve as :Rd., Moseley, Birmingham.
INSTRUMENT and ELECTRICAL

TELEVISIONS, NEEDING ATTENTION, gin: loin. models £4/10 /- each, NEW AND USED VALVES and Com12in. models £8/81- each, 15ín. models ponents at low prices; all guaranteed:

TELEVISION TUBES.
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T.V. TUBES as new;

ELECTRADIO. -Dual Wave Coil 2/6
with circuit, ditto, plus Reaction 4/ -,
Tuning Condenser 3/10, Crystal
Diode 1/8, tested 4 Transistor Set
Circuit, 113. All Transistor Components stocked. Post free. 18,
Broadlands Av., Keynsham, Somerset.

EFFICIENT

CRAFTSMEN for laboratory and
Aircraft installations work.
and ELECTRONIC
for laboratory and
Aircraft installations work.
AIRFRAME and ENGINE FITTERS
for aircraft servicing and fitting of special
equipment.
INSTRUMENT MAKERS and PRE-

RADIO /RADAR
CRAFTSMEN

CISION MACHINISTS.

Rate of pay for 44 hour 5 day week 182/4
plus 10/- merit lead or 182/4 plus 38/- merit
lead according to experience. Prospects of
re- assessment of rate within three months,
any increase backdated to date of entry.
MERIT LEAD CAN RISE TO 70/ -. TWO
WEEKS (88 hours) PAID ANNUAL LEAVE.

AERIALS.-Make sure
with Aerial Current Meter, tests,
compares.
HOBLEY,
109,
The PAID SICK LEAVE SCHEME.
Drive, Wellingborough.
Apply giving details of apprenticeship and
RECLAIMED TUBES, 12ín., 14ín.,
17in., all at £5 each, guaranteed;
100
(5 channel) T.V., Ekco 161.
Ferguson
988,
£15
each.
C.
EDWARDS, 1070, Harrow Rd. (Phone:
LADbroke 1734.)
TEST METER, scaled ohms, volts.
m.a., 25/ -; Xtal Mic., 25/ -; 4v.,
Radio Chassis, 45/ -; all new.
28, Jewel Rd., London, E.17.

experience to Air Commodore (Civilian
Administration Office), (PT), A. & A.E.E.,
Boscombe Down, Amesbury, Wiltshire.
AGENTS

REQUIRED to sell I.T.V.
Converters, Aerials. etc.; s.a.e. for
details. G. A. STRANGE), N. Wraxall, Chippenham, Wilts.

WANTED

A.C.

ALL TYPES OF VALVES REQUIRED
for cash. State quantity and condition. RADIO FACILITIES LTD.,
38, Chalcot Road, N.W.1
(PRImrose

CATHODE RAY TUBES, used, but
in good working order, and with
3 months' guarantee.
All 12in. to
17in.
Mazda, Mullard and Emitron 9090.)
types at £4/10/- each, plus 13/6
carriage. Orders and enquiries by NEW VALVES WANTED.
letter only to: BHP DISTRIBUTORS. EY86, PCF80, PL81, 5Z4G, U25.E1,51.
or
379, Staines Road, Hounslow, Mid- what have you? Prompt cash.
RHS.

DIPOLE INSULATORS, lin. boom,
,in. elements, suitable T.V. or F.M.
Dipoles. 51 -.
P.O.
with order.
C. & H., 2a. Mona Street. Liverpool, 7.
dlesex.
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SERVICE SHEETS

AA4AAAAAAAAA009900999

A SPENCER -WEST
BAND Ill CONVERTER
FOR 66.5.0

SERVICE- MANUALS /Sheets Tel /Radio

for hire. Sale and wanted. Mixed
Manuals and Sheets, 12 for 10; -;
s.a.e. enquiries. W. J. GILBERT
(P.T.I, 24. Frithville Odns.. London.

COVENTRY
RADIO

W.12.

Radio, T.V.,
SHEETS,
SERVICE
Lists 1/ -. S.A.E.
models.
5,000
TELRAY, 11, Maudland
enquiries.
Bk.. Preston.

Component Specialists
since 1925

FOR SALE
T.V. TUBES, used but guaranteed.
12in., £5/101 -; 14in., £51101 -; 17in..
£T /10 /-; carriage and insurance 12/6
extra on all tubes. Turret Converters made by Brayhead, no solder-

ing, uses adaptor, just plug in and
convert your set. Models available
for over 600 sets. Send for details.
COTSWOLD ELECTRONIC SERVICE,
5, Windsor Rd., Tetbury, Glos.

to

order

supply

larger

a

£7/10; -;

VALVE CARTONS. Miniatures 10/0,
"GT's" 12/ -, "O's'e 14/- per 100.
plus 2/- p. 87. p. RHS, 155. Swan

A Send your enquiries to:

listed
SUNLAMPS,
80 / -. S.A.E. SCIENTIFIC
PRODUCTS CO., Cleveleys, Lancs.

Arcade, Bradford.

1.

Lists free.

IN LEEDS.-We are
SHOP
stocking Spares for Radios and T.V.s.
New and surplus Valves. Bring this
ad. for free valve testing this month.
We have plenty of reduced Aerials
and Converters in stock for callers
only. T.V. SPARES. 41. Call Lane,
NEW

Leeds,

1.

EDUCATIONAL
A.M.I.P.R.E.-For details of suitable
study courses lonly a limited number
of students accepted) send for free
Instructional Text.
of
Syllabus
I.P.R.E. Conditions of membership
booklet 1 / -. " The Practical Radio
Engineer." journal, sample copy.
alignment peaks for
2/3;
6,000
Superhets. 6/ -. All post free from
SECRETARY. I.P.R.E., 20, Fairfield
Road, London, N.8.
11

EXAMINATION.
Write for FREE 20-page GUIDE and
Test, stating age of chid to: THE
REGISTRAR /Dept. M7). Mercer's
Correspondence College, 69, Wimpole
St., London, W.1.

9
0
a

:

3
0
0

á
9
0
a

Available from all good dealers or
post free direct from the manufacturers if any difficulty.

LUTON

SPENCER -WEST LTD.,
Quay Works, Great Yarmouth,

Ó

Norfolk.

7388-9

0

Phones
Works 4794; Sales 3009
Spencer -West, Great Yarmouth.
Grams
:

094000000000000000000

:

Alr -spaced Coaxial Cable, 75/80 ohms, new.
9d. per yd., 701- per 100 yds. Meters, 500
microamps. F.S.D., marked 15,600 v., 21n.
dial, 15/ -. 12in. Plessey P.M. Speakers.
new. 27!6. Television Aerials, Band III
Channels 8;9/10, 3- element, 2816: 5- element.
38/8: 8- element. 58 /8 Band I all channels.
H," 776: X." 74/6. Combined Aerials
from 25 / -. Why not send S.A.E. with your
aerial enquiry and we will reply by return.
We only stock the well -known guaranteed
made aerials, thereby giving better value
for honey. Pif co All -In-one Radiometer.
A.C. D.C. ranges 0 -6-240 volts, 0 -30 m /a, also
continuity and valve filament tester. 32/6.
F.M. Feeder Cable. new, standard 300 ohms.
8d. per yd. Volume Controls, special offer
t meg. S /P. Long spindle. 3 -. Volume
Controls, DIP, 5/8 L /S, 3/6 Pre -set. 4/ -.
R.M.1. 4/8
R.M.2. 5/6 ; R.M.3, 7/8
Ion -Trap
R.M.4. 16 /6: R.M.5, 25' -.
Ma ,ets, 5/ -. Chrome Car Aerial, 37/6.
Fidelity 4-speed Autochange Amplified
Record Players, new and guaranteed,
new,
18 gale.ß Pie° Electrical Blankets,
;

/

;

:

:

:

61.17

practical equipment combined with
instruction in Radio, Television,
Mechanics. Chemistry.
Electricity
Write for full Terms
Photography, etc.
details to E.M.I. INSTITUTES, Dept. charge
PT47, London, W.4.

The Type 80 with printed circuits,
panel controls for Band switch and
fine tuning and a performance which
ensures enthusiastic satisfaction.
Handsomely designed and finished
to stand on your receiver with its
self- contained power supply it lust
plugs straight in.
Full descriptive leaflet on request.

s

New Telephone No.:

5U4

LEARN IT as you do it -we provide

0
0
0

6
Road, 9
$ 189 -191 Dunstable
Luton, Beds.
é

Brochure giving details of
Home Study Training in Radio, Television and all branches of Electronics. Courses for the Hobby
Enthusiast or for those aiming at
the A.M Brit.I.R.E., City and Guilds, OZ4
R.T.E.B.. and other Professional IA5
Train with college
examinations.
operated by Britain's largest Elec- ILN5
tronics organisation. Moderate fees. 2X2
306
Write to E.M.I. INSTITUTES, Dept. 4D1
PT23. London. W.4.
5Z4
FREE

é

We have now trebled the 9
premises in 0
size of our
range of Components, AmpA
lifiers and Hi -Fi Equipment

SUPERTONIC

0
0

GUARANTEED S'AI.1 ES
5/- 6K8
9/- B36 19/6
3/- 6Q7
9/- E1391 5'8/- EL84 10'6
3/- 6AT6
4- 6AQ5 8/6 ECL80
2'6 6SL7 8/12'6
6A7
10/3,6
12'6
9/6 6BW6 8/- EY51
PT82 ß/9- 6BG6G
9/19.'6 PY80
6/6

PCC84

12/6

UBC41 8/6
UCH42 8/8
UL41 10/W81

W76.
80

18/6
10/6

12'8
ECC81 9/8

MAIL ORDER ONLY.
NO CALLERS.
C.W.O. or C.O.D. Minimum C.O.D.
3/6. Postage and packing per valve
£4, 2/3. All Aerials 2,6
8d. Under £2, 1/9
carriage.
:

;

BUILD YOUR OWN T/V and learn

about its operation, maintenance and ELIECTRO- SERVICES & Co.
Qualified engineer -tutor
servicing.
available while you are learning and
building. Free Brochure from E.M.I. 221 BATTERSEA PARK ROAD,
INSTITUTES, Dept. PT58, London.
LCNDCN, S.W.11.
MAC 8155
W.4. (Associated wills H.M.V.)
-
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FIRST-CLASS
TELEVISION and
RADIO COURSES

.
GET A CERTIFICATE!

After brief, intensely interesting study
-undertaken at home in your spare
time -YOU can secure your professional qualification or learn Servicing
and Theory. Let us show you how
!

FREE

GUIDE

The New Free Guide contains 132

pages of information of the greatest
importance to those seeking such
success compelling qualifications as
A.M.Brit.I.R.E., City and Guilds
Final
Radio,
P.M.G.
Radio
Amateurs' Exams., Gen. Cert.
of Educ., London B.Se. (Eng.),

A.M.I.P.E.,

A.M.I,Mech.E.,
Draughtsmanship (all branches),
etc., together with particulars of
our remarkable Guarantee of

SUCCESS OR

NO

FEE

Write now for your copy of this
invaluable publication. It may well
prove to be the turning point in your
career.

FOUNDED 1885 -OVER
.....150,000SUCCESSES
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF

ENGINEERING
148, HOLBORN,

(Dept. 462),

LONDON, E.C.I.
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-

restore the picture to its original brilliance. The
tube is an Edistrun and is about live %cars old.
G. Man Holt (Sheffield).
Your set is the V210C, and apart from sour
tube being low emission we suggest you have a
faulty metal rectifier type RM4. This should
deliver about 230v. D.C. from the same A.C.
input and give an H.T. rail voltage of 205v.
The heater voltage to your tube can be
increased by removing the wire feeding mains to
the 2 volt transformer from the 200 volt tag of
the voltage panel and connecting it to the rotating
-contact in the centre (assuming that your mains
is 220v. or more).

K.B. MK 100
The channel switch has become faulty, the
picture flickers on and off, appearing like a

loose connection as the switch is altered. I
understand the trouble is caused by a loose spring
in the channel switch. Could I make the adjustment so as to avoid a long wait for workshop
service ? -E. Sowerbutts (Bristol).
The tuner springs may be retensioned quite
simply by slightly (and carefully) increasing the
bow. This of course necessitates the removal of
the bottom cover of the tuner unit. To increase
the bow, insert a thin screwdriver blade between
the end of the spring and the wall of the unit
and very carefully apply pressure.

EKCO T310
A line -fault has appeared about one -third from
the bottom of the picture, as though two lines
had merged together and fluctuates up and down
that third of picture. -John Tait (Glasgow).
Your En,: bunching is due to B -K oscillations
in the frame output stage. This can normally be
cured by changing the valve, which is a 30PL1
located just below the scancoils against the seam
which joins the timebase chassis to the I.F. strip.
There is another 30PLI working as sound output,
and the two can be interchanged as an initial
step in checking your set's performance.

ULTRA W721
When the set is first switched on the picture
is good and bright. After about 30 minutes
the picture goes dull and flat. Advancing the
brightness control produces an upward flare on
an the light spots on the screen. I have tried
turning the aerial to reduce the flare without
success.
Also a bright horizontal line appears on the
bottoni of the screen when the set has been on
for 15 minutes or so.
I have a " Pifeo " radiometer available and
have very little experience of TV servicing but
can follow a circuit diagram.
A. Moran

-J.

(Morecambe).
From your description we would say that you
have a low emission cathode ray tube, although
it is unusual for this sort of tube to start bright
and go dull. We suggest you measure the filament
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volts, which should be 2v.. both when the
is working right and when it has gone faulty. as
you. may have a dry joint in the wiring which
reduces the supply when warm. The horizontal
line at the bottom of the screen cart usually be
cured by changing the ÚL46 frame output vahe.
which is located just behind the line output stag,
cover.

PHILIPS 1100U
-

Would you please tell nie what is wrong as
the picture keeps on rolling? It does not matter
which ECL80 valve I change (which I have about
half a dozen), the rolling still persists, with about
three pictures with flyback lines in the frame.
It makes no difference which way I turn the
frame hold.-D. .1. Jones (Giant.).
You should replace the 2.2 megohm resistor
wired in series with the hold control. This is
located behind the socket on the side wall of the
timebase chassis. If the picture tends to be flat,
check also the 5.6 megohm associated with the
vision limiter control.

EKCO MODEL T284
I should be pleased if you could give me any
details, etc., to assist nie in cleaning the tube of
my set ?-G. P. Elsworth (Carlisle).
First remove the chassis by disconnecting the
leads to scancoils, tube base, loudspeaker
assembly, and E.H.T. condenser, removing circlip
and metal shields on knobs, plastic panel covering
three side knobs and two screws holding rear
flange of chassis to the wood. Chassis then
withdraws backwards.
Lay cabinet on its face and undo four long
2BA nuts at the tube corners (mind you do not
break the metrosil). Tube c.-adle then withdraws
by a series of angular movements (lift, slide down,
tilt out from top, slide up, rest on top of fixing
bolts, tilt sideways, lift clear. Undo 4 X 4BA
bolts holding glass and mask to tube cradle and
lift tube cradle clear. (Clean and reassemble in
reverse order, carefully re- fitting plastic strip
around the mask join to exclude all air.)

K.B. MV30
No line ose. whistle so no EHT. Voltage tests
O.K., also valve O.K. (12AÚ7). Could the fault
be in sync sep. 12AX7 ?-R. Graham (Millom).
The sync separator would not be responsible
You should have the 6U4GT valve tested and if
this is in order the 6CD6G. We are not sure
what you mean by " voltage tests O.K.," and
would like a more detailed report before offering
further advice.

r

I

QUERIES COUPON

1

This coupon is available until JANUARY 21st, 1958, and
must accompany all Queries sent in accord with the
notice on page 293.
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JASON
FM SWITCHED TUNERS
All BBC Programmes at the turn of a switch
MERCURY KIT. Includes front -end unit already
built and aligned. L9.19.0 Post Free.
Credit Terms : Deposit LI.10.0 and seven monthly
payments of LI.7.0.
Instruction Book 2/3 post free. Included in kit.
Fully detailed price list free.
PREFECT TUNER. A ready -built unit. Less
power supply. L15.12.6. Credit Terms : Deposit
L2.4.6 and seven monthly payments of L2.2.0.
Illustrated leaflet free.
Both these tuners incorporate a good A.F.C.
system which ensures freedom from drift.

January, 1958

St. Mary's Electronics
(Tel.: AMBassador

9795)

PRAED STREET, LONDON, W.2

18,

T/V TUBES
12

MULLARD

...
...

MAZDA
EMITRON

MAZDA

in.

14

£5
L5
L5

...

in.

in.

17

L7
L7
L7

L6
L6
L6

30
DAYS' DELIVERY.
ALL OTHER TYPES EX- STOCK.
TERMS : 3 MONTHS' GUARANTEE. P.P. INS. 10/12"

TUBES

C.W.O.

NEW AVO

MULTIMINOR

REBUILT TUBES

A brand new test instrument at a very attractive
price. A.C. and D.C. Volts. D.C. Current. Two
ohms ranges. Movement is 100 microamps (10,000
ohms per volt). L9.10.0. Credit Terms : Deposit
LI.8.0 and seven monthly payments of (1.6.0.

in.

14

LII
LII

17 in.
LI2.10.0
LI2.10.0

ALL PRICES INC. P.P. & INS.

Illustrated leaflet available.

ALL REBUILT TUBES ARE GUARANTEED

WATTS RADIO (Mail Orders), LTD.,
Church Street, Weybridge, Surrey.

SIX MONTHS

54,

: Weybridge 4556.
Post orders only to this address.

in.
L9
L9

12

MAZDA
...
MULLARD ...

Telephone

PLEASE NOTE

:

PLEASE

SEND

MAKE
BY
QUALITY

TELEVISION

COMPONENTS

SCANNING COILS, 6/10 kV. and 13/15 kV., R.F.,
E.H.T. UNITS, E.H.T. and OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS,
LINE FLYBACK E.H.T. UNITS.
COIL KITS FOR " P.T." BAND III CONVERTERS

Write for illustrated list (Publication

HityNEs

75)

SOUND

ERSIN MULTICORE
Contains cores of
extra -active, non -corrosive
Ersin Flux. Prevents oxidation
and cleans surface oxides.
5

SIZE

1

Lid.,

QUeMiddles xnfeld,

CARTON

'f', TUBES. 12 MONTH

31 -74

ins., 15'-. WIDE ANGLE
1lin. Rectangular £4.15. Carr.
FOCUS MAG NETS with centring. 918.. Double magnet. 1241.
For T.R.F. or Superhet Receivers.
Famous Make. 3 position Switch.
Fine Tuner, and 9 Quick Set Trimmers.
13 CHANNEL
Give any 3 Channels, T.R.F. Band I,
Superhet Band III, Output direct to
CONVERTORS
Aerial Socket. Beautiful Bakelite Case,
with PCC 84, PCF 80. 23.15.0.
AS ABOVE but with built -in power pack, listed 210.17.8.
continuous tuning channel, 6:13, hammered gold finish, no
alterations just plug in. 27.10.0.
ATTRACTIVE 14ín. TABLE T\ CABINETS. Size 17ín. x
1611n. x 16ín. mask. glass, 7 x 4 front speaker baffle. 29, -. Post 6,' -.
S.A.E. FREE LIST 400 AMAZING SNIPS
ncluding EF50. 2,8 EF91. 78 plus 100 other valves. 250 mA,
T.V., L.F. chokes, 4,8 100 +200 mfd. 275 v.w., 51 -. etc.
0,000 OTHER BARGAINS AND TELEVISION SETS AT :&

Wherever precision soldering
is essential,
manufacturers,
engineers and handymen rely
on MULTICORE.

Theresa

just made
for the job you have in hand.
Here are some of them.
MULTICORE SOLDER

MULTICORE.

(,Vol frire -lo -lag joints)

Y1lrei

Contains 2 cores
ofArax flux. Flux

Suitable for 2006d
average joints.

residue is easily

removed with

NOME CONSTRUCTORS
216 PACK
In addition to the well -known
Home Constructors Pack (con taining 19ft. of 18 s.w.g.
60 /40alloy)asimilar
pack is now available containing
40ft. of 22 s.w.g.
60/40 alloy
`

especially suitable
for printed circuits.

SIMPLY

FOR METAL FABRICATION

CARTON

TRADING CO.
TECHNICAL
Type), £4.10s.
Guarantee. 12ín. (MW

JOINTS

ARAX

9t

HANDYMAN'S

ANY ENQUIRIES

FOR

Multitore

USING

51-

RADIO

S.A.E.

®

°' 0

water.
SIZE 8 CARTON

51-

t

Handyman( Curto 6d
t

BIB WIRE STRIPPER
AND CUTTER

Strips Insulation
without nicking wire,
cuts a -ire cleanly,
splits extruded
flex 316 each

:

:

;

50/352 FRATTON

ROAD, PORTSMOUTH

MULTICORE SOLDERS LTD.,
MULTICORE WORKS, HEMEL HEMPSTEAD, HERTS.
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ARTHURS HAVE IT!

BAND III CONVERTOR
for ANY SET in ANY AREA

LARGE

*

LATEST VALVE MANUALS
Mullard 10/6, Osram Revised 7/6, Brimar No. 76; -.

*
*
*

instructions

in every detail, less knobs ...

...

E.

{2

Est.

10

I.

1919

I

6

J

6

and instructions in detail (free with kit)
made up by customers checked and aligned,

including post
...
...
...
...
...
12
6
When ordering please state present B.B.C. Station and I.T A.

{2 post

Orders over

\
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TELEGRAMS_ -" TELEGRAY, WESTCENT,
LONDON,"
CABLES
TELEGRAY," LONDON.

86

GUARANTEED ALL `1
TESTED
-IrJ
BEFORE DESPATCH 1,1'

3 8
6 12 8

98

1

TEMp/e Er.- 5833'4

Phone: ADDiscontbe 5262

9

Gray House.

:

150 -152 Charing Cross Road, London

ADDISCOMBE, CROYDON, SURREY

17

ARTHUR CRAY LTD.

PROPS.'

free.

285, LOWER ADDISCOMBE ROAD,

FOR

AND PACKING 9d. EACH.
CASH WITH ORDER.

L3 10

CIRCUIT
KITS

POST

with fitting

and aligned

..,

VALVES.

OF

LOUDSPEAKERS, Goodmans, Wharfedale. WB,
Tannoy and leading makes.
PICK -UPS and
STYLI of most makes.
TAPE RECORDERS,
Grundig, Philips, Truvox, Playtime & Ferrograph.

*
*
*
*

KIT complete

STOCKS

METERS, Avo, Advance, Taylor and Philips
Service Pattern Generators.
Oscilloscopes,
Cossor and Philips. AMPLIFIERS, Leak, Trix
& Quad. GRAM UNITS, Garrard & Collaro.

This unit has been widely used since I.T.A. Transn-:r.c
began to convert all types of secs, Superhet
and T.R.i
receive on Band Ill.
Unlike many other convertors this unit is small eno,.gh
tc
be fitted inside your cabinet, enabling the
iob.to apcc .
finished and perfectly safe for all to use.
The wiring is simple to follow, and alignment is not
IT will convert any set, any age, T.R.F. or Superhet.
IT includes station switching.
IT provides pre -sec contrast balancing.
IT uses only one aerial input for both bands
IT provides manual tuning on Band Ill.
IT is totally screened.
IT completely rejects unwanted signals.
IT requires no additional power supply where either
6.3
or .3 amp. heater line is available.

CONVERTOR wired
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TERMS : Cash with order or C.O.D. Postage and Packing
charges extra, as follows : Orders value IO'- add
; 20 -add I 6 ; 40 -- add 2 ¡- ; f5 add 3'- unless otherwise 1.'-stated.
Minimum C.O.D. fee and postage 3 -. All single valves postage
6d.
Personal shoppers Monday -Friday. 9 a.m. to S p.m.
Saturdays 10 a.m. to I p.m.
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_i:11_1Z1.\h OFFER

E This Month's Special Offers
AMPLIFIERS. List price £61196.
D TRIPLETONE
etc. 200 -250 v.
Our Price £5/1916, plus 2'6 postage.
2-3 ohms. Size only
A.C. 4 watts, matched output for
in. high. Valves- 6Si7GT, 6V6GT,
D 8 in. x 4 in. x 4!.feature
6X5GT. Special
ALL NEW ANDe, GUARANTEED.
Y' controls.
1/- each, post.
SINGLE PIECE THROAT MIKES.
Could be used for electrifying musical

etc., 3d. each

S

January,

TELEVISION

instruments.

BATTERY ELIMINATORS. To convert

MIDGET
for mains operation.
all low consumption portables
H.T. output 85 v. 10 ma.,
Mains input 200 240 v. A.C.
in. x 2.5 in. Actually
L.T. output 1.3 v. 125 m.a. Size 3.7 Special price of SS' -.
H.T. battery alone.

N

o
T
T

smaller than

plus 216 post, etc.

M

SURPLUS, NEW AND

Any parcel

GUARANTEED

insured
against

L
D

Post,
etc., 6d.
per valve

extra.
Over £2
transit
free
post
dispatch
All tested before
6d. extra
8'-10F9 11 66
8'-'3V4
DAF969:8 EF89 9'11'ÚF41
12AH7 7
9'11 5Y3GT
DF96 9'6LEF91 6 11 131,41
llK96 9i8 EL32 311 UCH .2 8 68-.5Z4G 9'8 207G ^6

VALVES

damage

in

T

NEW AND GUARANTEED.

9-,,11L84 11 18138C.- 311,1457 136
9-8 EL84
DM70 7.11 EY51 118 ,U25 13 8,6BA6
88 25L6GT
8 -' UY41 7 8
IJH76 7 EZ83
9 9-81Ur6
EZ81
EABC80
25Z4G 9 13i6
7BßF16
6
q;81GZ32 12 8ia76
6T.15 14'9 35A5 116
7.6
6C9
126'35W4
1Ó'8
ECC83 818MÜ141811'1C5G
11150 10 8 61i76 211.35Z4G
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Band Ill
This. powerful 4- element, pre -assembled, wide spacedcomplete
beam Aerial by a leading manufacturer. Supplied
loft
with cranked pole and wall fixing brackets, can also be
mounted. Listed at 55/6.

39/6.
Our price, Brand New, in maker's sealed carton,
to 11in. diameter
4- element Aerials, array only, for mounting
mast, 25/-.

yard supplied
Cellular polythene Co -axial Cable at 8d. per
if required.
Carriage 2/6 extra.
Terms : Cash with Order or C.O.D.
Mail order only.

G. C.

TRANSFORMERS
I

OPPORTUNITIES IN

TELEVISION
148 pages

I

CONTACT

EQUIPMENT CO., LTD.

2,

172, ALFRETON RD., NOTTINGHAM

,furrest

PARK ROW. LEEDS,

?

FIRST!

Rewinding and manufacture of all types
Radio and Electronic
Application.
FORREST (TRANSFORMERS) LTD.,

for Television

Shirley, Solihull,
Phone: SHI. 2483.

Warwickshire.

Est. 34 years.

RADIO AND TELEVISION
COMPONENTS
in stock for

All parts
Viewmaster, Soundmaster, Teleking, etc.
Easy Terms available.
3d. stamp (only) for Catalogue.

TEST GEAR
P!

A.M.Brit.I.R.E., R.T.E.B.
Cert., City and Guilds,
Television
Television,
Servicing, Sound Film
Radio
Projection,
Diploma Courses, etc.,
are given in our 148-page
Handbook " ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES"
which also explains the
benefits of our Appoint-

ments Dept.

We Guarantee
" NO PASS -NO FEE"
If you are earning less than
read
£20

a

week you must

this enlightening book.
Send for your copy NOW -FREE and
without obligation.

WRITE TO -DAY

!

British Institute of Eagiseerin Technology
237, College House,
29 -31. Wright's Lase.
Kensington, W.8.

IET

JAMES H. MARTIN & CO.

I INSTIIR'AI'l'E, NERBI BRIDGE,

t'Ll'ERSTON,

ITEMS FROM 32;6

Don't wait- --Send stamp tor lists- -NO W

RADIO MAIL (Dept. w)

Raleigh Mews, Raleigh St., Nottingham

ALL CHANNELS

NEW SHOP IN
1

Components and Valves for Radios and
T.V.s. Hi -Fi equipment.

T.V. SPARES

Call Lane, Leeds,

I

www.americanradiohistory.com

ALLOYS,

BRASS, COPPER, BRONZE,
IN ROD, BAR, SHEET, TUBE, STRIP
CHANNEL, TEE
ANGLE,
WIRE,
3000

6,

(including
dimple, efficient for all TV-through
of
THE). Guaranteed no break
'- br. to
t,and I or re- radiation. Approx.
lL
channel
Band
build. Will convert any
any Band I channel. A.C. or A.C. /D.C.
Post
Kit. £3.5.0. Readyn.wired,-r £4.0.0.
faders only.
tree. Terms: C.V'.
'11111 EI.F:CTI( rt ' SI POLY'
O.
29 Leigh Rtl., lliehinm), London, N.5

41

LIGHT

ALUMINIUM,

STANDARD STOCK SIZES

H. ROLLET

OSMOR CONVERTERS

LEEDS

CIIILl

GOING

:

Television offers unlimited
scope to the technically
qualified. Details of the
easiest way to study for

I

&

CO., LTD.

CHESHAM PLACE, LONDON, S.W.I.
SLOane 3463

Works

:

36, ROSEEERY AVE., LONDON, E.C.1.
Branches at Liverpool, Manchester,
Birmingham, Leeds.
" No Quantity too Small "

TELEVISION COMPONENT
SERVICE
for
Replacement components available
the popular home constrLctor designs.
Catalogué available on regiest.

J. T. FILMER
Tel.

t

-

Dartford Road.
Dartford, Kent.

82,

Dartford 4057

January,

1953

PRACTICAL TELEVISION

TELEVISION TUBES
MULLARD

I2in. (6.10.0

14ín. £7.0.0

17ín. (8.10.0

COSSOR

...

I2in. £6.10.0

I4in. (6.10.0

17in. (8.10.0

EMITRON

...

I2in. 66.10.0

I4in. 0.0.0

I7in. (8.10.0

MULLARD.

I2in. now

6

All other types ex- stock.

weeks delivery.

MONTHLY CLEARANCE REDUCTIONS
MAZDA

...

CATHODEON
All Tubes plus

I4in. (5.10.0

I7in. E7.0.0

I4in. 66.0.0

I7in. £7.0.0

12/6 carriage and insurance.

SIX MONTHS' GUARANTEE
Terms to the Trade.

81,

RE -VIEW
HIGH STREET

(LONDON) LTD.
.

Telephone

:

MERTON

S.W.I9

CHERRYWOOD 3253

T'V INTERFERENCE BANISHED IN SECONDS!
with ta,bg_¢ah PRINTED
CIRCUIT FILTERS

PATTERNS LIKE THAT ILLUSTRATED ABOVE RUIN T/V RECEPTION, BUT THANKS TO THE NEW
LABGEAR PRINTED CIRCUIT FILTERS CAN USUALLY BE CLEARED INSTANTLY. SEND FOR EXPLANATORY LEAFLET WHICH TELLS YOU WHICH OF OUR 3 MODELS YOU SHOULD EMPLOY. MONEY
BACK OFFER.
Any Labgear filter purchased as a result of this advertisement will be accepted back for
cash refund if returned in new condition within 14 days of delivery. This offer is valid for 2 months only,
so write to-day for further details to
:

oCG(.OgRU%! oUC.I.,

WILLOW PLACE, CAMBRIDGE.
'Phone 2494/5.

'Grams. Labgear, Cambridge.

www.americanradiohistory.com

January, 1958

PRACTICAL TELEVISION

PERFORMANCE ASSURANCE WITH

COSSOR

NINOOmmIuÌIN
i

PRINTED CIRCUITS

AN INSTRUMENT RANGE

IN KIT FORM

Q. Why has Cossor Instruments

decided upon this innovation?
a range of
lint -class measuring instruments at a considerable saving
in cost to the Buyer.
Q. Are Kit instruments inferior in
performance to their Factory-built equivalents?
A. Certainly not. If assembled
and wired exactly in accordance
with the Manual of Instruc-

A. To make available

tions.

Q. A certain skill must, surely,

he

required to build these instruments?

A. None beyond

the ability to use
small soldering iron.
How tau a performance specification he maintained without
.setting up with test equipment?
Largely by the use of PRINTED
CIRCUITS which allow no
interference with the layout of
critical parts of the circuit.
How many Kit instruments are
at present available?
Three. Two Oscilloscopes, a
Single -Beam and a Double Beam, and a Valve Voltmeter.
Others will follow shortly.
Could l have more information
on these interesting instruments?
With the greatest of pleasure.
Just write to:
a

Q.
A.
Model 1071 K Double Beam Kit Oscilloscope.
List Price £69-0 -0.
Hire Purchase Facilities.
Trade terms on application

1

Q.

A.
Q.
A.

1

C OSSOR INSTRUMENTS LIh1I1'ED
of the Cossor
HIGHBURY GROVE

The Instrument Company

COSSOR HOUSE
Telephone: CANonbury 134(.33 lines)

Group

LONDON, N.5.

Telegrams: Cossor, "Norphone," London

Cables: Cossor, London

,

